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ROA Report
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John Frederick Ball, etal. vs. City Of Blackfoot Swimming Pool
John Frederick Ball, Joan Ball vs. City Of Blackfoot Swimming Pool
)ate

Code

User

2/12/2010

NCPI

DISNEY

New Case Filed - Personal Injury

Darren B. Simpson

APPR

DISl'JEY

Plaintiff: Ball, John Frederick Appearance
Through Attorney David K. Penrod

Darren B. Simpson

APPR

DISNEY

Plaintiff: Ball, Joan Appearance Through Attorney Darren B. Simpson
David K. Penrod

DISNEY

Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Darren B. Simpson
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings
below Paid by: Penrod, David K. (attorney for
Ball, John Frederick) Receipt number: 0002536
Dated: 2/12/2010 Amount: $88. 00 (Check) For:
City Of Blackfoot Swimming Pool (defendant)

Judge

~/26/2010

CERT

DISNEY

Certificate Of SERVI SUZANNE MCNEAL/ CITY Darren B. Simpson
CLERK

:/11/2010

APPR

MPRATT

Defendant: City Of Blackfoot Swimming Pool
Appearance Through Attorney Blake Hall

Darren B. Simpson

ANSW

MPRATT

Answer

Darren B. Simpson

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ Discovery Requests

Darren B. Simpson

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Status
Conference 05/24/2010 09:30 AM)

Darren B. Simpson

MPRATT

Notice Of Hearing

Darren B. Simpson

,/17/201 0

/18/2010

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ Discovery Requests to
Plaintiffs

Darren B. Simpson

/31/201 0

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ City's Discovery Requests to
Pis

Darren B. Simpson

/12/201 0

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ Discovery Responses to Pis

Darren B. Simpson

/7/2010

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ Discovery Requests to Defs

Darren B. Simpson

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ Discovery Requests to Defs

Darren B. Simpson

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ Discovery Requests to Defs

Darren B. Simpson

120/2010

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ Discovery Responses to Pis

Darren B. Simpson

124/2010

CONT

MPRATT

Continued (Telephonic Status Conference
05/26/2010 11 :30 AIVI)

Darren B. Simpson

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service/ Discovery Documents

Darren B. Simpson

MPRATT

Notice Of Hearing

Darren B. Simpson

'25/2010
'26/2010

MNUT

MPRATT

Minute Entry
Hearing type: Telephonic Status Conference
Hearing date: 5/26/2010
Time: 11 :29 am
Courtroom:
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: MARIELLE PRATT
Tape Number:

Darren B. Simpson

HRHD

MPRATT

Hearing result for Telephonic Status Conference
held on 05/26/2010 11:30 AM: Hearing Held

Darren B. Simpson

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Status
Conference 09/13/2010 09: 15 AM)

Darren B. Simpson

I
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John Frederick Ball, etal. vs. City Of Blackfoot Swimming Pool

John Frederick Ball, Joan Ball vs. City Of Blackfoot Swimming Pool
Date

Code

User

5/26/2010

HRSC

MPRATT

Judge
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial 02/28/2011 09:00

Darren B. Simpson

AM)
HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/28/2011 09:00 Darren B. Simpson

AM)
MPRATT

Notice Of Hearing

Darren B. Simpson

ORDR

MPRATT

Jury Trial Scheduling Order

Darren B. Simpson

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of John Ball

Darren B. Simpson

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Joan Ball

Darren B. Simpson

3/7/2010

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Service I Discovery Responses to Pl

Darren 8. Simpson

i'/6/2010

NOTC

MPRATT

Depo I JoAn and John Ball

Darren B. Simpson

3/20/2010

NOTC

MPRATT

Plaintffs' Notice of Service of Discovery
Documents

Darren B. Simpson

3/27/2010

MOTN

MPRATT

Defs Motion for Summary Judgment

Darren B. Simpson

BRFD

MPRATT

Memorandum in support of Defs Motion for
Summary Judgment

Darren B. Simpson

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Blake Hall

Darren B. Simpson

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Rex Orgill

Darren B. Simpson

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Lorna Van Horn

Darren B. Simpson

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Hearing I Defs' MSJ

Darren 8. Simpson

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Motion For Summary
Judgement 11/03/2010 09:00 AM)

Darren B. Simpson

MNUT

MPRATT

Minute Entry
Hearing type: Telephonic Status Conference
Hearing date: 9/13/2010
Time: 9:25 am
Courtroom:
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: MARIELLE PRATT
Tape Number:

Darren B. Simpson

HRHD

MPRATT

Hearing result for Telephonic Status Conference
held on 09/13/2010 09:15 AM: Hearing Held

Darren B. Simpson

MPRATT

Response to Defs Motion for Summary Judgment Darren B. Simpson

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Shauna Justesen

Darren B. Simpson

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Fred Ball

Darren 8. Simpson

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Joan Ball

Darren B. Simpson

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Jeanette Merrifield

Darren B. Simpson

BRFD

MPRATT

Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment

Darren B. Simpson

MOTN

MPRATT

Motion to Strike Affidavits of Fred Ball, Joan Ball,
Jeanette Merrifield and Shauna Justesen

Darren 8. Simpson

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Hearing / Mtn to strike affidavits /
11/3/10@ 9 a.m.

Darren B. Simpson

5/27/2010

t/2/2010

1/13/2010

/22/2010

0/15/2010

~.
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Date

Code

User

10/19/2010

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Motion To Strike
11/03/2010 09:00 AM) Defs

Darren B. Simpson

MPRATT

Response to Defs' Motion to Strike

Darren B. Simpson

MPRATT

Affidavit of David K. Penrod in Response to Defs Darren B. Simpson
MSJ and Motion to Strike

MPRATT

City of Blackfoot's Reply / Motion to Strike
Affidavits of Fred Ball, Joan Ball, Jeanette
Merrifield and Shauna Justeson

Darren B. Simpson

MNUT

MPRATT

Minute Entry
Hearing type: Motion For Summary Judgment
Hearing date: 11/3/2010
Time: 8:28 am
Courtroom:
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: MARIELLE PRATT
Tape Number:

Darren B. Simpson

DCHH

MPRATT

Hearing result for Motion To Strike held on
Darren B. Simpson
11/03/2010 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: SAI\IDRA BEEBE
Number of transcript pages for this hearing
estimated: Defs

DCHH

MPRATT

Hearing result for Motion For Summary
Judgement held on 11/03/2010 09:00 AM:
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: SANDRA BEEBE
Number of transcript pages for this hearing
estimated: Defs

ADVS

MPRATT

Hearing result for Motion For Summary
Judgement held on 11/03/2010 09:00 AM:
Taken Under Advisement Defs

10/27/2010
AFFD
11/1/2010

11/3/2010

Judge

Darren B. Simpson

Darren B. Simpson
Case

2/1/2010

EXW

DISNEY

DISCLOSURE OF PL'S EXPERT WITNESSES

Darren B. Simpson

2/10/2010

ADVS

MPRATT

Hearing result for Motion To Strike held on
11/03/2010 09:00 AM: Case Taken Under
Advisement Defs

Darren B. Simpson

2/13/2010

ORDR

MPRATT

Order Granting Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Darren B. Simpson

2/29/2010

JDIVIT

DISNEY

Judgment/ ORDER OF DISMISSAL AS TO
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT

Darren B. Simpson

DSAT

DISNEY

Dismissal During/after Trial Or Hearing

Darren B. Simpson

CDIS

DISNEY

Civil Disposition entered for: City Of Blackfoot
Swimming Pool, Defendant; Ball, Joan, Plaintiff;
Ball, John Frederick, Plaintiff. Filing date:
12/29/2010

Darren B. Simpson

2/30/2010

STAT

DISNEY

Case Status Changed: closed

Darren B. Simpson

/7/2011

JDMT

MPRATT

Judgment

Darren B. Simpson

/8/2011

APSC

MPRATT

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Darren B. Simpson
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John Frederick Ball, Joan Ball vs. City Of Blackfoot Swimming Pool
Date
2/10/2011

Code

User
MPRATT

Judge
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Darren B. Simpson
Supreme Court Paid by: Penrod, David K.
(attorney for Ball, Joan) Receipt number:
0002482 Dated: 2/10/2011 Amount: $101.00
(Check) For: Ball, Joan (plaintiff) and Ball, John
Frederick (plaintiff)

DA VTn K. PENROD, !SB #6481
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center- P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
Telephone: (208) 232-5167
FAX: (208) 232-5181
Attorney for Plaintif:fi;

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH TIJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOA-N BALL,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
CITY OF BLACKFOOT,
JOHN DOES I thru V,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2010-

32J/

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND
FOR JURY TRIAL

NOT/r"!=,
....h. ,...
.
. ....,__ , . Is ..... ase is assioned to
Darren B. Simpson, District Judge

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, John Frederick Ball (hereinafter referred to as "Fred
Ball") and Jo An Ball, for a cause of action against the Defendant City of Blackfoot, and complain
and allege as follows:

I.
At all times pertinent to this lawsuit, Plaintiffs were residents of the City of Blackfoot,
County of Bingham, State ofldaho.

Il.
Defendant City of Blackfoot, at all times mentioned in this complaint, owned and
operated the Blackfoot Municipal Swimming Pool located in the City of Blackfoot, County of
Bingham, State ofldaho.
1.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

ill.
Defendant City of Blackfoot, is and at all times mentioned in this complaint was, a
municipal corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State ofidaho and located in the
County of Bingham, State ofidaho.

N.
At all times mentioned in this complaint, Defendant had management and control of
the sidewalk surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool facility and was charged by law with the
duty of controlling and maintaining the public sidewalks within its corporate limits in a reasonably
safe condition for public travel.
V.
On or about the morning of February 25, 2008, due to the negligence of the
Defendant, as set forth below, and defective design of the sidewalk and surrounding landscape, ice
had accumulated on the sidewalks within the corporate limits of Defendant City of Blackfoot, and
particularly on that portion of the sidewalk surrounding and adjoining the premises known as
Blackfoot Municipal Swimming Pool.

VI.
Plaintiffs had parked their vehicle at the designated parking area for Blackfoot
Municipal Swimming Pool. When Plaintiff JoAn exited her vehicle, she heard someone call for
help. As she was walking on the sidewalk in front of Blackfoot Pool in the direction of the voice,
she found an elderly lady, Beth Golson, lying on the ground; Plaintiffs later learned that Ms. Golson
had slipped and fallen on the accumulation of ice on the sidewalk. As JoAn approached her on the
sidewalk, she too slipped on the accumulation ofice on the sidewalk, falling violently to the ground,
sustaining severe and permanent injuries.
2.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

VII.
Defendant had actual lmowledge of the condition described above, or in exercise of
ordinary care should have had such lmowledge, in sufficient time .to have taken appropriate and
necessary remedial action.

vm.
Notwithstanding this lmowledge, Defendant, through its officers, agents, servants,
and employees, negligently failed and neglected to correct or to take adequate, protective measures
to remove the accumulated ice to prevent injury to foot travelers on the sidewalk surrounding
Blackfoot Municipal Swimming Pool.

IX.
Defendant's negligence as described above was the proximate cause ofPlaintiff's fall
and resulting injuries.
X.
On August 7, 2008, Plaintiff JoAn Ball, pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-906, filed a
written claim with Defendant. Receipt of that claim was aclmowledged by Suzanne McNeel, City
Clerk for the City ofBlackfoot. A copy of the claim and receipt are attached, marked Exhibits A and
B, and made a part of this complaint.

XI.
As a result of the negligence of Defendant and the resulting fall, Plaintiff JoAn Ball
has experienced ongoing pain and has been limited in all aspects of her life. In addition, Plaintiff
required hospitalization, was confined to a hospital, and required medical attention, nursing care, and
treatment

3.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

XII.
As a result ofthe accident, Plaintiff JoAn Ball has incurred medical and other incident
related expenses for which Defendant is liable to Plaintiffs in amounts to be proven at trial.

xm.
PlaintiffFred Ball, has suffered the loss of services, society, companionship and love
and affection ofhis wife as the result of the injuries suffered by JoAn Ball in an amount to be proven
at trial. In addition, due to injuries related to the subject accident, it has been necessary for Fred Ball
to provide consistent supervision and care for his wife, which care was not necessary prior to the
accident.
As a result of the negligence of the Defendant, Plaintiffs have suffered, and continue
to suffer, the following damages:
(A)

Physical injuries and emotional pain and suffering, to include, but not be
limited to, complete loss of smell, partial loss of tastes, impaired vision,
partial loss of hearing, impaired gross motor skills, reduced ability to
communicate effectively, occasional and sudden loss of consciousness and
depression;

(B)

Special damages including medical expenses in an amount to be proven at
trial;

(C)

Damages for pain and suffering, and for permanent impairment in an
amount to be proven at trial;

4.

(D)

Loss of Consortium; and

(E)

Attorney's fees and costs for the prosecution of this action.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs prays for judgment against the Defendant as follows:
1. Medical expenses in an amount to be proven at trial;

2. Pain and suffering and permanent impairment in an amount to be proven at trial;
3. Reasonable attorney's fees and costs in the prosecution ofthis action;
4. Whatever other relief the Court deems just and appropriate.
5. Plaintiff demands a trial by jury.
DATED this

5.

8

day of February, 2010.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

EXHIBIT A

JO

TORT CL~.i.\..IM NOTICE
Idaho Code Section 6-906

TO: The Clerk or Secretary of the City of Blackfoot, Idaho.
Conduct and Circumstances
The conduct and circumstances which brought about the injury or damage complained of
are: Unsafe and hazardous conditions outside the Blackfoot Pool,inBlackfoot, Idaho. JoAn and
Fred Ball had pulled their car into the parking lot of the Blackfoot Pool. \Vhen JoAn exited the
vehicle, she heard someone call for help. As she walked on the sidewalk in front of the
Blackfoot Pool in the direction of the voice, she found an elderly lady, whom she later learned
was Beth Golson, laying on the ground; Ms. Golson had slipped and fallen on the ice. As J oAn
approached her on the sidewalk, she too slipped on the ice, which caused her to slam to the
ground.
Iniunr or Damage
The description of the injuries or damages complained of is: \Vhiplash, skull fracture,
brain hemorrhage, back pain, speech problems, concentration problems, double vision, dizzy
spells, sense of smell problems.
Time and Place
The time and place the injuries or damages occurred is: On or about February 25, 2008,
approximately 6:30 am., at The Blackfoot Pool, located at 960 S. Fisher, in the City of
Blackfoot, County of Bingham, State of Idaho.
Persons Involved
The names of all persons involved, if known, are: Claimant JoAn Ball, Fred Ball, Beth
Golson, Janet Maryfield, Loma Hom, employees of the Blackfoot Pool/City of Blackfoot present
at the time of, and following, the incident, who were witness to any part of said accident.
Damages Claimed
The full amount of special and general damages claimed is unknown and is submitted
without limitation.
Residence of Claimant
The actual residence of the Claimant at the time of presenting this claim and for a period
of six months prior is: 640 E. Judicial St., Blackfoot, ID 83221.
I hereby certify that I have read the above information and it is true and correct to the best

I(

I

'

_,;·-'

of my k..nowledge. I hereby make a claim against the City of Blackfoot as Claimant for damages
and injuries as a result of the conduct and circumstances described above.
Dated this~ay of

#+'~

, 2008.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this ~ y of

~J_U\ ,2008.
\

N~

Public for Idaho
My _C?mmission E~xpires: Dlo/ /D/Z-Ol 0
Vl~~
Res1dmg at:

O

Dated this

L day of July, 2008.
MAGUIRE & KRESS
Attorneys at Law
1414 E. Center- P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
By:

l

MATTHEW L. KINGHORN, Attorney for
Claimant JoAn Ball

IA

EXHIBITB

ILL

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
JoAn Ball v. City of Blackfoot

I, Krista S. Jahnsen, hereby certify that I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to the
above-mentioned action, that I hereby served the Tort Claim Notice on Suzanne McNeel, City
Clerk, on August 7, 2008, at 4:50 p.m, at the Blackfoot City Office, 157 N. Broadway, Blackfoot,
Bingham County, Idaho.

KRIS

Subscribed and sworn to before me this~ day of August, 2008.

DIANA R.POE
NOTARY PUBLIC
SiAiE OF IDAHO

Notary Publkfor Idaho
Residing in Pocatello, Idaho
My commission expires: '?

po/21Dl3

BLAKE G. HALL
SAML. ANGELL
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
490 Memorial Drive
P.O. Box 5 l 630
Idaho FaJls. ID 83405-1630
Telephone:(208) 522-300]
Facsimile: (20 8) 523- 7254
Idaho State Bar Nos. 2434 & 7012
Attorneys for the City of Blackfoot
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

Case No. CV-2010-328

JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN
BALL,

ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs,
V.

I

I.

THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN
DOES I thru V,
Defendant
COMES NOW Defendant, the City of Blackfoot (the "City"), by and through counsel of
record, Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A., and as and for an Answer to Plaintiffs· Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint") alleges as follows:

FIRST DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a claim on which relief can be granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
Defendant denies each and every allegation or averment of the Complaint not specifically
admitted.
ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - l

THIRD DEFENSE
Defendant answers the specific allegations of the Complaint as follows:

1.

Defendant lacks sufficient information to admit or deny paragraphs I, VI, XI and XIII,

and therefore denies the same.
2.

Defendant admits paragraphs II, III, and X.
Defendam denies paragraphs V, VII, VIII,

4.

and XII.

With regard to paragraph IV, Defendant admits that Defendant had management and

control of the sidewalk surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool facility, and denies the remainder
of the paragraph.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
Defendant asse1is the following affirmative defenses in response to the Complaint:
First Affirmative Defense
As and for a first affirmative defense, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to
state a claim upon which relief may be granted.
Second Affirmative Defense
As and for a second affirmative defense, Defendant alleges violation of the statute of

limitations.
Third Affirnrntive Defense
As and for a third affirmative defense, Defendant alleges estoppel.
Fourth Affirmative Defense
As and for an fomth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges that the damages sustained by
Plaintiff, if any, were caused by the negligence or wrongful conduct of others, for whose negligence

ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRJAL - 2

11

and/or wrongful conduct Defendant is not responsible.

Fifth Affirmative Defense
As and for a fifth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges Plaintiffs' damages, if any, were not
proximately caused by the acts or omissions of Defendant, but were caused by intervening,
superseding or olhcr causes.

Sixth Affirmative Defense
As and for a sixth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges Plaintiffs' own negligence caused
or contributed to their injuries, if any.

Seventh Affirmative Defense
As and for a seventh affirmative defense, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs' negligence was
comparatively greater than or equal to the fault of Defendant, if any.

Eighth Affirmative Defense
As and for an eighth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges assumption of risk.

Ninth Affirmative Defense
As and for a ninth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges ]aches.

Tenth Affirmative Defense
As and for a tenth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges Plaintiff's claims are precluded
by the requirements and immunities of the Idaho Tort Claims Act.

Eleventh Affirmative Defense
The foregoing defenses are applicable, where appropriale, to any and all of Plaintiffs"
claims for relief. In asserting these defenses, Defendant does not admit that it has the burde11 of
proving the allegations or denials contained in the defenses, but, to the contrary, asserts that by
ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3

reasons of the denials and/ or by reason of relevant statutory and judicial authority, the burden of
proving the facts relevant to many of the defenses and/or the burden of proving the inverse to the
allegations contained in many of the defenses is upon the Plaintiffs. Defendant does not admit,
in asserting any defense, any responsibility or liability, but, to the contrary, specifically denies any
and all allegations of responsibility and liability in Plaintiffs' Complaint.

Twelfth Affirmative Defense
The Defendant has considered and believes that it may have additional defenses to
Plaintiffs' Complaint, but cannot at this time, state with specificity those defenses. Accordingly,
Defendant reserves the right to supplement its Answer and add additional defenses as discovery
in this case progresses.

ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
Defendant has been required to retain the services of an attorney to defend against the
Complaint. Defendant therefore seeks reasonable costs and attorneys fees incurred in this matter
pursuant to Rule 54, I.R.C.P., ancl Idaho Code §§ 12-1 J7, 12-120, 12-121.

DEFENDANT HEREBY DEMANDS TRIAL BY JURY
REQUEST FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfuily requests relief as follows:
1.

Dismissal of Plaintiffs' Complaint with prejudice;

2.

An award of reasonable attorney fees and costs to Defendant and against Plaintiffs;

4.

Such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

and
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DATED this__L day of March, 2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following this
- ~ clay of Marcl1, 20 l 0, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary poslage affixed thereto,
facsirnilt::, or overnigl1t mail.
David K Penrod
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center
P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, ID 83205-4758
Fax: (208) 232-5181
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NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
490 Memorial Drive
P.O. Box 51630
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630
Telephone:(208) 522-3001
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254
Idaho State Bar Nos. 2434 & 7012
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Attorneys for the City of Blackfoot
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN
BALL,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2010-328

MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

V.

THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN
DOES I thru V,
Defendant.
DEFENDANT, City of Blackfoot ("the City"), by and through counsel of record, and
pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby moves the court for summary
judgment, and requests that the court dismiss Plaintiffs' claims against the City herein. This motion
is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, the Affidavits of
Rex Orgill, Loma Van Horn and Blake G. Hall, submitted concurrently herewith.
DATED this ~day of August, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following this
_d£_day of August, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed thereto,
facsimile, or overnight mail.
David K Penrod
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center
P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, ID 83205-4758
(208) 232-5181
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Attorneys for the City of Blackfoot
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN
BALL,

Case No. CV-2010-328

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,
V.

THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN
DOES I thru V,
Defendant.
COMES NOW Defendant, the City of Blackfoot (the "City"), by and through counsel of
record, Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A., and hereby submits its memorandum in support of summary
judgment.

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
The following facts are relevant and material to this dispute, and justify granting summary

j udgrnent in favor of the City of Blackfoot as requested:
1.

On February 25, 2008, in the early morning hours JoAn Ball slipped and fell on ice
outside of the Blackfoot Municipal Pool.
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2.

Plaintiff JoAn Ball recalls going to bed on February 24, 2008, and does not
remember any other event until March 5, 2008. Deposition JoAn Ball, pg. 25, 1. 22
- pg. 26, 1. 10.

3.

Mrs. Ball has testified that she does not have any knowledge of whether or not the
sidewalk in question was defective. Deposition .JoAn Ball, pg. 34, 11. 15 - 18.
Plaintiff John Frederick Ball testified that he believed the sidewalk had a defective
design because "there's not too much slope there ... There wasn't enough slope on
the sidewalk to drain the water."

Deposition John Frederick Ball, pg. 49, 11. 1-10.

Mr. Ball also testified that to his knowledge the sidewalk was not in violation of any
building code.
4.

Deposition John Frederick Ball, pg. 49, 11. 11-23.

Mrs. Ball testified that she regularly swam at the Blackfoot Municipal Pool from
2004 through 2008, in the mornings between 6:00 and 7:00 a.m. Deposition JoAn
Ball, pg. 35, 11. 15-23. Mrs. Ball testified that she went to the pool year round.
Deposition JoAn Ball, pg. 36, 11. 4-6.

5.

Mrs. Ball testified that she had gone to the Blackfoot Pool during 2004 through 2008
when there was snow and ice on the ground and had observed the occasional ice and
snow accumulation on the sidewalks. Deposition JoAn Ball,pg. 37, 11. 18-25; pg. 38
11. 1-25.

6.

Mr. Ball testified as follows:

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

So you had experiences negotiating the sidewalks through all the seasons?
Correct.
And did you ever encounter any problems with the sidewalks during the
winter of 2003/2004?
Well, in the wintertime you've always got snow and ice.
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Deposition John Frederick Ball, pg. 38, 11. 20 -25; pg. 39, 11. 1-4.
7.

Mr. Ball testified that he observed his wife get out of the vehicle and say "Beth is
down." Then he came around his side of the vehicle in time to see his wife's "feet
go up like that." Deposition John Frederick Ball, pg. 41, 11. 1-25. Mr. Ball clarified
that he did not see what led up to Mrs. Ball falling because he was coming around his
vehicle. Deposition John Frederick Ball, pg. 44, 11. ] 0-21.

8.

Mr. Ball testified that his wife had fallen on the sidewalk. Deposition John Frederick
Ball, pg. 42, l. 8.

9.

Mr. Ball testified that the City of Blackfoot had placed ice melt on the sidewalk on
the day of the accident because "you could see where the salt had been melting the
ice. You know, salt melt makes little holes and then it will melt in the ice. You
could see that. When I'm kneeling down there, I could see where they'd salted a
ways up there." Deposition John Frederick Ball, pg. 47, 1. 25; pg. 48, 11. 1-4.

10.

Lorna Van Horn, the Blackfoot Municipal Pool manager, testified that during the
winters the City of Blackfoot plowed the road and sidewalk in front of the pool by
pushing the snow onto the grass. Ms. Van Horn would routinely sprinkle ice melt
on the sidewalks outside of the pool on slippery mornings. Affidavit Lorna Van
Horn,~ 6.

11.

On February 25, 2008, Ms. Van Horn arrived at the pool at approximately 3:30 a.m.
She noticed that the sidewalk was slippery and sprinkled ice melt on the sidewalk at
least three (3) times that morning before patrons arrived. Affidavit Lorna Van Horn,

il 7.

Ms. Van Horn observed, on that morning, that the sidewalk had been plowed
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and the snow was pushed up onto the grass. There was ice, but no accumulation of
snow on the sidewalk. Affidavit Lorna Van Horn,

~

8. Ms. Van Hom did not see

Ms. Ball fall on the ice, but saw where she landed and called for emergency services.
Ms. Van Horn had sprinkled ice melt in the area where Mrs. Ball fell. Affidavit
Lorna Van Hom,~ 9. Ms. Van Horn had not observed any defect in the sidewalk
where Mrs. Ball fell prior to her accident. Affidavit Lorna Van Horn,
12.

ii 10.

Rex Orgill, the Blackfoot City Building Official, testified that he was alerted of the
fact that Ms. Jo An Ball had slipped and fallen on ice on the sidewalk outside of the
Blackfoot Municipal Pool on February 25, 2008, and instructed where Ms. Ball had
fallen. Affidavit of Rex Orgill,~ 4. On March 9, 2010, Mr. Orgill conducted an
inspection of the sidewalk in front of the City of Blackfoot Municipal pool. He
inspected the area where Ms. Ball slipped and fell on February 25, 2008. The
sidewalk was constructed with standard width and slope. The walking surface did
not show any signs of spaulding or weathering. The surface was slightly worn, yet
still had adequate abrasiveness to provide for non-slip walking surface during wet
weather. No trip hazards were found that exceeded ADA standards.

Affidavit of

Rex Orgill, ~ 5. Mr. Orgill testified that in his opinion, the sidewalk where Ms. Ball
fell was properly constructed with the con-ect grade and was in compliance with the
applicable building codes. Affidavit of Rex Orgill, 1 6.
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I.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT STAND ARD.

In Idaho, summary .i udgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions
on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." IDAHO R. CIV. P. 56( c); Ruffing

v. Ada County Paramedics, 188 P.3d 885 (Idaho 2008). As a general rule, the court must construe
all disputed facts, and draw all reasonable inferences, in favor of the nonmoving party. Ruffing, 188
P.Jd at 887. However, if the nonmoving party fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the
exisLence of an clement essentiaJ to that party's case, then summary judgment should be granted.

Id. The non-moving party "must respond to the summary judgment motion with specific facts
showing there is a genuine issue for trial." Tuttle v. Sudena Industries, Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 15 0, 868
P.2d 473,478 (1994). It is well established that merely asserting the existence of a factual dispute
will not defeat a motion for summary judgment. There must be a "genuine issue" and it must exist
as to a "material fact." See Garzee v. Barkley, 121 Idaho, 771,774,828 P.2d 334,337 (Ct. App.
1992). The norunoving party's case "must be anchored in something more solid than speculation.
A mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue." Edwards v. Conchemco, Inc.,
111 ldaho 851,853, 727 P.2d 1279, 1281 (Ct. App. 1986).
II.

ARGUMENT.

Plaintiffs have made two claims in their complaint, both based in negligence, for which there
are no facts in the record to create a genuine issue of fact for trial. The first claim is that the City of
Blackfoot negligently failed to take protective measures to remove accumulated ice on the sidewalk.
The second claim is for defective design of the sidewalk in question and the surrounding landscape.
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Both of these claims should be dismissed as set forth below.
1.

Plaintiffs' claims should be dismissed because the City of Blackfoot took
reasonable measures to prevent and remove ice buildup on the sidewalk outside
of the Municipal Pool.

The City of Blackfoot maintained its streets and sidewalks in a reasonably safe condition, and
is not responsible for the injuries suffered by Plaintiffs. "Municipalities are not insurers of the safety
of those who use the sidewalks." See, Pearson v. Boise City, 80 Idaho 494,497, 333 P.2d 998, 1000
( 1959), citing Wilson v. City o_/ldaho Falls, l 7 Idaho 425, 105 P. l 057 ( 1909)("mere slipperiness of
a sidewalk, occasioned by smooth or level ice or snow, is insufficient to charge the municipality with
liability for injury resulting therefrom where the snow or ice does not constitute an obstruction.").
"Municipalities are charged with the duty of keeping streets in reasonably safe condition for.public
travel and are liable for damages for injuries sustained only in consequence of their negligent
discharge of sucb duty." !d

In Pearson, the Comi relied upon the following reasoning:

In ce1iain seasons and localities, as is well known, it would be bw-densome, if not
impracticable. to impose the dutv on the municipalitv to keep its sidewalks clear of
snow and ice at all times. Pedestrians must assume the risks attending a general
slippery condition of sidewalks produced by natural causes and which remain despite
the efforts of reasonable care and diligence.
Id., citing McQuillin, Municipal Corporations, 3'd Ed., Vol. 19 § 54.84, p. 3 l 6(emphasis added).
When it comes to snow and ice, a ubiquitous problem during Idaho winters, the Supreme
Comi has clearly established that a "municipality is bound to exercise onlv ordinary or reasonable
care to maintain its streets and sidewalks in a reasonably safe condition." Id., citing Miller v. Village
ofMullan, l 7 ldaho 28, 104 P. 660 (emphasis added).
In Pearson, an elderly woman received personal injuries when she slipped and fell on the
city's sidewalk. The sidewalk had sunk approximately one-half inch leaving a depression. This
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condition had existed for more than three years and was known, or should have been known, to the
city. Pearson, 80 Idaho at 496. The Supreme Court held that,
[t]he defect in itself not being of sufficient seiious import as to render the
municipality liable for actionable negligence, the fact that the depression becomes
filled with water and freezes with a surface of hard. smooth glazed ice. because of
natural weather conditions, likewise does not constitute any defect for which the
municipality may be held liable, since in such a case the ice and not any existent
defect constitutes the proximate cause of any injury received because of slipping on
the ice.
Though the allegations in Pearson included a claim that there was a minor defect in the street, the
Court held that hard, smooth glazed ice resulting from natural weather conditions does not constitute
any defect for which the city may be held liable.

In this case, there is no claim by Plaintiff alleging a defect in the sidewalk, only a claim that
ice which resulted from natural weather conditions created liability. This claim should be dismissed.
Plaintiff is a long time resident of Blackfoot, and a regular patron of the Blackfoot Municipal Pool.
She arrived at approximately 6:00 a.m., February 25, 2008, to swim and observed a woman who had
fallen on the ice. Plaintiff approached the woman to offer assistance and in the process slipped and
fell on the same slippery ice. By her own testimony, it is clear that Plaintiff observed the slippery
conditions, and the fact that another woman had fallen on the ice. Plaintiff assumed the risk of
walking on the slippery ice to attempt to assist the fallen woman. Plaintiff assumed the risk for her
endeavor, and is solely responsible for her resulting injuiies.
There is no fact in the record that would establish a defect in the sidewalk which was a
proximate cause of Plaintiffs fall and resulting injuries. There is no fact in the record that the City
of Blackfoot was negligent in the discharge of its duty to maintain the sidewalk in a reasonably safe
condition. On the contrary, Lorna Van Horn has testified that she made reasonable efforts to spread
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ice melt on the sidewalks in general on slippery mornings. In fact, on February 25, 2008, Ms. Van
Horn had spread ice melt on the sidewalk three times beginning at 3 :3 0 a.m. prior to Plaintiffs fall.
There is no fact in the record that the City of Blackfoot ignored or neglected its duty to combat the
ice and maintain the sidewalk in a reasonably safe condition.
Further, the ice build-up was a result of a "natural weather condition" and not of any act of
the City of Blackfoot. Under the foregoing case law, the City of Blackfoot is not liable as an insurer
of the safety of pedestrians from ice build-up caused by natural weather conditions. "It would be
burdensome, if not impracticable, to impose the duty on the municipality to keep its sidewalks clear
of snow and ice at all times." See, Pearson, 80 Idaho at 496. This case is analogous to Pearson,
and this corn1 should find that the City of Blackfoot acted with "ordinary care" in maintaining its
sidewalks free from ice and snow, and that the City is not an insurer against the actions of Mrs. Ball
in this case. Therefore, this Court should dismiss Plaintiffs' negligence claims against the City of
Blackfoot for lack of a genuine issue of fact.

2.

The City of Blackfoot designed and installed the sidewalk and landscaping
outside of the Municipal Pool in accordance with industry standard.

The sidewalk and landscape in question was designed according to industry standard, and
was not defective in any way. To the extent that Plaintiffs have made a claim in their complaint for
negligent design of the sidewalk or landscape, there is no fact in the record to support this claim.
In Idaho, the elements of a cause of action for negligence consist of (a) a duty, recognized
by law, requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct; (b) a breach of the duty;
(c) a causal connection between the defendant's conduct and the plaintiffs injuries; and (d) actual
loss or damage flowing from those injuries. Keller v. Holiday Inns, Inc., 671 P.2d 1112 (Idaho App.
1983); Brizendine v. Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, 548 P.2d 80 (Idaho 1976).
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In this case, the City of Blackfoot has supplied the Affidavit of Rex Orgill who testified that
the sidewalk and surrounding landscape was designed according to industry standard, and was not
defective in any way. Mr. Orgill testified that on March 9, 2010, he investigated the sidewalk and
could not find any defect in it. He testified that the sidewalk had not been changed from February
25, 2008 to March 9, 2010. Mr. Orgill also testified that the design and construction of the sidewalk
was correct and complied with all applicable building codes.
An essential element of Plaintiffs claim for negligent design is that the City of Blackfoot
breached a duty to conform with the applicable standard of care. There is not a single fact in the
record to establish that the City of Blackfoot was negligent in the design or installation of the
sidewalk. Therefore, Plaintiffs have failed to create a genuine issue of fact on an essential element
of their claim that the sidewalk was defective. This claim should be dismissed.
3.

Mr. Ball's claims should be dismissed as they are parasitic to Mrs. Ba11' s claims,
and Mrs. Balls claims fail for lack of a genuine issue of fact.

Plaintiff John Ball's claims in paragraph (XIII) are parasitic to Mrs. Ball's claims, and should
be dismissed to the extent that the Court dismisses Mrs. Ball's claims.

Mr. Ball claims lost

companionship etc., however, the plaintiffs must first establish a genuine issue of fact on Mrs. Ball's
claims. This has not been accomplished, and therefore, Mr. Ball's claims should be dismissed.

III.

CONCLUSION
For the forgoing reasons, Bingham County respectfully reg uests that the court grant summary

judgment in its favor, and dismiss all of Plaintiffs' claims with prejudice.
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DATED this

d)

day of August, 2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following this

.J<S' day of Augus1, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed thereto,
facsimile, or overnight mail.
David K Penrod
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center
P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, ID 83205-4758
Fax: (208) 232-5181

[,)CJ Mailing

[ J Hand Delivery
[ ] Fax
[ ] Overnight Mail
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Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434)
Sam L. Angell (ISB #7012)
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
490 Memorial Drive
P. U. Box 51630
ldaho Falls, ID 83405-163 0
Telephone: (208) 522-3001
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254
Attorneys/or the City ofBlaclqoot

IN THE DISTJUCT COURT OF THE SEVENTI-1 JUDICIAL DlSTRlCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

Case No. CV-10-328

.JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN BALL,
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT OF LORNA VAN
HORN

V.
I

THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN DOES I !
thru V,

Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bingham

)
) ss.
)

LORNA VAN HORN, after being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I am over the age of l 8 years and I am competent to testify in this matter.

2.

This affidavit is made on my own personal knowledge and observations.

3.

At all times relevant to this matter, I was the pool manager for the Blackfoot
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Municipal Pool
4.

I worked approximately (30) hours per week, and would arrive before 5:00 a.m. and
leave around noon.

5.

JoAn Ball regularly came to the pool during the week at about 6:00 a.m. I was
typically already at the pool when she and other patrons arrived.

6.

During the winters, the City of Blackfoot plowed the road and sidewalk by pushing
,.·the snow up unto the gruss. I would ·.rout:nely ~,prinkle ice melt on the :,idewalks
outside of the pool on slippery mornings ..

7.

On February 25, 2008, I had anived at the pool at approximately 3 :30 a.m. I noticed
that the sidewalk was slippery when I an-ived, and I sprinkled ice melt on the
sidewalk at least three (3) times that morning before patrons arrived.

8.

I observed,

011

pushed up

01110

that morning, that the sidewalk had been plowed and the snow was
the grass. There was ice, but no accumulation of snow on the

sidewalk.

9.

I did not see Ms. Ball fall on the ice, but I saw where she landed and called for
emergency services. I had sprinkled ice melt in the area where she fell prior to her
aITival.

l 0.

I bad not observed any defect in the sidewalk where Ms. Ball fell prior to her
accident.

II

II
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DATED this /ft~,day of August, 2010.

LORNA VAN HORN
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

;2½J.- day of August, 2010.

01c/Jw
~~fo () f

(seal)

~44/U Q

Notary P lie
Residing at:
Commission expires:

'-f- /5- J/

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following
this~ day of August, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed
thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail.

David K. Penrod
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 East Center
Pocatello, ldabo 83205-4758
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DAYID H. MAGUIRE, ISB #2109
DAVID K. PENROD, ISB #6481
MAGIDRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center- P.O. Box 4758

Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
Telephone: (208) 232-5167
EAX: (208) 232-5181
Attomey for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, fN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN BALL,
husband and wife,

)
)

CASE NO. CV-2010-328

)
Plaintiffs,

)

)
vs.

)

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY

)

JUDGI\iENT

CITY OF BLACKFOOT,

)

Defendant.

)

)

Plaintiffsj John Frederick Ball (hereinafter refoned to as "Fred Ball") and JoAn Ball,

by and through counsel ofrecord, file this brief in response to the Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment.

INTRODUCTION
This is a claim for damages relating to a slip and fall accident occurring on the
sidewalk outside of the Blackfoot Municipal Pool. The Plaintiffs assert that the City of
Blackfoot was negligent in maintaining said sidewalk and permitted an accumulation of ice to
fonn creating an unreasonable risk of harm to the patrons of the Blackfoot Municipal Pool. The
Plaintiffs assert that the ice accumulation was exacerbated by unnatural causes due to the slope of
the landscape and the piling of shoveled snow on the eclge of the sidewalk, making the sidewalk
1,

Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment

.._

' ....., ...

susceptible to melting snow during the day and increased ice accumulation at night. The
Plaintiffs assert that the City of Blackfoot was aware of the dangerous condition of the subject
sidewalk, that the City had placed ice melt on a portion of the sidewalk, but had failed to place
any ice melt on the portion of the sidewalk where the subject accident took place. The Plaintiffs
assert that the City of Blackfoot did not exercise ordinary and reasonable care to maintain the
sidewalk despite being aware of its slippery condition.
The Defendant has 111oved for summary judgement based largely on the affidavit
of a City of Blackfoot employee who claims to have salted the sidewalk where the subject
accident occmred. Whether or not the employee salted the portion of the sidewalk where the
Plaintiff was injured is a question of fact for a jury to decide.
The Defendant also asserts that there is no technical defect in the design of the
sunnunding landscape and sidewalk. The Plaintiffo assert that the slope of the landscape and the
piling of shoveled snow on the edge of the sidewalk increased the amount of melted snow
running across the sidewalk during the day and the resulting accumulation of ice during the night
as temperatures dropped below freezing, Whether the landscape and sidewalk were defectively
designed or constructed is a question of fact. Likewise, a jury will need to detem1ine whethe1· the
piling of snow and the slope of the landscape and sidewalk heightened the duty of the City of
Blackfoot to maintain that po11ion of the sidewalk.
Due to the fact that substantial questions of fact exist as to whether the City of
Blackfoot is liable for the damages sustained by the Plaintiffs, the Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment must be denied.

2,
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STANDARD OF REVIEW
Summary judgment may be granted "if pleadings, depositions, and admissions on
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." Smith v. Meridian Joint

School Dist. No. 2, 128, Idaho 714, 718, 918 P.2d 583, 587 (1996), citing I.R.C.P 56(c). "The
burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests at all times with the
party moving for summmy judgment." Id. at 719, 918 P.2d at 588, citing Tingley v. Harrison,

125 Idaho 86, 89, 867 P.2d 960, 963 (1994). To meet this burden, "the moving party must
challenge in its motion and establish through evidence the absence of any genuine issue of
material fact on an element of the moving party's case.

id., citing Thomoson v. Idaho Ins.

Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527, 530, 887 P.2d 1034, 1038 (1994). The court should liberally
construe the record in favor of the party opposing the motion and "draw all reasonable inferences
and conclusions in the party's favor." Farm Credit Bank ofSpokane v. Stevenson, 125 Idaho
270,272, 869 P.2d 1365, 1367 (1994). If the record contains any conflicting inferences upon
which reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, suinmary judgment must be denied."

Harris v. Department ofHealth & Welfare, 123 Idaho 295,847 P.2d 1156 (1992).
STATEMENT OF FACTS
On the morning of February 25, 2008, the Plaintiffs, JoAn Ball and Fred Ball
(hereinafter respectively refoned to as "JoAn" and "Fred 1'), drove in their vehicle to the
Blackfoot Municipal Pool (hereinafter referred to as "Pool") to go swimming. When JoAn and
Fred arrived, they parked in the designated parking area in front of the Pool. Plaintiffs'

Complaint; Affidavit of Fred Ball. JoAn and Fred parked next to a pickup truck owned by Beth

3.
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Golson (hereinafter refen-ed to as "Beth''), a friend and walking partner of JoAn. Deposition of

John Frederick Ball) pg. 40, 1. 17-20.
JoAn exited the vehicle and as she was walking around toward the sidewalk she
ex.claimed "Beth is do'Wll". Plaintiffs' Complaint; Ajfidavir ofFred Ball; Deposition of John

Frederick Ball, pg. 42, 1. 18~20. As Fred was walking toward JoAni Fred observed JoAn slip and
fall on the sidewalk in front of the designated parking area for the Pool.

Plaintiffs' Complaint;

Affidavit ofFred Ball; Deposition ofJohn Frederick Ball) pg. 42, L 8-12. Vvhen JoAn fell, Fred
observed JoAn)s feet go up in the air and he heard a cnmch or crack as her head hit the sidewalk.

Plaintiffs' Complaint; Affidavit ofFred Ball; Deposition ofJohn Frederick Ball, pg. 41, l. 11-15.
Jeanette Menifield (herein.after refen·ed to as ;,Merrifield") was a patron of the Pool on the
morning ofFebmary 25, 2008, and observed JoA.n's slip and fall accident. Affidavit ofJeanette

Merrifield. Merrifield observed JoAn walking in a normal and not in a hurried fashion toward
Beth and saw JoAn fall with her feet out in front of her two or three feet off the ground. Id. It
was obvious to Marrifield tl1at JoAn had fallen on an icy surface.

Id.

Immediately followi11g the accident, Fred knelt down by JoAn on the sidewalk to
check on her condition. Affidavit of Fred Ball; Deposition ofJohn Frederick Balli pg. 41, 1. 1618; pg. 43, L 25) pg. 44, 1. 1-4. Fred observed the section of sidewalk where JoAn and Beth fell
had ice accumulation and was very slick. Affidavit of Fred Ball; Deposition ofJohn Frederick

Ball, pg. 41, I. 16-18; pg. 43, 1. 20-25, pg. 44, l. 1-9; pg. 46, 1. 10-13. Fred saw no sign or
evidence that salt or ice melt had been applied on the sidewalk where JoAn slipped and fell.

Affidavit of Fred Ball; Deposition ofJohn Frederick Ball, pg. 41, 1. 16-18. Fred observed that
further down the sidewalk) toward the Pool walkway entrance, ice melt of some kind had been
applied on a section of the sidewalk, but not on the sidewalk where the accident took place.
4.
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Affidavit ofFred Ball; Deposition of John Frederick Ball, pg. 47, 1. 18-25, pg. 48, 1. 1-18.
Merrifield personally observed the sidewalk where JoAn and Beth had fallen and found the
sidewalk to be dark and wet looking with no visible evidence of any ice melt having been applied

to that area. Affidavit ofJeanette Merrifield.
Loma Vmi Hom (hereinafter Van Hom), the Pool manager, observed that the
sidewalks were slippery with ice when she arrived at the Pool at approximately 3 :30 a.m. on
Febtuary 25, 2008. Fred and Jo.An arrived at the Pool at approximately 6:00 a.m. Deposition of

John Frederick Ball, pg. 34, L 20. Affidavit ofLorna Van Horn.
Following the accident, Fred observed that Defendant had piled the accumulative
snow froin the winter senson Up on the edge of the sidewalk in front of the Pool. Affidavit of

Fred Ball; Deposition ofJohn Frederick Ball, pg. 48, L 25, pg. 49, 1. 1-10. Following the
accident, Fred observed that the slope of the landscape and sidewalk in front of the Pool, in
conjunction with the piling of snow on the edge of the sidewalk, resulted in an increased amount
of melted snow running across the sidewalk during the day and the increased accumulation of ice
during the night. Id. In the weeks leading up to Febmary 25, 2008, Shauna Justesen (hereinafter
refeued to as "Justesen"), a Pool patron for approximately nine years, observed that snow had
been pushed up in mounds onto the grass up to the edge of the sidewalk in front of the Pool,
which snow would melt and rnn over the sidewaJk along the street parallel to the Pool where the
designated parking for the Pool was located. Affidavit ofShauna Justesen. Justesen observed
that there was no evidence of ice melt products being applied to the sidewalks where the runoff
was occurring in the weeks leading up to February 25, 2008. Id. Prior to February 25, 2008,
Justesen had a conversation with Lorna Van Hom, the Pool manager, informing her of the slick
conditions of the sidewalks outside the Pool. Id.
5.
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Due to the accident in question, JoAnhas absolutely no memory from the evening
of February 24, 2008, when she went to bed, until Mai·ch 5, 2008. Deposition ofJoAn Ball, pg.
25, 1. 5-8, pg. 26, l. 6-8. JoAn has no recollection of the day of the accident. nor any details or
specifics relative to her slip and fall at the Pool on February 25, 2008. Affidavit ofJoAn Ball;

Deposition ofJoAn Ball, pg. 25, 1. 25, pg. 26, L 1-2.
ARGUMENT
Municipalities have a duty to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to maintain
their streets and sidewalks in reasonably safe condition for public travel. Pearson v. Boise City,
80 Idaho 494,333 P.2d 998 (Idaho 1959); Hansen v. City ofPocatello, 145 Idaho 700, 184 P.3d
206 (Idaho 2008)( see footnote 2), .A...n owner owes a duty of ordinary care under all the
circumstances toward invitees who come upon the premises. JDJJ 3.09. Cities are under the
same obligations and liabilities and owe the same duty as a private owner when engaged in a

proprietary function. Splinter v. City ofNampa, 70 Idaho 287,215 P.2d 999 (1950).

In the present case, the Defendant was aware of the unsafe condition of the subject
sidewalks on Februaiy 25, 2008. The Defendant's Pool manager, Van Hom, was admittedly
awme of the slippery condition of the sidewalks that existed on the morning of February 25,
2008. The unsafe condition of the .sidewalks was in part due to the Defendant's piling of

shoveled snow up to the edge of the sidewalk permitting it to melt, run across the sidewalk and
ultimately freeze, thus, creating an unnatural and unsafe accumulation of ice. The Defendant
knew the sidewalks were in an unsafe condition and therefor had a duty of ordinary care to make
sure the sidewalks were brought to a reasonably safe condition.
The Defendant breeched the standard of care owed to Fred and JoAn Ball. Fred
and JoAu were going to the Pool, a proprietmy enterprise, to exercise. The Defendant had a duty
6.
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to make sure that the walkways were in reasonably safe condition along the entire sidewalk in the
designated parking area. Van Hom claims to have placed ice melt on the sidewalks three times
prior to Fred and JoAn's an·ival at the Pool on the day in question. Further she claims that she
had put ice melt in the very spot that two elderly women slipped and fell on ice, both sustaining
substantial injuries. Fred has stated that he observed no evidence of ice melt having been applied
to the area where JoAn fell. Jeanette Merrifield, a witness to the accident, personally observed
that the area where the accident happened showed no visible evidence of any ice melt having
been applied. Merrifield did observe some ice melt along the walkway from the exterior door of
the Pool to the street, but none on the sidewalk where JoAn fell. Shauna Justesen, a long time
Pool patron, was aware of the unsafe condition of the subject sidewalks and she had warned Van

Horn of the same prior to the accident.
The Defendant failed to exercise ordinary care to maintain the sidewalks in a
reasonably safe condition. If Van Hom had applied three applications of ice melt in a two and a
half hour period of time, as she claims, there would have been visual evidence of the same. The
failure to apply a proper application of ice melt on the entire length of the admittedly unsafe
sidewalk was a breach of the Defendant's duty to keep the walkways in reasonably safe
condition. In any event, the question as to whether Van Hom applied a reasonable application of
ice melt or not is for a jury to decide.

The Defendant wants to shift blame for the accident to JoAn Ball claiming that
she assumed the risk by seeing the slippery conditions and going to the aid of Beth Golson. The
Defendant is umeasonably assuming JoAn knew Beth had fallen due to icy conditions. The fact
is that JoAn has absolutely no reco1lection of the day in question nor any of the facts or details
associated therewith. No one, not even JoAn, knows what she lmew or didn't know at the time
7.
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she fell on the ice. She apparently knew that her friend Beth was down on the ground, but no one
knows if JoAn was aware Beth fell on ice. JoAn could have thought, for example, that Beth was
on the ground having a heart attack.
The ice accumulation on the sidewalk where JoAn fell was not solely the product
of natural conditions. Fred and Justesen both observed that the city piled mounds of snow just

off the sidewalk on the grass or landscaping, allowing the same to melt during the day and run
across the sidewaJk and ultimately freeze again at night. Thus, the accumulation of ice on the
sidewalk where JoAn fell was partially due to Defendant's negligent snow removal. Justesen
also observed that the city would pile snow up against the curb along the sidewalk. That act
alone may have created a situation where the melted snow could not properly drain off of the
sidewalk. Even if the ice accumulation was the product of natural causes, however, the
Defendant was aware of the unsafe conditions and did not take adequate measures to ensure the
safety of the patrons coming to th::: Pool.

CONCLUSION
For the forgoing reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that the court deny the
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.

DATED ti1is 22.<lay of September, 2010.

avid K. Penrod
MAGUIRE & PEN
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NOTICE OF SERVICE

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 2_Zctay of September, 2010, a true and correct
copy of Plaintiffs' Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, with attached
affidavits, together with a copy of this Notice of Service was sent by facsimile and U.S. Mail,
postage prepaid, addressed to the following:

Blake G, Hall
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
P.O. BOX 51630
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-1630
FACSIMILE NO: (208)523-7254
DATED this
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Idaho Jury Instructions

Civil Instructions
SECTION 3.00. PREMISES LIABILITY

2003 Version
IDJI 3.09. Duty to invitee

INSTRUCTION NO. _ _

An [owner] (occupant] owes a duty of ordinary care under all th0 circumstances towards Invitees who come upon
the premises. This duly extends to all portions of the premises to which an invitee may reasonably be expected to go.
Comment:
Harrison v. Taylor, 115 Idaho 588, 768 P.2d 1321 (1989). This case seems to suggest that specific instructions
pertaining to duty to warn, duty to inspect. duty to remedy, etc., are all subsumed within this instruction. Further reference
to specific duties within the instructions become unnecessary. Counsel may argue such in the application of this
instruction. But. Cf.. Walton v. Potlatch, 116 Idaho 892, 781 P.2d 229 (1989), where Court held that instruction on
numerous separate duties was proper.
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1

A Correct

2

Q. Do you get any refirament through

2
Q. When dfd you start swimming at the
3 Blackfoot Pool?

3 Western Equipment?
4
A No.
Q. Well, why not? What happened with
5
6 fhose boys?
7
A Well now, wait a minute. Now, wait
B a minute here. We got an attorney and t got
9 injured on the job there, okay, and couldn't do the
10 work. what. was doing, I was doing a lot of heavy
11 stuff. Anyhow, I got less than ayea~s salary
12 compensation when I lelt. Okay?
13
Q. That was workmen's compensation?
14
A. No. That was through Western. Yeah.
15 Let's s0e, how did that work? Anyhow, that's what
16 we used to make a down payment on that motel.
17
Q. Okay. S1.1t Western Equipment didn't
18 have any type of a retirement program?
19
A No. They told us they'd pay insurance
20 and that It wasn't in wrifing. In a year they
21 just dropped me and I've been on my own ever since.
22
Q. That gives me ; pretty good feel on
23 your background and so I'm going to shift gears
24 here. So just thought I'd warn you.
25
A Okay.
, _ '.PAGE 34

1
Q. Okay. I wanted to bring you to the
2 purpose of this lawsuit and the facts and incidents
3 associated with the lawsuit. That's what I'm going
4 to ask you about now. Okay?
5
A Okay.
6
Q. Your wife tells us that she does not
7 remember the accident She doesn't remember the
8 day of the accident. She doesn't remember a period

4
A Let's see, we moved to Blackfoot, did
5 I say- I was recovering from open heart surgery.
6
8
9

22

morning over at the Blackfoot Pool?

23
A We were getting ready to go swimming.
24
Q. Is that something that you had done on
25 a regular basis?

to

A In '06.
Q. 2002,

10

A Oh, 2002. Yeah. But we put some
11 money down and then I had to go down to Salt Lake
12 and take a tread- see, they put two stints in my
13 heart before I left on our mission. So I go back
14 there and they put me on a treadmill. And I got
15 off and the guy says, well, how do you fee!. And I
16 says, well, not too bad. And he said, this doesn't
17 look good at all. l1II be right back.
18
And he brought a guy in and he said l
19 understand you had a good mission. And I said yes.
2D His next words was this doesn, look good at all.
21 And l said, now, you're - he says, I'm Dr. Acey.
22 11m the one who put those two sUnts in your heart
23 before you went on your mission and this doesn1
24 look good, so I had open heart surgery. Seven
25 bypasses and five stints ! ended up with.

=
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1

Q. Doing well since?

2
A. Huh?
3
Q. Doing well since the surgery?
A Oh,
4
5
Q. Are you doing sinoe well since the
6 surgery?
7
A Yeah. Look what l'm doing today, you
8 know.

9 of about ten days following the accident. Is that

10 consistent with what she's told you?
11
A. Yes. I was there.
12
Q, And beoause you were there! can you
13 tell me the bast you can what day the accident
14 occurred.
15
A It was February the 28th. It was two
16 years ago, just going on three years. It was two
17 years ago. What was it tvvo years - let's see.
18 This is 2010 - I guess, 2008,
19
Q. Okay. In your 20
A. And it was at 6:00 in the morning.
21
Q. And what were you doing at 6:00 in the

Q. As I understand it, you moved

7 Blackfoot in 2002.

9

Anyway, we was goirtg to drop the deaf

10 on the house, but my son's a banker and he went
11 ahead and make the deal. It's the best deaf we
12 . ever made. But, anyway, we come back and went into
13 getting it all straightened up when we come back
14 from Idaho Falls and recuperating from heart
15 surgery.
16
Q. So yell started living in Blackfoot
17 around sometime in 2002?

18

A Correct

19

Q, And did you s~rt going to the

Blackfoot Pool in that same time frame?
A. Probably- and I'm trying to get the
date. Probably around -we was there about a year
before we had time to, you know, go. So probably
around 20D3 or 2004. I know we've bBen going there
25 for three or four years. And then I'd done some

20
21
22
23
24
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1 work tor them down there, too. Their ladder was
2 broke in the swimming pool and I took it and welded
3 itup for them and fixed it l'djust do a little
4 work for them, whatever needed to be done, you
5 know, just to do it.
6
Q. Did you buy season passes to the pool?
7
A. Correct.
8
Q. One for you and one for your wife?
A. No. !twas afamily. Family passes.
9
10 This year it was $350 for a season pass.
Q. So what was your normal practfce as
11
12 far as attending the pool?
. 13
A Well. we liked to get up early in the
14 morning and go to the poo!. You know, there 1s
15 usually a lof of people that come there to walk and
16 just lap swim. So - and then she would come in
17 and she - when we were in Mackay, she was teaching
18 water aerobics and I'd play racquetball and then
19 Pd go swimming, She 1d out swim me back then.
20 Anyway, I became an otter swimmer,
21
Q, What's an otter swimmer?
A. Go from one end of1he pool to the
22
23 otter, ba::k and forth, because you had to go 36
24 times to swim a mile. I'm sorry.
25
Q. I'm glad. I thought that was great.

Pl\G-E 39

1 problems with the sidewalks during the winter of
2 2003/.2004?
3
A Wall, in the wintertime you've always
4 got snow and ice.
5
Q. That's just part of riving here in
6 Idaho?
7
A Yeah.
8
Q, But my question is did you have any
9 problems - either you or your wife have any
10 problems getting from the parking lot to the
11 swimming pool in the winter of 2003/2004?
12
A We didn't park in the parking lot. We
13 parked off the street right there in front
14 Because you go early, there was- sometimes, you
15 know, you just park wherever you can get in.
16 There·~ ,.. right in frontis a place for the
17 handicapped people. Well, I could qualify for a
18 handicapped, but I don1t want the handfcapped. So
19 we parked, you know, where there's an opening, pull
20 in and park.
Q. And then go into the pool?
21
A Correct
22
Q, You never had any problems being able
23
24 to get from wherever you parked into the pool
25 during the winter of 2003/.2004?

- - - - - - - - = ~ = = = = i a== PAGE 40 - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - 1
A. I always look at the bright slde of
1
A Not that I can recall other than that
2 stuff.
2 one incident.

,,...... PAGE 38

3

Q, You should, That's good.

4

A Yeah.

5
Q. And so for approximately four or five
6 years priorto the accident you and your wife would
7 go to the pool on a regular basis early in the
8 morning?
9
A. Correct
10
Q. How often would you go?
11
A Anylime four or five times a week.
12 You know. justif something happened orwe had to
13 go out of town --you know, with the posterity we
14 have, we get called out quite a bit.
15
Q. That's one of the blessings 1 isn't it?
16
A. Great.
17
Q. So you would go four or 1ive times a
18 week when you're in town 1 summer and winter?
19
A. Correct.
20
Q. What
getting at is year-round?
21
A. Correct
22
Q. So you had experience of negotiating
23 the sidewalks through all the seasons?
24
A. Correct.
25
Q, And did you ever encounter any

rm

3
Q. You didn't have any problems in the
4 winter of 2004/2005?
5
A No.
6
Q. You didn't have any problems during
7 the winter of 2006/2008?
8
A. No.
9
Q. You didn't have any problems in the
1D winter of20D8/2007?
11
A No.
12
Q. So the firsttime you'd ever
13 encountered any probfem was in February of 2008?
14
A. Well, yes. That was a problem but it
15 was a situation more than a problem.
16
Q. Explain yourself to me, please.
17
A. Okay. We pulled up alongside of Beth
18 Golsan's pickup. Now, Beth Golson is an older
19 lady. My wife walked with her. They'd come over
20 and visit. They was good friends. They walked.
21 And as we pulled up there, is what happened- now,
22 you know this Idaho weather. We had this snow. We
23 had some nice warm weather. melted the snow off the
24 streets, but they piled the snow, you know,
25 cleanlng sidewalks and stuff because it would drift
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1 in there.

- 1 she took over two or three steps ir, front of the
A

2 pickup when she went down because Beth was laying
3 just the other side of her pickup there.
Q. So was she in the street when she went
4
5 down?
6
A. Who?
7

You know, when I was on the fire
2 department. we worked with a lot of stuff. Then
3 when I worked on1he street department. we done a
4 lot of sanding and stuff. So I knew there was ic&
5 there. There was no doubt in my mind because the
6 day -you know. the day was warm and it would thaw
7 the snow and then it would freeze at night. It
8 happens all the time.
9
Q. So you were able to observe the ice
10 when you drove -A, 111
12
Q. Excuse nu. Let me just finish. Okay?
13
When you drove up to park at the pool
14 before you got out of your vehicle, you were able
15 to observe that there was ioe en the sidewalk?
16
A No.
17
Q. I thought that's what you were tefling
18 me. So help me understand. When did you observe
19 the ice?
20
A I guess what I was saying is the
21 condition was set up and I rea!lzed when she fell
22 that's what had happened. I didn't see anything.
23 I msan, the streets were di)', and as I stepped
24 around, all this happened all of a sudden, see.
25
And so when /1m kneeling there, I'm
1

And do you want me to tell the story,
2
3 what actually happened?
Q. Yes. That's fine.
4
5
A. Okay, All right. We pull up
6 alongside Beth's pickup. She drives this green
7 plckup. And my wife got out with her ba,g. I was
8 going to get out and come around on the other side
9 and then I lacked the truck up, you know. And as
10 she got out, I heard her say Beth is down.
11
And I kind of come around and seen her
12 feet go up like that. And I was around looking at
13 her and she was right- she wasn't any farther
14 than from here to those map signs from me and I
15 heard her head go crunch, and I thought - no Joke.
16
l knew it was slick and I could see
17 from the light, so I went over there and knelt by
18 her. And Beth is laying right ~here sayingl I
19 can't move my leg, She's not moving. And I seen
20 someone down there in the light She must have
21 been 18, 20 feet away. And I says, somebody call
22 911. We've got two people down here. She was just
23 laying there. Nothing. And I didn't know whether
24 she was dead or alive.
You know, she didn't -- I don't think
25

Q. Yourwife.
A. No. It was on the sidewalk.
9
Q. Okay.
10
A You know, you pull up. You step out
11 of your - over the curb onto the sidewalk where
12 you park there.
13
Q. Did you see what your wife was doing
14 immediately prior to fallil'lg?
15
A Sha was just laying there.
16
Q. Well, f'm talking about before she
17 fell.
18
A. What was she doing? Well, she got out
19 with her swimming gear to go around and she said
20 Seth is down. She must- she got around enough to
21 see Beth laying there, and Beth must have said
22 something. I don't know. But I heard her say,
23 Beth is down, And then the next thing I - this
24 all happened within sec:onds. and, boy, up her feet
25 went and I come on around,

8
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..........

1 kneeling on the ice and she's not moving. Beth's
2 saying, l can't move my leg. I see a lady and just
3 aboutthe time she - I knew she was - she's like,
4 oh, I'm so sick. And I thought, oh, man. And just
5 right after that. "it seemed !Ike, here come the
6 EMTs, They brought two units in. And they come
7 over there and said, hey, this is slick. And I
8 hollered, you'd better get some more ice - or some
9 salt on this. This is slick here.
10
Q, So you didn't see exactly what your
11 wife was doing immediately before she fell?
12
A She just went around the front of the
13 pickup to see what had ·- to help Beth 14
Q, But you didn't see -·
15
A. but she didn't make it
16
Q. You don't know whether she was
17 reaching down to help Beth or not?
18
A. No, No. I dldnt get to see that
19 because I was coming around. But what I did see is
20 her feet go up and come down. And also another
21 lady seen it too, so 22
Q. Who is the other lady?
23
A. Jeanette Merrifield, She said I seen
24 J0An1s feet go up in the air and come down.
25
Q. What kind of shoes was your wife
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1

1 wearing on fhat occasion?

2
A Well, she said she was wearing her
3 snow boots, which she wore in the morning anyway
4 when we went in the winter because they were nice
5 and warm and they hac good traction, you know.
6

5
6
7
8
9

Q. You say that's what she says. You

7 don't recall what she was wearing?
B
A. No. That's what she was wearing. I
9 got all her clothes they cut off of her in esack
10 still hanging in 1he closet
11
a. So you still have those snow boots?
12

A. Yeah. Yeah.
13
Q, What were you wearing for shoes?
14
A. I was wearing some - well, what we
15 done is I bought some of these slip-or: things
16 that's got the cleats on 1hem for snow. And to
17 tell you the truth, I dont know if I 11ad them on
18 or not, but I know I've wore them on my - I have a
19 pair. They're just aslip-Dn. You can just slip
20 your feet into them, but they'Ve got good soles on
21 them.
22
Q. I understand you may own those, but
23 what I'm trying to find out from you Is what shoes
24 were you wearing on the day of this accident?
25
A. Well, l was wearing those shoes,

...... PAGE

2

3
4
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A. No. It was the 25th. What was I
saying, the 28th? I don't know why I was saying
the 28th,· ·
Q. Like I say, this isn't a test.
A. I think that's the last day of
February, the 28th, isn't it? There's only 28 days
in February,
Q. Mostofthatime.
A. But it was the 25th. Geez.
Q, And that's why I asked because I just
want to make sure that you have a ohance to explain

11
12 any13
A. Okay. Well, I'm sorry.
14
Q. -· any confllsions that might arise.
15
A Yeah. ltwas actually-it was the
16 25th. There's only 28 days in February. I guess
17 that's why I was saying 28.
18
Q. Now, in your complaint you say that
19 the city had actual knowledge of the condition of
20 the sidewalk that morning. What do you roly upon
21 for making that statement?
22
A Well, they must have had some
23 reliability because they'd salted up some of the
24 ways there where the light was shining on there.
25 You could see where the salt had been melfing the
,-...

Q, But you don't know whether thi; cleats
1
2 were on them or not?
3
A. I don1 remember whether the cleats
4 were on them or not, no, but they do have good
5 traction. But nothing, unless you've spikes, wHI
6 stop that lee.
7
a. You didn't fall?
8
A No. No. No.
9
Q. You were able to··
10
A When I seen this happen, I go this is
11 · sli:k. I mean, you don't see somebody go down and
12 go running over there, too. It's this is slick,
13 watch it You know, I mean, that just klcks in.
14
Q. Well, anytime you see someone down,
15 you take extra care because you don't want to fal1 1
16 right?
17
A Yeah. Correct,
18
Q. And you said that you believe this
19 occurred on February 28th, 20087
20
A Yes.
21
Q, In your complaint that was filed in
22 this case it says that this incident occurred on
23 February 25th, 2008, So I guess what I'm trying to
24 find out is is this written document right or is

25 this written document wrong?

10

PAGE 47

PAGE 68

1 ice. You know, salt melt makes little holes and

2 then it will melt in the ice. You could see that
3 When l1mkneeling down there, I could see where
4 they'd salted a ways up there.
r:.
v
Q. Well, have you spoken to anyone who
6 has said that they had told the city prior to this
7 accident about the condition of the sjdewalk that
8 morning?
9
A No. I hadn1 talked to anybody that
10 morning.
Q, In fact, you'd never complained to
11
12 anyone about the sidewalk?
13
A. I hadn~, no. No. I just lcnew that
I 14 somebody
wasn1 doing their job, but I never did
15 actually go in and say, hey, you'd better put some
16 salt on there. I never dicl do anythlng like that.
17 Sometimes the lady was there and sometimes she
18 wasn't. You just kind of snuck in that early.
Q, Also, in your complaint you say that
19
2D the sidewalk was defective In Its design, How was
21 the sidewalk defective in its decsign?
22
A. Did l say that or is that 23
Q. That's what your complaint says 1 yes.
24 I can show that to you if you'd like.
25
A, Well, the only thing that I could say
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2 sidewalk does-there1s not too much slope there.
3 And the bank where the lawn is and there's a big
4 pine tree there kind of slopes down a little bit

5 And they were piling all that snow up there and it
6 would warm up in the day and it would run down on
7 the sidewa.lk. Then it couldn 1t drain the water.
8 There wasnt enough slope on th.e sidewalk to drain
9 the water. But how many sidewalks do you see that,
10 you know, with just Q. Well, do you know whether or not the
11
12 sidewalk was in violation of the -13
A No. There1s no violation there.
Q. Let me finish, Sorry.
14
15
A.
sorry.
16
Q. •• whether it was in violation of any
17 zoning codes or any building oodes with regard to
18 its design?
19
A No. I guess when you see something
20 like that you say, well, why the heck didn't they
21 give alittle slope to that so it could drain. But
22 who knows they're going to pile the snow there? I
23 mean, that's just an unwntten circumstance.
Q. Well, you have a home and have had
24
25 homes here in Idaho for a fong period of time,

rm

-

PAGE 51

1 things that you and your wife would do together,
2 would go swimming in the mornings?
3
A. Correct:
Q, Then she would go to the senior
4
5 citizens center occasionally and teach a course?
6
A. Correct.
Q,
As I understand it you didn't go with
7
8 her to take the course?
9
A No. No.
10
Q. Is that correct?
11
A Correct
Q, You said you'd rather do other things?
12
13
A. Well, yeah.
Q, What would you do?
14
15
A. WelL if I wasn't doing yard work or
16 going out to do something at the school or - I
17 do •• I've got to tell you. !\le done countertops
18 probably for-· in eight or ten homes for grandkids
19 and kids and myself and I do all kinds of stuff
20 Hke that. You know, I bultd stuff. l build stuff
21 for our family reunion. So I got lots of stuff to
22 do that I just do and she does what she wants to
23 do. We do get together and go swimming. That's
24 something we do together.

1 that the sidewalk's a defedive design is the

25

-

Q, So when she would do the Meals on
\,1

1 right? You've owned homes in Idaho with sidewalks,
2 right?
3
A Yes. Yes.
4
Q. Ever have any snow or ice accumulate
5 on those sidewalks?
6
A Yes, I do.
7
Q. lt happans every winter?
8
A Yes. And I clean the sidewalk off and
9 the city comes by and plows snow on top and I1ve
10 got to clean it off agaln. They tell them don't
11 throw it in ths strnetthey.say. So I got me a
12 snowblower so I can blow it over on my lawn.
13
Q. Now, your wife Indicated that she
14 taught a course at the senior citizens csnter7
15
A Correct.
16
Q. Do you remember what that course was?
17
A Yeah. It was something about fit and
18 fall. It was just older people learning how to
19 bend and20
Q. Did you take the course?

20

21

A No.

21

22

Q, You never went when she would teaoh

22 third Wednesdays I played in the harmonica band.
23 And on the second and fourth. l played drums in the
24 dance band.
25
Q, Do you stlll d0 that?

23 it?

24
25

A No. No. I was busy playing.
Q, So prior to this at:cident one of the

1 Wheels, you would not participate in that?
A Oh, yeah. I done the driving.

2
3

Q. Okay.

4
5

A. Yeah.

Q. Why would you do the driving rather
6 than her?
7
A. Well, because we had all these meals
8 here and she'd get the meals ready. And I'd say,
9 well, we're going here, and I'd drive there and
10 she'd take the meal up and meet the people and come
11 back and go to the next place. We had to drive all
12 over. It took us, what, a good homand a half.
13 Started in Blackfoot and anded up in Fort Hall and
14 back around and back to the senior citizens.
15

Q. And she said she also would go to the

16 senior citizen canter on Wednesdays?
17
A That's where I played, yeeh.
18
Q. And that's because you were playing?
19
A Yeah. Uh-huh.
Q, What did you play there?
A. Well, I played -- on the first and
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1 of a lawsuit that you and your husband filed
2 against the City of Bla~kfoot You 1re aware of

5
6

A I was in the hospital in Idaho· Falls.
Q. Which hospital in Idaho Falls?
A E- what is it?
Q. Ea.stem Idaho?

7

A EIRMC.

8
9

Q. EIRMCis the acronym?

3

I.)

that?
A. Yes.
4
Q. Do you recall !he day that you were
5
6 injured at tM ••
7
A. I don't remember anything, honestly,
except
going to bed on February the 24th.
8
Q. February the 24th of what year?
9
10
A. 2008.
11
Q. So you remember going to bed?

15

16
17

18

19

24

10
11
12
13
14

Q. Do you remember the day boforo?

20 on the evening of February 24th, 2008?
21
A Yes.
22
Q. You don't recall getting up on the
23 25th?
25

4

A That night, uh-huh.
A Not particular.
a. By that I mean do you remember what
activities you were involved in on February 24th?
A. What day of the week was it? Do you
know? I rearly dont J reaHy don't.
Q. In any event, you recall going to bed

A No.
Q. You don't recall any activities that

Q. Okay. Where were you at when you

1

2 reoall being awakened on March 5th, .2008?

v

12
13
14

PME 27

15
16

A. Yeah. Uh-huh.
Q. Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center?
A Yeah.
Q. Does that sound familiar?
A Uh-huh.
Q. Is that ayes?

A. Yes.

Q, Who transported you from·· first of
17 all, let ma strike that. Where were you being

18 transported to?
19
A To the assisted living facility in
20 Blackfoot.
Q. Who is it that transported you there?
21
A. I dont know 1he lady. 11 was their
22
23 van, the assisted living van.
24
Q. Did you make them aware during the
25 transport that you were uncomfortable?
~==-====~---------.
A I was so confused and so sick, and I
don't know if she ever looked back at me.. I really
didn't know, because it was just, you know, that
was - it was atrying drive.
Q, Did you ever come to learn how long
you were hospitalized?
A Did I? When the family told me.
Q. What did they tell you?
A. They told me I'd been the re ten days.
Q. So you had been in EIRMC for ten days?

.-- PAGE 26 - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 ~ PAGE 2B

1 occurred on the 25th?
A. No.
2
3
Q. You don't recall going to bed on the
4 25th?
5
A. No.
6
Q. When rs the next time you have a
7 recollection?
8
A March 5th of 2008.
9
Q. And what do you recall on l\1arch 5th of
10 2008?
11
A I recall - I recall them taking 12 coming into my room and saying we 1re going to
13 release you, but we need to take another CAT scan
14 · or something, I think. I don't remember anything
15 then for awhile. And then I was being wheeled out
16 of the hospital, and I was put into this van that
17 they'd sent from Blackfoot. And I had a pillow on
18 my lap, and I had my slippers on. And they put~
19 they must have tied something around the wheelchair
20 or something. And we started out and the ride was
21 terrible. and I was very, very sick, and my head
22 was hurting. I lost the pillow off of my lap. The
23 chair kept moving. I lost my slippers. And by the
24 time we got to Blackfoot. I was very, very 111.
25 But I remember it

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

A Uh-huh. Yes.

12
Q. And then you were transported to !he
13 assisted living facility in Blackfoot?

14
15
16

A Yes.
Q. How long were you there?

A I was there five days. And then I

17 said I need to go home because I can - l was just
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

completely immobile there. Tiley tried to get me
down to physical therapy, but I couldn't handle it.
So I went home, and they got me home care.
Q, Who provided you with home care?
A. The facility in Blackfoot. I really
don't •• f've got the record, but I don't know
right - if you're asklng me the name of it, l
don't know rtght offhand. There was two nice
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DAYID H. MAGUIRE (ISB# 2 I 09)
DAVID K. PENROD, ISB #6481

ZUlD SEP 22 PVi

MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center- P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
Telephone: (208) 232-5167
FAX: (208) 232-5181
Attorney for Plaintiffs

Il-J THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
JOHN FREDERICK BALL and

)

JOAN BALL, husband and wifo,

)

CASE NO. CV-2010-328

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
VS.

CITY OF BLACKFOOT,
JOHN DOES I th.t11 V,

)

Defendant.

STA TE OF IDAHO

AFFIDAVIT OF SHAUNA
JUSTESEN

)
:ss

COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE)

The undersigned, Shauna Justesen, being first duly sworn,

deposes and states that:

1. I have been a patron of the Blackfoot Municipal Pool for approximately nine years. The

facts that are set forth below are based on my J)ersonal knowledge.
2. In the weeks leading up to February 25, 2008, I observed that the snow, which had been
pushed up in mounds onto the grass, up to the edge of the sidewalk in front of the Blackfoot
Municipal Pool, would melt and run over the sidewalk along the street parallel to the pool 1 which
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was the designated parking area for pool patrons. The runoff would freeze, causing slick conditions
on the sidewalks. In addition1 snow had been piled up against the curb adjacent to the sidewalk,
which required the pool patrons to have to step over and/or through the piled snow to access the
sidewalk.
3. I observed that there was no evidence of ice melt products being applied to the sidewalks
where the runoff stated above was occurring in the weeks leading up to Februnry 25) 2008.
4. Ijrior to February 25, 2008, I had a conversation with the Blackfoot Municipal Pool

Manager, Loma Van Horn, informing her of the slick conditions of the sidewalks outside the pool.
5. further, Af:flant has read the foregoing affidavit, knows the contents thereofand states that

same is true and com:ct to Affiant's b~st knowledge and belief.
Further) Affiant saith naught.
DATED this~day of September, 2010.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on thi

Residing at

()2, day of September, 2010.
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My Commission expires __..;;;.,.."--...L..:"----":....::;;;...;:;..=;;:,.....

Afjitluvil of Shauna Jusrcwo- Pate 2

DAVID H. MAGUIRE (ISB# 2109)
DAVID K. PENROD, ISB #6481
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center- P.O. Box 4758

·: . · l.
Cf!

Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
Telephone: (208) 232-5167
FAX: (208) 232-5181
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Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI-IE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

JOHN FREDERICK BALL and
JOAN BALL, husband and wife,

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
CITY or BLACKFOOT,
JOHN DOES I thru V,

Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF BANNOCK

)

CASE NO. CV-2010-328
AFFIDAVIT OF FRED BALL

:ss

The undersigned, Fred Ba.11, being first duly sworn, deposes and states that:
1. lam the Plaintiff in the above-entitled proceeding and the husband to Plaintiff, JoAn Ball.
The facrs that are set forth below are based on my personal knowledge.

Affid(!vit of Fm/ Ball - Page I
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I have read the Complaint flled herein on February 12, 2010, and the allegations

contained therein are true ancl accurate to the best of my knowledge,
3. I am now aware that the temperature on the day prior to the subject accident was above

freezing) causing the snowfall around town and near the Blackfoot Municipal Pool to melt.
4. I am now aware that on the night prior to the subject accident) the temperatures dropped
below freezing, causing the melted ice from the day before to freeze.
5. On the day oftbe subject accident I parked my vehicle in the designated parking for the
Blackfoot Municipal Pool, on the sti-eet parallel to the Blackfoot Municipal Pool.
6. I observed my wife get out of our vehicle and walk arnund toward the sidewalk. I then

heard her say that Beth was down. As I got out of our truck and walked toward the sidewalk, I saw
Joan's feet go up in the air and heard a crack as her head hit the sidewalk.
7. Immediately following the subject accident, I knelt down by my wife and looked on the
sidewalk next to her, obsei-ving that the section of sidewalk where JoAn and Beth fell had ice
accumulation and was very slick. I saw no sign or evidence that salt or ice melt had been applied
at the location of the subject accident. I also looked further down the sidewalk, toward the
Swimming Pool walkway entrance, and visually observed that ice melt of some kind had been
applied on a section of the sidewalk further down, but again, not on rhe sidewalk where the subject
accident took place.
8. Following the subject accident, I observed that the City of Blackfoot had piled the
accumulative snow up on the grass along the edge of the sidewalk in front of the Blackfoot
Municipal Swimming Pool. My observation is that due to the slope of the landscape and sidewalk,
and the piling of shoveled snow on the edge of the sidewalk, this resulted in an increased amount

Ajjitlavil of Fred Ball· Page 2
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of melted snow running across the sidewalk during the day and the resulting accumulation of ice
during the night as temperatures dropped below freezing.
9. On the day of the subject accident, my wife was wearing her snow boots, which boots she
purchased to assist her in walking outside during the winter season, and which boots have traction

outsoles.
l 0. Prior to the subject accident, I usually accompanied my wife when she left our home.

I observed her to be mindful of slick conditions and that she took extra caution when walking
outside during the winter months.
DA TED this !lL day of September, 20 l 0.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this

(SEAL)

Affidavi/ of Prm/ B(I/J - P/lga 3
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day of September, 2010.

DAVID H. MAGUIRE
2109)
DAVID K. PENROD, ISB #6481

MAGUIRE & PENROD

ZD1D SEP 22

1414 E. Center- P.O. Box
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
167
Telephone; (208)
FAX: (208) 232-5181
Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

and

)

JOAN BALL, husband and wife,

)

JOHN FREDERICK

Plaintiffs,
vs,

CITY OF BLACKFOOT,
JOHN DOES I thru V,

_________________
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2010~328

AFFJDA VIT OF JOAN BALL

)
;SS

COUNTY OF BANNOCK )

The undersigned, JoAn Ball, being first duly sworn, deposes and states that:

1. I am the Plaintiff in the above~entitled proceeding. The facts that are set forth below are
based on my persona} knowledge.
2.

I have

the Complaint filed herein on February 12, 2010, and the allegations

contained therein are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

3. I own a good pair of snow boots, which boots I purchased to assist me in walking outside

AjjidMh of JaA11 Dall· Page J
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during winter weatherJ and which boots have traction outsoles,
4. In 2006, I took classes and obtained certificatio11 to teach a Fit and Fall class, which
training provided me knowledge and allowed me to teach classes to seniors regarding how to waJk

carefully to avoid falling,
5. Due to the seriousness ofmy injuries, I have no recollection of the day of the accident,
nor do 1 recall any details or specifics relating to my fall on February 25, 2008.
6. Although I am iinaware of the details leading up to my fall on February

2008,dueto

my rrainmg, the instruction I was providing to seniors rwo tirnes per week, and my own personal
awareness, I was always very observant to my surroundings and took exrra caution when walking

during the winter months.
DATED this .ZI day of September, 2010.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this tfday of September, 2010.

(SEAL)
JAMIE KERBS
NOTARY PUBLIC
S1'ATE OF IDAHO

Residing at .

l'-ll l/ [., 6 (Id,,...(

My Commission expires B/Jq/,1../
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DA vm H. MAGUIRE (ISB# 2109)
DAVID K. PENROD, [SB 1/648 l.
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 B. Center- P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
Telephone: (208) 23'2-5 l67

FAX: (208) 232-5 I 81
Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN" THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DJSTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
JOHN FREDERICK BALL and
JOAN BALL1 husband m1d wife,
Pli!intiffs,

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO, CV-2010-328

AFFIOA VlT OF JEANETTE
MERRW'IELD

)
)

vs.

)

CITY OF BLACKFOOT)
JOHN DOES I thru V,

)
)
)

Defendant.

---------~~~--)
STATE OF UTAH

)

:ss
COUNTY OF

lJc,_5-hi;~)YY

The undersigned, Jeanette Me1·rifield, being first duly sworn, deposes and stares that:
l, I was a patron of the Blackfoot Mtinicipal Pool on the morning of February 25, 2008.

The facts (hat are set fottli below me based on in)' personal knowledge.

2. On the morning of Febn1ary 25, 2008, Iliad gone to swim at the Blackfoot Municipal
Pool.

3. When I had completed my swim, I exited the Blackfoot Municipal Pool. As I exited the

1VJtd11vJ1 fl}' Jc1111n110 MorrfJMrl- f'ose 1
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facility
I noticed a woman fall on the sjdewaJk. I observed JaA11 Ball walking toward the woman
(
who. ha:d fallen and I saw JoAn Balf faU to the ground fo vety close proximity to the first woman.

JoAn's foet came up very qi1ickly out in front of her two to tbl'ee feet off the ground. It was obvious
to me that .she slipped on nn icy sul'face. In my observance of JoAn Ball walking prlor to her fa11,
l noticed that she walked normnll y, ond. not in a hmTied fashion.

4, l preceded toward the two women and found JoAn unconsciousi with het husband and

the other fallen victim showing great concern for·her.
5. I personally observed the conditions of the walkway from the exterior entry door of tbe
;

pool ont to the stteet m1d saw evidence of ice 1nelt applied. As I approached JoAn I observed that

I

the sidewalk whe.t·e the two women had fallen was (lat·k and wet l.ooking with no visible evidence

of any ice melt having been applied.
DATED this 'Aday of Septe111ber, 201 O.

f:

I

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this~ day of Septembe1·, 2010.
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MfCHELLEHUNT

Affl1l~vit of JemU1lls Merrlflsld, l'll.flC .2

~ NDTARt PUIUC • STATE ofUTMI
~ COMMISSION HO. 882711 .

COMM. EXP, 06+1~2014

BLAKE G. HALL
SAM L. AN GELL
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
490 Memorial Drive
P.O. Box 51630
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630
Telephone:(208) 522-3001
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254
Idaho State Bar Nos. 2434 & 7012
Attorneys for the City of Blackfoot
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN
BALL,

Case No. CV-2010-328

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,
V.

THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN
DOES I 1:Ju·u V,
Defendant.
COMES NOW Defendant, the City of Blackfoot (the "City"), by and through counsel of
record, Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A., and hereby submits its Reply Brief in support of summary
judgment.

ARGUMENT
Plaintiffs arguments and facts in opposition to the City of Blackfoot's motion for summary
judgment have failed to create a genuine issue of fact for trial. First, Plaintiffs have nol argued the
proper legal standard applicable to municipalities with regard to maintenance of sidewalks in winter.
Second, the facts contained in the affidavits in opposition to summary judgment do not create a
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - I

genuine issue of fact for trial.

1.

Plaintiffs have argued an incorrect legal standard and their claims must be
dismissed.

In ldaho, the law is clear that municipalities are only charged with the duty of "keeping
streets in reasonably safe condition for public travel and are liable for damages for injuries sustained
only in consequence of their negligent discharge of such duty." Pearson, 80 Idaho at 496.
In certain seasons and localities, as is well !mown, it would be burdensome. if not
impracticable, to impose the duty on the municipality to keep its sidewalks clear of
snow and ice at all times. Pedestrians must assume the risks attending a general
slippery condition of sidewalks produced by natural causes and which remain despite
the efforts of reasonable care and diligence.

Id, citing McQuillin, Municipal Corporations, 3 rd Ed., Vol. 19 § 54.84, p. 316(emphasis added).
When it comes to snow and ice, a ubiquitous problem during Idaho winters, the Supreme Comi has
clearly established that a "municipality is bound to exercise only ordinarv or reasonable care to
maintain its streets and sidewalks in a reasonably safe condition." Id, citing Miller v. Village of

Mullan, 17 Idaho 28, l 04 P. 660 (emphasis added).
Plaintiffs, in their response brief, rely upon the Splinter decision for an incorrect statement
of the City of Blackfoot's duty. The 5)Jlinter case is distinguishable on the facts and the law, and
its holding is inapposite to this case. The holding in Splinter was a hotly contested 3-2 decision,
where the Supreme Court grappled with the issue of whether or not the City ofN ampa was engaged
in a proprietary or governmental function when it allowed an adjacent private landowner to install
a butane tank in a City alley for use by the landowner. Splinter v. City of Nampa, 70 Idaho 287
(1950). The Court held that the granting of a permit by the City for placement of a tank in a City
alley was a proprietary function. Therefore, the demurrer was overturned and plaintiff was allowed
to proceed on her claims of negligence against the City. In passing, the Court held that "the highest
REPLY BRIEF JN SUPPORT Of MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2

degree of care must be exercised in connection with storing, handling, etc., of highly flammable and
explosive substances." Splinter, 70 Idaho at 292. This duty is inapplicable to the case at bar because
it is based upon the handling of highly flammable substances. The Splinter court did not purport to
define the duty of a City to maintain its sidewalks during winter. Therefore, the Plaintiffs' reliance
on Splinter as a statement of the standard of care is misplaced. The proper standard of care to be
applied in this case was established by the Court in Pearson, i.e., a "municipality is bound to
exercise only ordinary or reasonable care to maintain its streets and sidewalks in a reasonably safe
condition."
There is no fact in the record that the City of Blackfoot neglected its duty to maintain its
sidewalk outside of the Blackfoot Municipal Pool in a reasonably safe condition. Plaintiffs's first
argument is a misleading and conclusory statement that the sidewalk in question was "admittedly
unsafe." Tbe City of Blackfoot has never admitted that the sidewalk was unsafe. Further, the issue
of whether or not the sidewalk was unsafe is not the c01Tect analysis to determine whether the City
of Blackfoot was negligent in this case. The City is Blackfoot is not required to ensure that all of
its sidewalks are free from snow or ice at all times during the winter. As the Court stated in Pearson,
"it would be burdensome, if not impracticable, to impose the duty on the municipality to keep its
sidewalks clear of snow and ice at all times." Pearson, 80 Idaho at 496. The correct analysis turns
on whether the City took reasonable measures to maintain the sidewalk in a reasonably safe
condition.
By relying on Splinter and making a conclusory statement that the sidewalk was "unsafe"
plaintiffs have attempted to alter the standard of care and bave not met their burden to create a
genuine issue of fact on the correct standard of care. Because Plaintiffs have argued the incoITect
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standard of care, Plaintiffs claims must fail as a matter of law.

2.

Plaintiffs affidavits have not created a genuine issue of fact for trial.
I.R.C.P. 56(e), provides that "an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or

denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in
this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." Plaintiffs have
not presented facts by affidavit sufficient to create a genuine issue of fact that the City did not act
reasonably.
Plaintiffs must establish some fact to demonstrate that the City did not exercise reasonable
care to maintain its streets and sidewalks in a reasonably safe condition. The only facts in the record
are that the City plowed the snow from its streets and sidewalks and that the City spread ice melt on
the subject sidewalk three times on the morning prior to the accident in question. Plaintiffs have
failed to present any evidence to suggest that these actions were not reasonable. Plaintiffs have made
a res ipsa type of argument that because Plaintiff Joan Ball slipped on ice, then the City must not
have met its duty to maintain the sidewalks in a reasonably safe condition. This is essentially a
restatement of the allegations in the complaint. Plaintiffs cannot rely on the bare allegations from
their complaint. Instead, Plaintiffs are required to come forward with some evidence that the City
breached the established duty of care. Plaintiffs have failed to create a genuine issue of fact that the
City of Blackfoot breached its duty.
Plaintiffs have not disputed Ms. Van Horn's testimony that she applied ice melt to the
sidewalk in question three times on the morning prior to the accident. Plaintiffs have not supplied
any evidence to contradict Ms. Van Horn's testimony. Instead, Plaintiffs have supplied affidavits
of Fred Ball, Joan Ball, Jeanette Merrifield and Shauna Justeson which are rife with inadmissible
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testimony. One fact repeated throughout the affidavits is that there was "no visible evidence" that
ice melt had been applied to the sidewalk where plaintiff fell. This testimony is speculative, lay
opinion testimony which should be excluded. Even if it is not excluded, it does not represent the
correct standard that a City must meet. The City does not have to demonstrate "visible evidence"
of ice melt having been applied to all city sidewalks at all times. "It would be burdensome, if not
impracticable, to impose the duty on the municipality to keep its sidewalks clear of snow and ice at
all times." See, Pearson, 80 Idaho at 496. The City only has to demonstrate that it took measures
to keep the sidewalks in a reasonably safe condition. The mere fact that there was not "visible
evidence" of ice melt in the place where Joan Ball fell is not a sufficient fact to create a genuine issue
of fact for trial on the duty question.
Plaintiffs also argue that there is an issue of fact as to whether or not Joan Ball assumed the
risk of helping Beth. However, this argument does not help Plaintiffs survive summary judgment,
because Plaintiffs still have the burden of creating an issue of fact on their claims of negligence.

If it is not stricken, the Affidavit of Jeanette Merrifield appears to corroborate Ms. Van
Horn's claims. Me1Tifield testified that the sidewalk was "wet looking" at the place where Ms. Ball
fell. If that is the case, then the implication is that ice melt must have been applied or the sidewalk
would have appeared to be ice covered instead of "wet looking."
There has been no testimony, expert or otherwise, presented by Plaintiffs that more
extensive measures needed to have been taken by the City to keep its sidewalks in a reasonably safe
condition. In fact, there is no evidence in the record that the actions taken by the City did not rise
to the level of reasonable. Under I.R.C.P. 56(e), "an adverse party may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise
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provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." As
the record stands, Plaintiffs have not provided sufficient facts by affidavit in opposition to summary
judgment to create a genuine issue of fact with regard to the City's duty. If anything, Plaintiffs have
relied upon the mere allegations in their complaint The only testimony provided by the affidavits
is improper lay opinion testimony regarding whether ice melt was visible at the site of the accident.
Based upon the affidavits in opposition to summary judgment, this Court should dismiss
Plaintiffs' negligence claims against the City of Blackfoot for lack of a genuine issue of fact.
2.

The City of Blackfoot designed and instaHed the sidewalk and landscaping
outside of the Municipal Pool in accordance with industry standard.

The sidewalk ancl landscape in question was designed according to industry standard, and
was not defective in any way. To the extent that Plaintiffs have made a claim in their complaint for
negligent snow removal, there is no fact in the record to support this claim.
In response to the City's motion for summary judgment, Plaintiffs have not supplied any fact
that would establish a defect in the sidewalk which was a proximate cause of Plaintiffs fall and
resulting injuries. This claim should be dismissed. Plaintiffs have briefly argued that the City was
negligent in its snow removal. Plaintiff Fred Ball attempted to testify that the slope of the sidewalk
coupled with the manner in which the snow was shoveled resulted in an increased risk of ice
accumulation, however, there is no foundation for this testimony and it should be stricken from the
record. The lay testimony provided does not create an issue of fact that the City's snow removal was
negligent The City is constrained as to where it can place snow. Snow cannot be lefl in the street,
it must be removed from the streets. ln this case, the affidavits establish that the snow had been
pushed off the road and across the sidewalk to the grass. There is no evidence that this was negligent.
This argument does not create a genuine issue of fact for trial, and Plaintiffs' claims of negligent
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6

snow removal should be dismissed.
3.

Mr. Ball's claims should be dismissed as they are parasitic to Mrs. Ball's claims,
and Mrs. Balls claims fail for lack of a genuine issue of fact.

Plaintiff John Ball's claims in paragraph (XIII) are parasitic to Mrs. Ball's claims, and should
be dismissed to the extent tbat tbe Court dismisses Mrs. Ball's claims.

Mr. Ball claims lost

companionship etc., however, the plaintiffs must first establish a genuine issue of fact on Mrs. Ball's
claims. Plain tiffs have not opposed this request in their brief, and therefore, Mr. Ball's claims should
be dismissed.

CONCLUSION
For the forgoing reasons, the City of Blackfoot respectfully requests that the court grant
summary judgment in its favor, and dismiss all of Plaintiffs' claims with prejudice.
DATED t h i s 4 day of October, 2010.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
JOHN FREDERICK BALL and
JOAJ\J BALL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
CITY OF BLACKFOOT,
JOHN DOES I thru V,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BANNOCK

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2010-328

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID K.
PENROD IN RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
MOTION TO STRIKE

)
:ss
)

The undersigned, David K. Penrod, being first duly sworn, deposes and states that:
1. I am the attorney of record for Plaintiffs in the above entitled action. The facts that
are set forth below are based on my personal knowledge.
2. Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the complete transcripts of the
Depositions of JoAn Ball and John Frederick Ball, which are provided in support of Plaintiffs'
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and Plaintiffs' Response to Defendant's
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID K PENROD IN RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
AND MOTION TO STRIKE Page 1

(

11

lJ)110 Vl

Motion to Strike.
3. Copies of excerpts from the transcription of the Depositions of Jo An and John
Frederick Ball attached to Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment
are true and correct copies of the originals, extracted from the referenced deposition transcripts.
Further the affiant sayeth naught.
DATED this llday of October, 2010.

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BANNOCK

)
:ss
)

, 2010, before me, a Notary Public in and for said
On thist7 day of l.}t,.'J..J/xr
County and State personally appeared David K. Penrod, known to me to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the
same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.

~=ill ~Alx,J

N ~ Public f ; Idaho
Residing at Pocatello, Idaho
My Commission Expires: r t

3/14/ I'-/

(SEAL)
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DEPOSITION Of JOAN BALL

(The deposition proceeded at 8:59 a.m.
~31 as follows:)
I/
JoAn Ball,
4 produced as a witness at the instance of the
/ 5 defendants, having been first duly sworn, was
6 examined and testified as follows:

BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of JoAn
Ball was taken by the Attorney for the defendant at
the office of Magu~re £ Penrod, located at 1414 East
Center, Pocatello 1 Idaho, before Sandra D. Terrill,
Court Reporter and Notary Public, in and for the State
of Idaho, on Wednesday, June 16, 2010, corrmencinQ at
the hour of 9:00 a.m., in the above-entitled matter.

~

APPEARANCES
For the Defendant:
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
BY:
BLAKE G. HALL
490 Memorial Drive
Post Office BOX 51630
Idaho Falls, Idaho 8.3405-1630
i 208 J 522-3001

for the Plaintiffs:
MAGUIRE & PENROD
BY:
DAVID K. PENROD
1414 East Center
Post Office Box 4758
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
{208) 232-5167
Also Present!
Katie Cooper

7
8

MR. HALL: Let the record reflect this is

9 the time and place for the deposition of JoAn --

1110

THE WITNESS: It's JoAn.
MR. HALL: It is JoAn. Thank you. Jo,A.n
11
: 12 Ball, in the case of John Frederick Ball and Jo,A.n
1 j1 13
Ball versus the City of Blackfoot in Bingham County
_I
-;4 Case No. CV-2010-328 and that this deposition is
r 15 being taken pursuant to notice and can be used for
all purposes permitted for under the Idaho Rules of
Civil 0 rocedure.
I:
1s
I 19
EXAMINATION
20 BY MR. HALL:
Q. Mrs. Ball, we met just before this
I 21
22 deposition started. And my name is Blake Hall and
23 I represent the City of Blackfoot, and I'll be
24 asking you some questions today. And I'm sure your
· 25 attorney has spent some time talking to you, but we

l
!

i

IH~
I
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1 answer my question, then I've got to, stop talking

always like to kind of get this on the record as
2 well. And that is, first of all, will you state
3 your full name and spell it for the record?
4
A It's JoAn, J.o capital A-n, Elizabeth
5 Ball.
Q. Would you like me to refer to you as
6
7 Mrs. Ball or JoAn, or what's your preference?
A. JoAn is fine.
8
Q. Have you ever had your deposition
9
10 taken before?
A. No.
11
12
Q. As your attorney explained to you, the
/ 13 purpose of the deposition is for us to attempt to
' 14 ascertain information and facts that you have that
, 15 are relevant to the lawsuit that you filed against
16 the City of Blackfoot. This is not an endu ranee
! 17 contest, so anytime you want to take a break, say,
18 Blake, I'd like to take a break or, say, mention it
19 to your attorney you want to take a break, and
20 we'll take a break.
21
A Okay.
22
Q. I'll be asking you a series of
23 questions. Even though you and I think we're doing
24 a Jot of work today, the court reporter is doing
25 most of the work because she's taking down

'

2 so you can talk, because the court reporter can't
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
, 10
I , 11
12
13
14
I .

15

16
17
18
19
20
21

1

22
23

24
!

25
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1 everything that's being said today. Because of
2 that there's some rules that we kind of need to
3 follow.
4
MR. HALL: Let's go off the record.
5
(A discussion was held off the
6 record.)
7
(Katie Cooper joined the deposition.)
8
MR. HALL: Let's go back on the record.
9 While we were off the record Mrs. Ball's
1O granddaughter, Katie Cooper, has joined the
11 deposition, and she is here both for moral support
I 12 and to observe her grandmother for health concerns;
· 13 is that accurate.
14
KATIE COOPER: Uh-huh. Yes.
15
Q. BY MR. HALL: We'll go back to where
16 we were then.
17
A. Okay.
18
Q. In order for this deposition to be as
19 clear as possible, because someone may have to read
20 it at some time in the future, it's important that
.I 21 we follow certain rules. Some of those rules are
22 that even though you want to get this over with and
23 you may want to answer my question about two-thirds
• 24 of the way through my question because you know
25 what my question is going to be, if you start to

take down two people talking at the same time.
Then when you answer the question that
I've only asked half a question to, then I've got
to re-ask the question and you get to answer it
again. So the best thing to do, if we can do it,
is if you'll be patient and wait until I finish
asking the question before you start. to answer, and
I'll try to be patient and wait unti'I you fully
answer the question before I ask you another
question. Does that sound fair?
A. Yes.
Q. Another rule that we have to follow is
we often communicate with one another in normal
conversation by nodding the head ug:, and down for
yes or side to side for no. The court reporter
can't take down nods of the head or shakes of the
head. So we have to answer out loud. And we
sometimes will say uh-huh and uh-uh. Again, those
letters all come out about the same in a written
format, so we need to say yes or no where
appropriate.
A Okay.
Q. And, finally, if you don't understand
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1
2
3
4

one of my questions, please tell me you don't
understand the question rather than attempting to
answer it. You might not understand it because
it's just a stupid question. Attorneys, you know,
5 they ask dumb questions sometimes or questions that
6 are unintelligible. If I do that, don't feel bad
7 about pointing it out to me, because I want to make
8 sure that the questions I ask you that you
9 understand them and that your answer is intended to
10 be responsive to that question. Okay?
11
A Yes.
Q.
With that we'll kind of proceed
1112
13 forward.
14
A Okay Yes.
Q. What is your current address?
A. 640 East Judicial Street.
17
Q. And that is in Blackfoot, Idaho?
18
A. Blackfoot, uh-huh.
19
Q. How long have you resided at that
20 address?
'21
A Since 2002 .
22
Q. And who resides there with you?
23
A My husband.
124
Q. And his name?
25
A John Frederick Ball.

I

I~~
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1
Q. You've mentioned him, John Frederick
2 Ball, as your husband. When were the two of you
3 married?
A August 5th, 1950.
4
Q. Somehow when I ask these questions
5
6 you're going to get them right, and if I ask them

I~
, 10

i 11
/ 12

l 13

14
15
, 16
17

j
f

I

18
19

1120
f ~;

I23
24

I 25
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of him he may struggle. So we'll just ask you
probably··
A Oh, he knows when we were married.
Q. He knows that one. Was this the first
marriage to both of you?
A Yes.
Q. Have there been any children born of
that marriage?
A. Five.
Q. Starting with the oldest could you
tell me the name of that child?
A. Marsha --wait a minute. My oldest
daughter is named Marie Carolyn Armstrong.
Q. And how old is Marie?
A. She was born in., so she's 59.
Q. And where does she reside?
A. She resides in Saratoga Springs, Utah.
Q. Your next chHd?
A. Is John Frederick Ball, Jr.

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Ii

11
12
13
Ii ' 14
'l / 15
lI I 16
I :7
I 18
~1~9

dean of religion at BYU in Utah.
Q. And one more child?
A. Now we'll get to Marsha.
Q. I almost started you on the wrong end,
didn't I?
A. Yeah. Marsha Lee Stark, and she
resides in Shelley, and she was born i n Q. So she's about 51 this year?

~

_rails.~: ufhe employed?
. A Yes. She'saschoolteacherinldaho

Q. Congratulations. It sounds like
you've had a very prosperous and st1ccessful family.
A. They're very prolific. I'll tell you
that
Q. I take it you have lots of
grandchildren?
A We have 36 grandchildren. And we'll
I
have 82 great-grandchildren come November, so I
would say we have quite a posterity.
22
Q. Congratulations. That's wonderful.
1

!

.•

1

111

2

0

.

?

I
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1
Q. And how old is John?
2
A. He was born in., so he's 58 this
3 year.
4
Q. And where does he reside?
1
5
A. He resides in Blackfoot.
6
Q. I should ask with regard to Marie, is
• 7 she employed?
8
A. Yes. She works for the American Fork
9 clinic in American Fork, Utah.
i 10
Q. And John Jr., is he employed?
11
A He's administrator of the charter
, 12 schools in Blackfoot
13
Q. Yournext child?
14
A Is Leslie Albert
j/ 15
Q. And how old is Leslie?
1116
A Leslie was born in • . so he's 57
17
this
year.
1
18
Q. And where does he reside?
19
A. He resides in St. Anthony, Idaho, and
20 he works for Idaho bank- Bank of Idaho.
21
Q. Your next child?
22
A. It's Terry Briggs. He was born in
123 •. so he's 55 this year.
' 24
Q. And where does he reside?
25
A. He resides in Undon, Utah, and he's

.·
I

j

A In Pocatello.
Q. Did you attend school in Pocatello?

3
4

A. Yes, I did.
Q. What is the last level of schooling

5 that you completed?
6
A. I didn't finish the seventh grade. My
7 mother died, and my father pulled me out of school
8 to take care of the family. At that time I thought
9 it was great, but it didn't take me long afterwards
1O to realize it wasn't so great.
11
Q. So sixth grade would be the last
12 formal 13
A. Formal, yeah.
14
Q. -- year that you had completed?
15
A. Yeah. I hate to admit it.
16
Q. Different times.
/ 17
A. Yeah. Different times.
118
Q. And it certainly hasn't affected your
• 19 ability to raise a wonderful family.
I 20
A. Yes. I've been blessed.
. 21
Q. You said that you and your husband
1
22 were married on August 5th of 1950?
23
A. Uh-huh.
24
Q. Where were you married?
A. We were married in Pocatello.
1 25
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Q. And did you reside in Pocatello for
1
2 some period of time after that?
3
A. Yes, uh-huh. We resided in Pocatello
4 until we -- let's see, I've got to tr1ink. 1959 he
5 left the flre department, and we went to California
6 because his best friend wanted him to come down
7 there and learn how to lay bricks. So we went down
8 there, and we came back in 1961. It wasn't what he
9 wanted. And then he went back to work for the City
1
10 of Pocatello.
Q. So from '59 to 1961 you lived
11
12 somewhere in California?
13
A. Uh-huh. In Irvington.
Q. In '61 you came back to Pocatello?
14
15
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Is that a yes?
16
17
A. Yes. Yes.
Q. That's okay. You're not the first
18
19 person that I've ever asked that question to, and
20 you won't be the last.
Do you need any water or anything?
21
22
A. No.
23
Q. You said that your husband was a
24 fireman prior to leaving Pocatello?
25
A. Yes.

I.

PAGE 15

II 1
A. Yeah. We bought a motel in Mackay
2 because my son was there working at the bank. And
3 we stayed there until 1951. And then rny husband's
4 hip went really bad and he couldn't handle work.
5 So we came-- went to Idaho Falls. We moved around
6 a little bit. Went to Idaho Falls then ar»d stayed
7 there until he had hip s1Jrgery and was better.
Then we bought an RV park iri
8
9 St. Charles, Idaho, a little convenience store.
110 And we couldn't handle the convenierice store
11 because it was so many hours, so we just stayed
12 with the RV park until we decided to sell it and go
13 on a mission. So we came back then to Idaho Falls
14 and sold our home that we had bought there when we
15 sold the RV park and went on our mission, and then
16 we came back and settled in Blackfoot
Q. I'm going to try to go back through a
17
18 little bit because there were some dates that were
19 less than clear, and we just want to c:Rarify some
20 of the items.
A. Okay.
21
Q. As I understand it you came back to
22
23 Pocatello in about 1961?
A. Yes.
24
25
Q. And your husband went to work for the
I

PAGE 16
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1
Q. And then when he came back to
2 Pocatello in '61, he went back to work for the
3 city?
4
A. Yes. He went on the street department
5 then.
6
Q. Did you raise your children then in
7 Pocatello?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. When did you move to Blackfoot?
10
A. We moved to Blackfoot after we came
11 back from our mission in 2002.
12
Q. So you lived in Pocatello up until the
13 time you went on a mission?
14
A. Yeah. In 1982 my husband had hurt his
15 back, and we went down to my daughter's and stayed
16 there with her for a couple of years. Then he came
17 back and went back to work for the city. I think
18 I'm right. And then we've been here ever since.
19
KATIE COOPER: No.
THE WITNESS: No. No. I'm sorry. We
· 20
· 21 bought a motel in Mackay after, in 1986, and we was
22 there till he - I have to tr1ink sometimes for a
23 minute.
Q. BY MR. HALL: That's okay. This isn't
24
'
· 25 a test. This is just your best recollection.

1 street department for the City of Pocatello?
2
A. Uh-huh. And then he went to -- he got
3 an opportunity to go to Western Equipment. And I
4 think that was probably about a yearafter that
5 that he went to Western Equipment, and he stayed
6 there until he retired from there and we went to
7 Mackay.
Q. Okay. Now, your husband hwt his hip,
8
9 I take it, at some point, and you went to Utah and
10 lived in Lindon, Utah, or Saratoga?
11
A. Yeah. At that time my daughter was
1
12 living in Highland, Utah.
13
Q. Okay. And then at some point after
14 you came back here then you bought a motel in

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Mackay. Which motel was it?

A. Wagon Wheel.
Q. I've stayed there many times.

A. Have you?
Q. Yes. Have a great baseball tournament
that they have out there, or softball tournament,
every year, and we used to go out and play and stay
there. You might have owned it when I was there.

A. When we bought it it was pretty run
down, and we built it up. But it's a lot of work.
And he got to where he could not-- with the pain
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Q. Where did you go on your
1 in his hip and tMt that he couldn't handle it.
2
Q. So how many years did you have the
· 2
A Nauvoo.
3 Wagon Wheel?
3
Q. Nauvoo. Great. Was it a on~-year
4 mission or longer?
4
A We bought it in 1986 and left in '91.
5
Q. Then you said you lived in Idaho Falls
5
A 18 months.
6 for some period of tima?
6
Q. How did you and your husba1nd enjoy
7 that?
Ii 7
A Just a short period of time when we
8 were getting ready for our mission.
8
A It was - it was a lot of work, out it
; 9
Q. And you also lived in St. Charles for
9 was atime you always remember.
110 a while and had an RV park there?
10
Q. Did you work-·
11
A Uh-huh. Well, we went there-· wait.
11
A It was a good time.
1 12
I'm telling you wrong. We bought-when we lived
12
Q. Did you work in one of the viisitors
I 13 centers or the Nauvoo House?
1 13
in Idaho Falls, then we bought-- we seen in the
14 paper. His hip got better. And we're not people
:,. 4
.d A. Al wd orkehd inball dof theksi•d,es as a to ur h
1
5 gu1 e. n my us an wor e as we 11 , t ey got
• 15 that can just sit around. So we seen that they had
16 this little convenience store for sale, and we
16 him as an appliance repairman, but he did
1 17 everything.
17 thought, well, we could probably do that.
18
So we went down and looked at it, and
18
Q. He was the handyman?
19 we went ahead and made arrangements to buy it. And
19
A He was -- he is a handyman.
20 then we bought a lot across the street because my
20
Q. Then after your mission you came back
21 to Blackfoot?
21 husband said we might just as well put in an FN
22 park So we did that in 1990 -- let's see, 1992,
22
A Uh-huh.
23 yeah, because it was the year afterwards. And we
. · 23
Q. And settled at 640 East Judic:ial?
24 got that. And then we decided we needed to go on a
24
A Yes. In 2002.
25 mission. So we sold the RV park and went back to
· 25
Q. What ward do you live in no'W'?
11

I
1

n
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Idaho Falls and sold the home we had there,
2 then we went on our mission.
3
Q. l'm trying to remember where
I 4 St. Charles is 1 but isn't it somewhere between here
5 and Preston?
6
A It's -- yeah. But it's more -- let's
7 see, you go through Montpelier and out through
8 Liberty and up that way over towards the Utah
9 over towards Park City - not Park City. What is
10 it where they raise all the raspberries. I forget
11 Garden City. Garden City. It's before you get to
12 Garden City. It's on the Idaho side, and Garden
13 City is on- it's just a little place.
14
Q. Over by Paris?
15
A Yeah. Past Paris.
16
Q. Okay. You say that you went back to
117 Idaho Falls and then went on a mission. What ward
j 18 did you leave out of?
I 19
A We left-- we sold our home there, and
• 20 we went out and stayed at my son's until we got our
21 mission call, and so we left from his ward. And I
22 really don~ remember what ward it was because we
. 23 were there such a short time, but that's where we
24 left for our mission. But it was in -- he lived
25 out of --1 think it's Thomas, but I'm not sure.

1

n
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2

A 2nd. We've always been in 2nd Ward.
Q. Who is your bishop there?

A Cook, Collin Cook.
Q. Are either you or your husband
5 currently employed?
5
A My husband works as a handyman at the
7 charter school when they need little jobs done. It
8 isn't a steady employment. It's just when things
9 come up that he can do, then he goes .out there and
i 10 does it.
.• 11
Q. And yourself?
.· ~1 12
A No.
: 13
Q. When's the last time you were
\ 14 employed?
II 15
A 1982.
, ;6
Q. In what capacity were you employed in
117 1982?
1
A I was the yield analysis foreman at
1 19
the American Micro.
20
Q. Here in Pocatello?
21
A Uh-huh.
Q. Is that a yes?
A Yes.
Q. I don't mean to offend you. I just
want to make sure I have the record clear.

I 4

1

is
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A. That's fine. That's fine.

Q. I assume that is the last time you

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. And how much is the rental that you

A. We receive off of that 57 5.
Q. And you said your husband has a

4
5 small -A. Yes. $73 a month.
6
Q. $73 a month from PERSI?
7
8
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Does he have any other pensions?
II 9
I
10
A. No.
Q. You said that he is part-time employed
11
12 at the charter school, and that income is fairly
13 erratic?
A. It's very erratic. It never is over
14
15 4,000.
Q. 4,000 a year'?
16
A. Uh-huh.
17
Q. Do you recall what it was this past
18
19 year?
20
A. It was 4,000 -- I think it was 4,300,
21 I think, because they did some extra work.
22
Q. Have you ever been a party to a
23 lawsuit before?
A A lawsuit before? No.
Q. This is your first ti me?

I

p:
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you and your husband currently have?
A We have our social security. And we
have a little rental house on South Street. And
then he has a small PERSI, and whatever he makes -you never know at the school. It's not very much.
That's it
Q. Can you tell me approximately how much
you and your husband receive from social security
on a monthly basis?
A He gets 1,100 - about-- no. I'm
telling you wrong. He gets 1,070, I think it is.
And I get 720 -- 750. I only add them together.
Q. Together what do they come to?
A They come to 1,754.
Q. And then you say you have a little
rental house?
A Yes.
Q. Where is that located?
A. It's on South Street.
Q. In what city'?
A Blackfoot.
Q. Is it paid for?
A Yes.
Q. And it's rented?
A Yes.

.

2 receive?

were employed for a third party -A. Yes.
4
Q. --was in 1982, But it's fair to say,
5
6 isn't it, that when you were operating the motel in
7 IVlackay in '86 to '91, you certainly considered
8 yourself employed then?
9
A. Yes. We were self-employed. And also
10 in St. Charles.
Q. That was going to be my next question.
11
12
A Sorry.
Q. No, that's fine. You considered
13
14 yourself self-employed when you lived in
15 St. Charles and owned !he RV park, right?
16
A. Yes.
Q. You sold the RV park eventually and
17
18 then went on a mission?
19
A. Yes.
Q. Is it fair to say that you and your
20
husband
really considered yourself retired from
121
22 employment at about the time you went on your
23 mission?
A Yes.
24
25
Q. What are the sources of income that
~
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1
A No.
2
Q. No one has ever sued you or your
3 husband before?
4
A Never sued us, no.
5
Q. And you and your husband have never
6 sued anyone before?
7
A No. We had a dispute with the City of
8 St. Charles, and this is probably what you need,
9 over-- because they did not want us to --they
10 didn't want us to expand the RV park, so they tried
11 to stop us from doing so. And we had to get a
12 lawyer, but we never sued them or anything. We
I
13 just had --they had to let us go ahead and do the
14 RV park because we were grandfathered in and that
15 But that's the only-- that's the only time.
16
Q. So that was a zoning dispute
17 between -18
A. Yes.
19
Q. -- yourself and the City of
St. Charles?
I 20
I! 21
A St. Charles.
22
Q. And you hired an attorney, and it was
23 resolved favorably for you?
24
A Yes. It was in a council meeting.
25
Q. The reason we're here today is because
I
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8
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A Yes.

I

Q. Do you recall the day that you were
injured at the-·

A. I don't remember anything, honestly,
except going to bed on February the 24th.

I

Q. February the 24th of what year?

PAGE 26

occurre d on the 25th?

, 2
A No.
I 3
a. You don't recall going to bed on the
4 25th?
5
A. No.
6
Q. When is the next time you have a
7 recollect ion?
8
A. March 5th of 2008.
I
9
Q. And what do you recal I on March 5th of
10 2008?
11
A. I recall - I recall them taking -12 coming in to my room and saying we're going to
13 release yo u, but we need to take another CAT scan
14 or someth ing, I think. I don't remember anything
15 then for a while. And then I was being wheeled out
., 16 of the hos pital, and I was put into this van that
I 17 they'd sen t from Blackfoot And I had a pillow on
18 my lap, an d I had my slippers on. And they put-/ 19 they must have tied something around the wheelchair
' 20 or someth·1ng. And we started out and the ride was
21 terrible, an d I was very, very sick, and my head
22 was hurting . I lost the pillow off of my lap. The
23 chair kept moving. I lost my slippers. And by the
24 time we got to Blackfoot, I was very, very ill.
25 But I remem ber it.
I
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1
Q. Okay. Where were you at wtien you
/ 2 recall being awakened on March 5th" 2008?
3
A. I was in the hospital in Idaho Falls.
4
Q. Which hospital in Idaho Fallis?
5
A. E -- what is it?
6
Q. Eastern Idaho?
7
A. EIRMC.
8
Q. EIRMC is the acronym?
9
A. Yeah. Uh-huh.
10
Q. Eastern Idaho Regional Mealical Center?
11
A. Yeah.
12
Q. Does that sound familiar?
I
13
A.
Uh-huh.
I
14
Q. ls that a yes?
15
A Yes.
16
Q. Who transported you from --first of
I 17 all, let me strike that. Where were you being
18 transported to?
19
A. To the assisted living facility in
20 Blackfoot
21
Q. Who is it that transported you there?
22
A. I don't know the lady. It was 1their
112 3 van, the assisted living van.
Q. Did you make them aware dming the
I 24
25 transport that you were uncomfortable?

of a lawsuit that you and your husband filed
against the City of Blackfoot. You're aware of
that?

A 2008.
10
11
Q. So you remember going to bed?
A That night, uh-huh.
12
Q. Do you remember the day before?
13
A
Not particular.
14
15
Q. By that l mean do you remember what
16 activities you were involved in on February 24th?
17
A What day of the week was it? Do you
18 know? I really don't I really don't
19
Q. In any event, you recall going to bed
20 on the evening of February 24th, 2008?
21
A Yes.
22
Q. You don't recall getting up on the
23 25th?
24
A No.
Q. You don't recall any activities that
25

n

I.
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A. I was so confused and so sic~. and I
1
2 don't know if she ever looked back at rme. I really
3 didn't know, because it was just, you k:now, that
4 was - it was a trying drive.
5
Q. Of d you ever come to learn how long
6 you were hospitalized?
I
I
7
A. Did I? When the family told me.
8
Q. What did they tell you?
9
A. They told me I'd been there ten days.
10
Q. So you had been in EIRMC for ten days?
A. Uh-huh. Yes.
/ 11
Q. And then you were transported to the
I 12
13 assisted living facility in Blackfoot?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. How long were you there?
A. I was there five days. And then I
II 16
17 said I need to go home because I can -- I was just
18 completely immobile there. They tried to get me
II
19 down to physical therapy, but I couldn't handle it
I 20 So I went home, and they got me home care.
21
Q. Who provided you with home care?
22
A. The facility in Blackfoot. I really
23 don't -- I've got the record, but I don't know
24 right-- if you're asking me the name ofit, I
25 don't know right offhand. There was two nice
I

I

11

I

I

r
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I 1 ladies though.
J 2
Q. How long did you receive home care?
. 3
A Until July.
I 4
Q. July of what year?
5
A Of 2008.
6
Q. Obviously you would have incurred
7 medical bills at Eastern Idaho Regional Medical
8 Center?
9
A Yes.
i 10
Q. And have those bills been paid?
11
A Yes.
12
Q. How were they paid?
13
A They were paid by insurance and what
14 copays I needed to pay. But I had the $5,000 that
15 the city had given me to use towards my copays.
16
Q. Okay. When you say insurance, what
17 insurance?
18
A It's what they have. I can't tell you
19 the name right now.
20
Q. Well, l was wondering whether or not
21 you and your husband are on Medicare?
I 22
A Yes. Medicare. At that time it
I 23 was - we was a supplement of Medicare. I mean,
24 they take Medicare and ! 25
Q. What a lot of people do is they have
1

from you and so we'll-· nothing lost. We'll still
2 be able to get that.
3
A. All right.
4
Q. We won't make you come back for that.
5
A. Okay.
6
MR. HALL: Counsel, if you wouldnt mind.
7
MR. PENROD: I'll make a note of that
8
MR. HALL: I think ies covered in our
9 interrogatories, but to the extent if it isn't and
10 you want a separate letter from us, I can do that
11
MR. PENROD: No. I'll get that.
I
12
fv'IR. HALL: I'm assuming that because of the
j; 13 new case law out with regard to Medicare and
j 14 Medicaid subrogation claims that's an issue we're
I 1s going to have to deal with in this case. If you
16 wouldn't mind investigating that and letting us
. 17 know, I would appreciate it
MR. PENROD: I'll get right on it.
r 1s
MR.HALl Thankyou.
i/ ;~
Q. BY MR. HALL: Are there any bills left
I, 21 due and owing to EIRMC?
A. No.
Q. You have also incurred some medical
.i 23
r 24 bills with the assisted living facility in
25 Blackfoot, correct?

I
r

'11

1!22

I~

~

I
I

I
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1 Medicare pays a portion of their bills, and I'm
assuming that was true in your case?
A. No. Medicare didn't pay. Our -- the
insurance, which was --1 should have brought that
information with me. My mind is so blank. But
they would take our Medicare, and then they oaid -they paid our bills, and then they paid so much
besides, and then we were left to pay the rest
_ Qy?. So you had a Medicare supplemental
9
po,c.
1
110
11
A Yes. That's what we have.
12
Q. That's what I was trying to -13
A. Yes.
1
14
Q. --find out. Do you recall with whom
. 15 that policy is?
i 16
A. Well, now it's SecureHorizons. At
) 17 that time it wasn't SecureHorizons. And I've got
I 18 to think of it because my husband will never
J/ 19 remember any of this. It wasn't Humana. I really
j 20 can't think right now.
1121
Q. That's fine.
,122
A. I'm sorry I should have looked up
23 some of this stuff.
1
24
Q. We can make inquiries of your attorney
1
I 25 at a later date, and he'll get that information

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1

·1

A Yes.
2

Q. And I take it those bills were also

3 paid through this insurance and/or Medicaid -A Yes.
5
Q. •• or Medicare that we talked about
6 earlier?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. Are there any bills left due and owing
9 to the assisted living facility in Blackfoot?
1O
A. No.
· 11
Q. And then you had home health care?
12
A. Yes.
1 13
Q. And those bills were paid also in the
1
14 same fashion?
15
A. Yes .
16
Q. Is there anything left due and owing
17 to them?
18
A No.

TRr'T PPP(YRTn,JG, _

4

Q. You also would have incurred some
doctor bflls?
A Yes.
Q. And those were paid in the same
fashion?

A.
there anything left due and owing

(?rnn S?9-S49]
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1 to any of the physicians?
2
A That I'm under right now?
3
Q. Right.
I
I
4
A We're paying them as we go along.
5
Q. So things are current?
6
A Current bills, yeah. What I'm
7 incurring this last year. All the bills from 2008
8 have been paid that I incurred at that time of the
9 accident.
10
Q. In your complaint -- have you seen the
11 complaint that was filed on your behalf?
12
A Yes.
13
Q. In your complaint paragraph 5 states
14 on the morning of February 25th, 2008, due to the
. 15 negligence of the defendant as set forth below and
I 16 defective design of the sidewalks and surrounding
17 landscape, ice had accumulated on the sidewalks
18 within the corporate limits of Defendant City of
19 Blackfoot and particularly on the portion of the
20 sidewalk surrounding and adjoining the premises
21 known as Blackfoot Municipal Swimming Pool.
Where did you get that information?
22
23
A When I fell, just from what I've been
24 told, because I do not remember anything.
25 Absolutely. But I was told by my husband, who was

1
A They lived on Cleveland Street, which
2 is a block down from us. And I met her th rough -3 she would go to the swimming pool, and we got
4 acquainted there.
5
Q. As I understand it you wouldl go to the
6 swimming pool on a regular basis?
7
A Yes.
8
Q. When did you start going to the
9 swimming pool?
, I
10
A Four years ago when we started going
almost daily.
I 11
Q. So sometime in 2006?
I 12
13
A 2000 --well, now it-- we went there
14 four years before I fell, so it would be 2004.
15
Q. So starting in 2004 you wouid go daily
i 16
to the swimming pool?
i I 17
A Almost every day, yes.
/I

I

i ;:

Q. Did you have a regular time that you
would go?
. 20
A We would try and go between 6:00 and

I
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21 7:00.
22
Q. In the morning or the evening?
23
A Morning.
24
Q. Would you always go with your husband?
25
A Yes.

=============~~!!

there, and by the lady that fell before me, but
2 she's passed away now
Q. So what is it your husband told you?
4
A That I got out of the car. We parked
5 beside Beth, who was the other lady. I got out of
6 the car, and I went to the front of the car. And
7 she was hollering for help, and he said I turned to
8 her and I said Beth needs help. And then I went
9 over to her, he said, and then I went up in the air
10 and came down and hit my head. But I do not-11 this is just what I'm told and what Beth told me.
12
Q. So you don't remember what the
/ 13 conditions of the sidewalk were on that day?
· 14
A I do not remember, no.
15
Q. And when you say in your complaint
16 that the sidewalk had a defective design, you don't
17 have any personal knowledge of that?
18
A I don't.
19
Q. You identified Beth as this person
20 that you were going to assist?
21
A Yes.
22
Q. Do you remember her last name?
23
A Golson.
24
Q. And how is it that you knew Beth
25 Golson?

PAGE JS
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1
Q. What was your purpose in going to the
2 swimming pool?
3
A To swim and exercise. Water walk.
4
Q. Did you go only during the wintertime
5 or did you go year-round?
6
A We would go year-round.
7
Q. In the year that you started, 2004,
8 going to the swimming pool, did you ever have any
9 difficulties approaching the pool on its sidewalks?
10
A No. I don't recall any. But then
11 that's --1 don't really recall if we did.
12
Q. In 2004 you went during the winter?
13
A Yes.
14
Q. Did you ever have a slip and fall on
15 the swimming pool premises in 2004?
16
A Did I ever slip and fall on the
17 premises?
18
Q. In 2004?
19
A. Before they put the rugs down one day
20 Iwent on my rump because I was wet.
21
Q. That would have been inside the pool
22 area?
23
A. It was in the foyer.
24
Q. When did that happen?
25
A I don't really remember, but I
/i

1

I

1

, I

I
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1
A. Yes.
2
Q. You say you teach this fit arad fall
3 course?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. iell me a little bit more abourt that
6 if you would.
7
A. What would you like to know?
8
Q. Where did you learn -- you said you
9 got a certificate?
10
A At the college. You had to go through
11 a course that they showed you -- so that you could
I 12 teach it to others.
13
Q. So when you say up at the college,
I 14 you're referring to ISU?
I 15
A. ISU college, yes.
16
Q. When did you take this course in fit
17 and fall?
18
A I took it in 2006, I think. Because I
19 taught it for two years, I think.
20
Q. Why did you choose to atte111d that
21 course?
22
A Why did I? I wanted to get some more
23 exercise besides the swimming. And tlley offered
24 mand fall at the senior citizens, and it gave me
25 a chance to go walk and go down there and go to

1 remember falling on my rump and being very
2 embarrassed.
Q. You can attribute that to the fact
3
4 that your feet were wet?
A. I was wet coming out of the pool. And
5
6 they didn't -- they put mats down after that
7 because people walked all the time on that floor.
8 And I just-- my feet went out. I didn't hit hard,
9 but I hit, you know, just on my rear end and got
10 right back up.
11
Q. Okay. No injuries?
A. No.
12
Q. Is that correct?
13
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. Sometimes we have double negatives so
16 we're just trying to clarify it.
A. Yes.
17
Q. In the winter of '04 did you ever go
18
I 19
to the swimming pool when there was snow on the
· 20 ground?
I 21
A Yes.

I

I

I~;
ir

Q. Did you observe what the condition of
the sidewalks were in '04 when you would go to the
24 swimming pool when there was snow on the ground?

!

25

A You know, I've always been cautious
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I 1 because I help teach fit and fall, which is stay

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I2

fit and we try not to fall. I got a certificate in
that, and I helped teach it at the seniors twice a
week. And that's one of the main things that
seniors need to know is to be cautious and careful.
So I think I was.
Q. You observed that there would be

/ 3
/1 4
5
6
7
f 8

I
1

accumulation of snow and ice on the sidewalks
9 occasionally?

10
11
12
13
14
· 15
16
, 17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
I 25
1

A. Oh, I'm sure. Yes.
Q. And you recognized that there was some
need for you to be careful and cautious so as to

avoid a fall?
A. Uke I say, I try to -- it was always
on my --1 think as you get older it is. No matter
where, you have to be aware that you're not as
agile as you used to be.
Q. Would that have been true for the
winter of '04/'05?
A. Yes.
Q. And for the winter of '05/'06?
A. Yes.
Q. And for the winter of '06/'07?
A. Yes.
Q. And then for the winter of '07/'08?

9
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that class and then walk back home. So I got a
double exercise. And I always -- I always wanted
to stay fit. And they asked me, they needed
somebody else to help with that. And I had taught
water aerobics in Mackay when we were there. So
they said they were starting a course again, would
I go --would I be interested in doing that and
then helping teach the class, and I did.
Q. What is it that you would teach

· I 1O people?
111
A. To be careful as they walk and to
/ 12 stand on one foot and then the other or to -- oh,
· 13 we did so many different things. And use the bands
14 to -- and how to catch yourself if you was going to
15 fall. Just would do different tr1ings different
16 times, but it was to teach people to be cautious.
17 And then after I fell and was better, I decided I
I 18 would go back and just be in the class. It didn't
19 take me very iong to realize that I could not do
20 that anymore. So I didn't do that. But it's a
21 good class. It does teach you, seniors, how to
. 22 take care of themselves.
· 1i 23
Q. What I guess I'm trying to understand
[24 is is it a one-session lesson, or do you have
. 25 different lessons, and if I'm going to complete it

~================~
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1 at the senior citizens center, would I attend -·
2
A It's an ongoing thing.
3
Q. ·· seven lessons or twenty lessons?
4
A Ongoing. Ongoing. I mean, as long as
5 you want it. It would be Tuesday mornings from
6 9:00 to 9:30. I taught 15 minutes with a lady
7 there, Thursday morning 9:00 to 9:30. And we'd
8 switch off and I'd teach the first class, she'd
9 teach the second. Most of those ladies, I think,
10 are probably still doing rt. There's nothing you
, 11 graduate from. But you have to be certified to do
12 it, which is what I went to have that done.
13
Q. What I guess I'm trying to understand
i 14 is is it an exercise class?
15
A Yeah. Exercise for seniors. And,
· 16 like I say, in teaching you not to·· how to be
17 cautious when you're walking or when you're
18 exercising or when you're sitting. It's a fun
19 class.
20
Q. You enjoyed it?
1 21
A Yes. I enjoyed it.
22
Q. So prior to the accident as I
23 understand it you would teach one or two times a
/ 24 week?
A Uh-huh. There.
25

seniors. We had a group there that sang. And then
if they needed help putting the food on the table,
I would help do that.
Thursdays was a swimming arnd the fit
and fall.
And Fridays is usua1ly we're -- just
the pool and clean the house and work in the yard,
walk, We did some walking.
We kept busy. And sometimes I would
i /110 baby-sit for the great grandchildren if the mothers
I 11 needed me.
I 12
Q. How many -·
13
A Those were the main things I did.
14
Q. Okay. How many of your grandchildren
15 lived in the Blackfoot area?
Ii 16
A At that time just my cr1ildren - my
I 17 two sons did. And I don't think when I fell -- in
j 18 2008 I think they were in Pocatello, the three
Ii 19 were, and then some in Shelley - no . .Four was in
!I , 20 Pocatello. Right in the Blackfoot area at that
I 21 time no.
1 22
Q. How often would you baby-sit?
~ 23
A Well, it wasn't very often. Let's
.1
24 just say it was when they were desperate.
jl
25
Q. They'd prefer just come up and visit,
1
2
II 3
I, 4
j) 5
II 6
I7
II 8
IJ
9
i,

I

1

1
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
, 17
: 18
i 19
20
21
22
23
24

Q. The fit and fall class?
A Yes.
Q. And then you would work out at the

swimming pool every day?
A Earlier, uh-huh. Yes.
Q. Virtually every day. Maybe not every
day. I'm assuming you didn't go on Sunday, for
example?
A Saturday or Sunday. But at least four
to five times a week we went.
Q. What other types of activities did you
participate in?
A Well, on Mondays I delivered meals on
wheels to the Fort Hall area, which takes a lot of
jumping in and out of your car, taking the meal,
greeting the people, make sure they're all right
You had two - within a two-hour span so those
people's food was still fa11·1y warm for them. I
did that every Monday.
On Tuesdays I taught the flt and fall.
And then in the afternoon I -- at the family
history center on Tuesdays for four years from 1:OO
to 5:00 helping people with their genealogy and
doing ours.
Wednesdays I volunteered at the
TAIT

Iij

right?

A Yes.
MR. HALL Why don~ we take a little
break. We've been going for about an hour.
(A recess was taken from 9:54 a.m. to
10:04 a.m.)
(Exhibit *-1 marked.)
Q. BY MR. HALL: When this deposition was
scheduled, it was scheduled pursuant to a notice,
what's referred to as a notice duces tecurn. And
under a notice duces tecum you're required to bring
with you documents that pertain to this lawsuit.
13 Did you bring with you any such documents?
14
A No.
Q. I assume you have medical bills?
A Yes.
Q. And you did not bring any of those?
A No.
Q. Is there some reason why you didn't?
A I didn't know that I should.
Q. So your attorney didn't explain to you
that under the terms ••
A I never asked him.
Q. And he didn't tell you?
A r~o.

2
3
4
5
jl 6
7
i 8
9
10
II
11
11
12

~
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1
Q. And I assume you may have some medical
kept it-- no. What am I saying. I kept -- 2008 i
l.1"
2 records?
2 kept off and on, and I think my last entry was -- 1
ff
3
A. Yes.
3 didn'tevenrememberwhatl had wrote. Justa
4
Q. And you didn't bring those either?
4 journal like. I was very faithful on my mission to
5
A. No.
5 do it, but I kind of got lax when we got home.
6
Q. For the same reason, I take it?
6
Q. So during the year 2004 when you got
7
A. Yes.
7 home from your mission how often would you write in
I 8
Q. other than medical bills and medical
8 your journal?
1·
· 9 records do you have any other documents that
9
A About once a week.
JI1
j 10 pertain to this lawsuit in your possession?
10
Q. And in 2005?
,[
1 11
A No. Only --1 have a -- my daughter
11
A Off and on. I'm not going to say that
Jr:
[ 12 said you should write down what you did-- how you
12 I was really faithful at it because I reail.Y
I
1
13 were before, what you could do before, which we've
, 13 wasn~. but I did write.
i
14 kind of went over, and how limited you are now. I
• I 14
Q. By 2007 how often were you writing in
/
15 did bring that.
/I 15 your journal?
16
Q. Okay. Would you provide that to me,
16
A. Probably about once a week but not-17 please.
/ I i7 probably not always. I not going to say I was
18
A There's probably other things. But
! 18 because I know that I didn't. I tried, but I would
19 this is just what I -- what I -lj 19 get waylaid.
20
MR HALL: Counsel, why don't we take a
! ! 20
Q. And in the first two months of 2008,
1
21 minute and make some copies of this document.
J j 21 how often did you write in your journal?
22
THE WITNESS: I brought the wrong one.
! 22
A I'd have to look.
Marsha had added there. And I didn't-- the other
!I , 23
Q, Have you written anything in your
24 one is in my purse in the car, think.
/ 24 journal since the accident?
'~2=5==KA=T=IE=C=O=O=P=E=R:=D=o=y=o=uw=a=n=tm=e=t_o_gr_a=b1=·t?~="""/ . 25
A I'd have to look. I really right now

I

1

1
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1
THE WITNESS: Is that all right?
2
MR. HALL: That's fine.
3
THE WITNESS: That one - there's a couple
4 of things she reminded me of, and she's got it in
5 red there. Well, the other one isn't much
6 different, so it doesn1 reaily matter.
7
MR. HALL: So we'll get bath of them and
8 then we'll go from there.
9
TH:: WITN::SS: I'm sorry. I didn't do that,
10 but I should have askec.
· 11
MR HALL: It's okay.
12
(A discussion was held off the
13 record.)
14
Q. BY IVIR. HALL: Back on the record.
,J 15
Other than the additional documents that you had in
I 16 your purse and on your person in your pocket, are
17 there any other documents that you have related to
18 this lawsuit'?
19
A. You mean medical bills or medical -·
20
Q. We've already talked about those.
21
A Okay. No.
22
Q. Did you keep adiary?
1 23
A I kept a diary until the last of 2007.
24 And then I -· after -- I haven't Kept one since I
· 25 felL
I kept, you know, an earlier diary. I
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don't know. I did look back at 2008 at the end of
it because my daughter said do you remember ever
writing anything about how you were. And I said
4 no, I don't really remember. But then when I
1
5 looked back, every now and again I would say I'm
II 6 doing okay if people ask, but I know I'm not right.
I 7
Q. In 2009 did you write in your journal?
A No.
8
: 9
Q. In 2010 have you written in your
10 journal?
· I 11
A No. I have a hard time focusing
112 because of the double vision, and so I can look at
13 things for a few minutes, but then I get this
double stuff in the focusing and that. So I
JI 14
I 1s haven't really done -- that's what she wrote in the
16 red there, because I used to read and crochet. And
/ 17 I made an afghan every year for our family reunion.
I can't do that anymore. I make too many mistakes
f 18
Ii 19 by not being able to really see it.
I 20
MR. HALL: Counsel, with regard to this
, 21
deposition,
as I mentioned to you off the record,
1
i 22 I'm going to go ahead and do what I can today, but
l.i l 23 we're going to need to leave this deposition open
24 because I don't think there's been an appropriate
i 25 response to our motion for our notice duces tecum
1·

I

1 /

I

;

)

~
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A Yes. Uh-huh.
/ 2
Q. After alJ you've been there for four
3 years prior to the accident?
r 4
A Yes.
[ 5
Q. And so what I was getting at is in
I 6 that four-year period did you ever observe anything
' 7 that you considered structurally wrong with the
I · 8 sidewalk?
9
A. I never really gave it any thought,
i 10 let's say.
/ 11
Q. For that four-year period you were
I 12 always able to maneuver from your lfehicle to the
I! 13 pool and back to your vehicle without incident?
j ,. 14
A Yes.
11 15
Q. And you never observed anything about
I
i 16
the sidewalks that caused you enough concern to
! 17 mention it to anyone?
1
18
A. No, I don't-- no.
I
19
Q. You didn't mention any concerns to
20 anyone, correct?
21
A No.
22
Q. No it's not correct, or it is correct?
: 23
A I didn't mention it to anyone.
/ 24
Q. Right.

DEPOSITION OF JOAN
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1 bot.h with. regar..d to medical bills, medical records,
2 and apparently she has a diary, and I believe that
. 3 that's discoverable.
fJ 4
MR PENROD: Hat's something we can
I 5 certainly -- l wasn't aware of the diary.
· 5
ThE WITNESS: Weil, it's a journal, but i
I 7 guess you could call it a diary if you would like
• 8 to.
9
Q. BY MR. HALL: Well, whether you call
10 it a diary or a journal it doesn't make any
11 difference to me either. If it's a journal, it's a
12 journal, but I think we're entitled to see what's
13 there.
You said that you had been to the pool
14
15 for approximately four years prior to the accident
16 in the wintertime and had observed snow and ice on
, 7 the sidewalks occasionally?
18
A Yes.
19
Q. And living in Idaho most of your life,
20 you recognize that1 s a condition that we put up
: 21 with here in Idaho?
' 22
A. And as you get older you watch it.
23
Q. Did you ever observe employees of the
24 pool cleaning the sidewalks?

I

I
1
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Q. Did you ever observe employees of the
2 pool or the city spreading ice melt on the
3 sidewalks?
4
A No.
Q. Prior to the accident did you ever
/I
complain to anyone at the pool or the city about
I 7 the conditions of the sidewalks?
8
A No.
I 9
Q. In your complaint you state that
i 10 there's something structurally wrong or defective
I 11 in the sidewalks. Can you tell me what it is you
12 believe that is structurally wrong or defective in
13 the sidewalks?
14
A. When you asked me that a while ago, I
15 dont remember. I guess you asked me that a while
16 ago, did you not, and I dont know.
17
Q. I recognize that-18
A. I'm not one to look and say there's a
19 bump here. I really don't know.
20
Q. What I was trying to clarify is when I
21 asked you that before, I was making reference to on
22 the day of the accident.
A. Oh, okay.
~]
Q. Now I'm talking more in a general
25 term.
PAGE 50
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==================be careful, it's icy, or be careful of the snow or
2 something when I would get out, because I moved a
3 little-· he has tvvo artificial hips, so he's a
4 little behind me in movement. So he would say now
5 wait. But just that. f-Je would notice.
6
Q. And he would say that to you ••
7
A Yes.
8
Q. -- when you were at the senior
9 citizens center or at one of your kids' house or
10 anywhere that you would go, correct?
11
A Yes. He was always saying wait, you
12 know.
Ii
13
Q. Now, you don't claim that you've lost
/1
14 any wages or income as a result of this accident,
do you?
A. No.
Q. I understand that what your claim is
is that you suffered some medical expenses,
correct?
A Yes.
Q. And that you've suffered from some
pain and suffering?
A Yes.
Q. And you believe you've had some
physical impairment?
PAGE 52
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Q. You've never taken any photographs of
5
the
condition
of the sidewalk on the day of the
6
7 accident, did you?
A. No, that I know of. r~ow, like I said,
8
9 you're -- but no, we didn't. I'm sure my husband

10
' 11
12
13
14
15
16

would have showed me.
Q. I'm going to hand you what's been
marked as Deposition Exhibit *-1. I assume this is
a document that you're familiar with because your
signature is found about halfway through.

i

A. Okay.
Q. I'll turn to it on my copy. If it

17 helps you any, it's on page 10.
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Where's the page numbers at? Oh, down
there. Okay. Okay.
Q. Is that your signature?

A. Yes, it is.

to be a
verification that says in effect that you've read
the information that's in front of this and that
you're verifying that the information is true and
Q. At the top this purports
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_

1
2
3
4
5
6

A. Yes.

A. Jamie Kerbs. No, right now I do not.
It's not been that long ago, but I do not.
Q. Do you have any reason to believe that
you did not sign it on May 4th?
A. Oh, no. I signed it. That's my
signature. I don't have a good writing hand. But
I do notQ. I actually thought you had a very nice
writing hand.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Well, not really.
Q. You ought to see mine. These are a
series of questions we asked, and your attorney, I
assume, helped you and your husband prepare
answers?

A. My husband helped me prepare answers.
Q. And maybe your attorney helped you as
well?

A. To prepare these answers?

'1
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afterwards when I was over visiting her and her
2 telling me what was just about the same as what my
3 husband told me.
4
Q. Okay. You've told me what your
5 husband told you. And I guess there will be issues
6 at trial as to what you can and can't testify to,
7 butfor purposes of this deposition I want to find
8 out what other people may have told _you. You
9 mentioned Beth?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. When did you have the conversation
12 with Beth?
13
A. It was probably when she started
I [ 14
coming back to the pool and we would visit. And
I 15 just one day I asked her, you know, what she -16 what she remembered. Because she felt awfully
17 guilty about me. Very, very guilty.
18
Q. As I understand it the accident

correct. Did you understand that when you signed
this document?

Q. It's notarized. For some reason up at
the top there's not a county listed. Do you recall
where you were at when you signed this
7 verification?

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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1
Q. Yes.
2
A. No. My husband and I probably
3 discussed it what he could tell me, because, like I
4 say, I'm not-- even though in the hospital they
5 say I communicated and I tallced and I done what
6 tl7ey asked me to do, I do not remember ever even
7 seeing anybody in the hospital.
8
Q. In answer to interrogatory No. 1,
9 that's on the first page, one of the thu.ngs that
10 was asked is who is going to testify in your case
11 and what are they going to testify to. So if you
12 turn to page 1, the first person listed is a JoAn
13 Ball?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. I assume that's you?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. It says that you 're expected to
18 testify regarding the details of the incident?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. So I'm trying to find out what details
21 of the incident you're going to testify to?
22
A. What my husband said happened, because
23 that's what I have to go by. I do not remember.
24
Q. Okay.
25
A. And then talking to Beth a few months

A. Yes.
1
Q.
Would those be the total or what you
2
3 claim are your damages in this lawsuit?
A. Yes.
4

1i
i

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

occurred in February of 2008?

A. Yes.
Q. Do you know, can you give me an
approximate month as to when you then spoke with
Beth about what happened?

A. Probably in the fall. Probably, but
I'm not really sure. It could have been early
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1 summer.

2

Yes.
Q. What is your knowledge of tiie injuries
3 that you suffered?
I 4
A That I had a brain bleed and fthat my
I/ •·
5 skull was fractu.red.
•I 6
Q. Anything else?
' 7
A No. That they had to transport me in
" 8 case the bleeding didn't stop. But this is what
i 9 the fall did to me. It hurt my back because I have
1 ~ 1o a bad back. But that cleared up in about a month's
1 j 11
time because I -· I guess I went on my rump first
. 12 and then hit the ground. I don't really - all I
13 know is what I'm told.
114
Q. Sure. Anything else that yo1J1 know
15 about the injuries that you suffered?
I 16
A. No. Just that
/ 17
Q. How do you know you had what you refer
18 to as a brain bleed?
19
A Because it was in the reports.
20
Q. Whose reports?
21
A. The hospital and the emerge11cy room at
22 Blackfoot And then when they transported me to 23 they had to take me to Idaho Falls because of the
I/ 24 brain, and they couldn1 take care of it there.
25
Q. What doctor treated you for this brain

'I

1; 2

Q. So sometime in the late summer?

A Yeah. Because we stayed in contact
3
4 with each other.
I
5
Q. Sometime in the late summer or early
6 fall of 2008 is when you believe you spoke to Beth?
A. About this accident.
7
Q. Correct.
8
A. Yes.
9
· 10
Q. Tell me what Beth told you.
I 11
A She told me she pulled up in her
• 12 truck, and she got out of the truck and she went to
i 13 the front and she fell. And she knew her leg was
/ 14 hurt. She hollowed for help, but nobody was
15 around. Then she seen our car lights pull around
16 side of her, and she heard my door open. She
17 didn't know who it was at that time, but she
18 hollowed help again.
1
19
And she said I came to the front and
I 20 looked over at her, and then I said to Fred, Beth
21 is down. And then she said I came over to her, and
22 she said I need help. And I said I can see that
/ 23 you do. And then she said I went up in the air and
i 24 came down and was knocked out.
j 25
Q. Did she indicate whether or not you
11

1

/
I
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1
2
3
4
5
6

had reached down to help her up?
A. She never indicate - she just said I
went up when I said I can see you do, and she said
then you went up in the air and came down. And
then of course by that time my husband, I guess,
came over and -Q. In this answer it said you're expected
to testify regarding the details of the incident.
You've told me that you don't actually have any
personal recollection; is that correct?
A I don't have any oersonal
recollection. I have a hard time talking
sometimes. Recollection of the accident.
Q. So the only details of the incident
that you would be able to testify to is what other
people have told you?

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
· 14
· 15
! 16
I '7
A Y
8
Q·.
the two people who have told you
I: 19 something are Beth and your husband?
; 20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Anyone else?
22
A. No. As far as the accident goes.
. 23
Q. It says next that you're going to
24 testify with regard to your knowledge of the
25 injuries that you suffered.

~~

A~~
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bleed?
A Gach.
Q. That's Dr. Robert Cach?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Any other doctor treat you for the
6 brain bleed?
A Not that-- that I'm aware of, n:o.
7
8
Q. That's all I'm asking is what you're
9 aware of, so you're doing great.
A. Okay.
·• I 1O
1
1
11
Q. Then you said you had a skull
I 12 fracture?
' 13
A Yes. Fracture.
Q. Who, if anyone, treated you for the
I 14
115 skull fracture?
16
A. I guess Dr. Gach was the only -- I
17 don't know. In fact, I didn't even know what he
18 looked like until July when I went to see him.
19
Q. The other injury that you said that
20 you suffered as a result of this fall was you hurt
21 your back?
22
A. Yeah. Because I fell-· my husband
23 said I hit my rump first. And I had back surgery
24 in the 1980s. And I was stiff and aching, but they
took x-rays and there was nothing broken.
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1

Q. With regard to your-·

2

A. Back. Yes.

=
I

Q. You said yo uhad previous surgery on
3
4 your back in the 1980s?
A. Yes. Early eighties I had a disk
5
removed
and that
6
Q. Who did that?
7
8
A It was done in Utah. Dr. Callahan.
Q. Is your back something that you have
9
10 ongoing problems wit hsince that surgery on
11 occasion?
12
A On occasion, you know, if I would lift
13 too much or something . But the swimming really
14 strengthened me. I'm sure that's the reason I
15 didn't break anything, any bones or anything,
16 because I did try to stay in pretty good condition
17 and walked and things, so I was physically pretty
18 strong when I -fell.
Q, Did you have ongoing treatment for
19
20 your back condition?
21
A No. No.

22

1
A No.
Q. In answers to interrogatoriet;; you
2
3 indicate that your husband's going 6::, testify. And
4 we're going to take his deposition in a little
5 while, so I won't ask you what he's going to say
6 because I'll let him say what he's going to say.
7 That's okay with you?
8
A Yes.
' 9
Q. Then you list your son, John
I10 Ball, Jr.?
11
A Yes.
Q. He wasn't at the accident, right?
12
13
A No. He- my husband called him, and
14 he came right up to the hospital.
Q. And it sounds like he wants to testify
I 15
16 about what he thinks the injuries have -- how
17 they've impacted your life?
18
A Yes.
Q, Is that your understanding?
19
A
Yes.
I 20
Q,
21
And that would be true with regard to
22 Leslie and Marsha as well?
23
A Yes.
Q, And Marie as well?
24
25
A Yes.

I

Q. You said after the fall your back hurt

23 some?
24
A. Yes.
25
Q, And that remed ied itself within a
~ PAGE

r~/ 2 son?
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j 1 couple of months?
2
A Yes.
3
Q. I don't mean to put words in your
4 mouth. I'm trying to figure out how long a period
5 of time -6
A No. No. It was a month or two, I'd
7 say, and then it would B
Q. So at least with regard to your back
9 it was back to normal within a month or two?
10
A Yeah. Just from the jar, I guess
11 you'd say.
12
Q. Other than your back surgery and your
13 delivery of your five children, which I assume may
14 have occurred in a hospital?
15
A Yes.
16
Q. Other than those two items prior to
17 this accident have you ever been hospitalized
18 before?
1
19
A I had what they called undulant fever
20 after one of my children -- my last boy was born,
21 and they put me in the hospital and isolated me for
1 22 that Yes. But that was in, probably, 1959 / 23 1956. But I haven't, no.
Q. No other times when you were
124
I 25
hospitalized for any injuries?
1

PAG63
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Q. Why have you not listed you:r other

/ 3
4
1/
5
I 6
I 7
8
9

A Yes. Terry. He's a very busy young
man. He's the dean of religion. He's stake
president. He kept tabs on me on the phone. But I
just felt that-- but he knows. I could ca11 him
as a witness, I'm sure. But these people were able
to -- that ca me to see me in the hospital and were
with me most of the time. And Terry, he did - he
10 kept in touch, but he was -- like I said, he's a
. 11 very busy young man.
/ 12
Q. So he would not have had as much
13 personal observation?
14
A. That's right. Uh-huh.
15
Q. You've listed Darren Coleman?
/ 16
A Yes.
17
Q. Who is your son?
18
A
Grandson.
1
/ 19
Q. Grandson. Excuse me. And he's also a
i 20 physical therapist?
21
A Yes.
i 1 22
Q. Did he provide any medical care to
; 23 you?
/ 24
A No. What he did is one day they came
25 this summer after I was hurt, and he said have they
1

1

1

ii
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1 Dr. Toro?
A Yes.

1 ever tried to see if your crystallites were all
2 right And I said no, I haven't had anything like
3 that. So he did a little test on me where he
4 pushed - put me down, and my eyes would go all
5 over like they do anyway. And he said yeah,
6 they -- you are having trouble with that.
Q, You say he came one day this past
7
8 summer?
A No. In 2008.
9
• 10
Q. Okay. Where does Darren Coleman live?
, 11
A He lives in Ogden. Ogden, Utah.
I 12 Around Ogden.
· 13
Q. So he's had relatively limited contact
Ji 14
with you since the accident?
/ 15
A Just when we go down and see the
I 16 family, yeah.
1
17
Q. So how often in a year would you see
18 Darren?
19
A. Maybe twice.
20
Q. And that would have been true before
21 the accident as well?
22
A. Yes. Uh-huh.
jl 23
Q. You next list Dr. Peggy Toro?
24
A. Yes.
Q. Who is Dr. Peggy Toro?

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
i 10
: 11
12
13
14
15
i 16
J

1

17
! 18
1

19
20

I
!

21

22
23
, 24
25
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1
A She was our family physician at that
2 time. And when I left Idaho Falls, Dr. Cach -- he
3 only takes care of operations and things. He asked
4 who, and I guess my husband told him Dr. Toro was
5 who we seen in Blackfoot. So that's who she is.
6
Q. You say that she's your personal

7 physician?
8
A Was, uh-huh.
9
Q. What do you mean by was?
10
A Well, because when I would go there,
· 11 she'd just sit me down and say how are you. She
112 never did ever really examine me or anything. And
· 13 I'd say, well, I'm not stable or anything. And
14 she'd say, well, just give it some more time. And
15 then I'd go home.
16
And my daughter is the one that got me
17 to seeing Dr. Taylor, who took an interest in what
· 18 was really going on with me. But Dr. Toro-· and I
19 don't know what she'll say. But when I was
20 sitting-· she knew the pool. She told me when I
21 was sitting in her office with my husband one day,
; 22 she said I have told Lorna about this, that she
23 needs to -- about the ice and that on the
24 sidewalks.
, 25
Q. Okay. So you became dissatisfied with
11

- 06/16/2010
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Q. And changed physicians?

A Yes.
Q. To Scott Taylor?

A Yes.
Q. Is Scott Taylor your current

physician?
A Yes.
Q. Jeanette Merrifield?
A Yes.
Q. How do you know her?
A Through our ward and then swimming at
the pool. And she came out the door that morning
that I fell, evidently, and she said she was at the
door - coming out the door of the swimming pool,
and she seen me go up and come down. And then she
came over and -- but she said my husband was so
upset she was more worried about how he was going
to - she didn't really -- she just knew I was
knocked out, in other words, I guess. I haven't
really talked-· but she did witness me go up in
the air and come down.
Q. When I asked you earlier about the
people you had talked to about your accident and
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1 about what actually occurred at the scene, you had
2 listed two people. This was not one of the people
3 that you mentioned.
4
A No.
5
Q. So what I'm trying to find out is have
6 you spoken with Jeanette Merrifield since the
7 accident about what she observed?
A. Yes. I'm sorry. I did-yes, I
I a
have.
Q. That's okay. You don't need to be
1~
sorry. We're just trying to make sure we give you
II ~; a fair chance to tell us everything.
i 13
A. Yeah. Uh-huh.
14
Q. And so tell me about your
15 conversations with-· when did you speak with
16 Jeanette?
17
A. She was always asking me how I was.
18 And I would-- but I always tell everybody I'm
19 fine, you know. But she told -- but I really am
I 20 not sure except that she told -- she's the one that
I 21 my husband said, I think-- now I'm just not sure,
'1 22
we need some ice -- get some help here. But he
I 23 will -- he knows more about this - her than I do.
24
Q. Okay. I know who Lorna Horn is.
A Yes.
t ! 25

I

i
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2 Dean and Kay Stump as well?
3
A They're our next-door neighbors. Yes.
Q. Now, you next list a bunch of your
4
5 medical providers.
A Yes.
6
Q. And I just need to make sure. I'm not
7
8 going to go into this in any great detail because
9 we're going to leave the deposition open.
A Yes.
10
11
Q. You've mentioned Dr. Cach and what he
12 provided to you.
A Yes.
13
14
Q. I know Dr. Turley. Why did you go to
15 see Dr. Turley?
16
A Turley, because this double vision. I
17 had cataract surgery. I had a little bit of double
18 vision on this one side, not bad. But after the
19 accldent it's been so much worse focusing, you
20 know. I know you're here, but you look like you're
21 down here too.
22
Q. That might be an improvement for you .
23
A So my daughter said you really need to
24 find out why this is so much worse. And Dr. Turley
25 said I think some of it is from the head

A Shauna --

8 before I did, and we would converse. And after she
told me this one day and -Q. What is it she told you?
i 11
A She told me that she had told Lorna
i 12 two weeks before I fell that somebody was going to
13 get hurt because of the conditions of the
• 14 sidewalks.
/ 15
Q. Now, conditions of the sidewalks over
, 16 a two-week period can change a lot, can't they?
j 17
A. It depends on the weather I'd say.
I 18
Q. Yes. Exactly.
19
A Uh-huh.
20
Q. So if there's sun during that two-week
' 21 period and no snow, sometimes the snow melts off
22 the sidewalks, right?
. 23
A Well, I'd hope so, yes.
• 24
Q. And on other occasions if there's bad
25 weather and a lot more snow, you might have more

j9
! 10

!
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1 snow on the sidewalks?
2
A Anywhere, yes.
Q. Shauna doesn't claim to know what the
3
4 condition of the sidewalks were on the day of the
5 accident, does she?
6
A No. I've never asked her.
/ 7
Q. She's never volunteered to you that
8 she was there on the day of the accident?
9
A No. I'm sure she probably was. She
10 was there almost every day. But of course i didn't

I~~
/

13

14
15
1· 16
17
18

19
20
i 21

22
23
24
25

~~e
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Q. And that would be true with regard to

3
Q. How do you say her last name?
4 Justesen?
5
A Yeah. Justesen.
6
Q. J.u-s-t-e-s-e-n.
7
A. She's been going to the pool even

PAGE 70
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Q. Now Shauna?

go in :~r~rda~!;h~~~una live?
A. She lives in Basalt.
Q. Next you list a Donna Barnard?
A Yes. We've known them from the senior
citizens and playing in the band with my husband
for quite some time, and t.1ey would go to the pool
and then we would see them at the seniors. So
she's seen me before, and she's seen me s/nce.
Q. So she's just going to tell people
what her observations were of your abilities
before ••
A Yes.
Q. -· compared to now?
A To now, yeah.
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1 and we dont want to do anything until at least 18
2 months or so to see how much of it clears up. But
II 3 it didn't clear up.
Q. So have you been back to see him?
4
/II
5
A No. i never went back.
6
iJ
Q. When did you have cataract surgery?
A I think it was 2007.
7
Ii , 8
Q. And who performed that surgery?
9
A Gardner, at the eye clinic in Idaho
1O Falls.
Q. Have you been back to see Dr. Gardner
· 1~3; about your conditions?
A No.
i 14
Q. Have you sought any further medical
Jj 15
treatment from anyone concerning your double
. II 16 vision?
/ 17
A No. I just waited for it to clear up.
18
Q. So you don't know whether or not a
1 1 19 doctor could assist you in clearing that up
20 further?
i / 21
A No.
Q. You mentioned a Peggy Toro, and she
' 22
23 used to be your famfly physician, is no longer?
24
A Uh-huh.
· 25
Q. And you mentioned Scott Taylor. Scott
i/
i/

/I//
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if he couldn't get me more alert. So he put me on
Ritalin for three months. And then I was supposed
I ; to go back in May, June, July -- no. I was going
I 4 back on the 22nd of July, I think, I guess to see
' 5 how the Ritalin worked. But then I gotthis
I,
6 infection.
7
And then he told me to stick with the
8 physical therapy and go to this neurologist,
9 Dr. Southwell, which I did. And he had me go get
10 an EEK. Is that what it is? Where yoUJ don't sleep
11 for so many hours and they put all of these things
12 on your head and stuff, because I had -- I didn't
13 think I was doing this, but I - for a second I
14 black and then I come back. But in that time I've
15 fallen and stumbled and things and it was getting
16 to occur. And so he -- he wanted to do this test
17 and then the MRI.
18
And when I went back to see
19 Dr. Southwell a few weeks ago, he said that the EAK
20 -- I had one of these spells in the hospital and
21 fell backwards because I had been awake for so
22 long - showed that I might be having a miniature
23 blackout, or he said seizures, or I may not. But
I 24 he said because it's inconsistent and 1:>ecause -25 and then he told me the same thing that Dr. Taylor

1 is your current family physician, right?
A Yes.
Q. When's the last time you saw Scott?
3
4
A Yesterday.
5
Q. And what was the purpose of seeing
6 Scott yesterday?
A I've had a urine infection.
7
Q. You don't claim that that has anything
8
9 to do with this accident?
10
A No. No. Oh, no. No.
11
Q. So my question really is going to be
12 restated a little differently.
13
A All right.
14
Q. When is the last time you saw
15 Dr. Scott Taylor for any symptoms associated with
16 this accident?
A I think it was in May. I have it on
17
18 my calendar. He got the results -- well, the last
19 time I seen him, I'd have to say I've been since I 20 I've been to two or three -- I mean, when my
21 daughter realized how bad I was when I went on a
22 trip with her and her daughters, she got me right
23 back in to Dr. Taylor. He referred me to a
24 neurologist and to physical therapy. And the
25 neurologist that I went to was Dr. Southwell in

2

l
I

.I

I
I
I

i

I

I

I

11

11
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1 Blackfoot. And then he wanted me to get some
1 had said, that my brain was permanently injured.
2 physical therapy. He felt it was time that I did.
2 They could help me to cope, but they could not do
3 And I think - or was that- maybe that was in -3 anything about the permanent damage. And so he put
4 it had to be in February that time. But the last
4 me on Keppra, which is a nonseizure, and it helped.
5 time I seen him was in May.
5
Q. Good.
6
Q. What I'm trying to find out is when is
6
A It has helped.
7 the last time you saw him for any symptoms that you
7
Q. I probably should have asked this
8 claim are -8 earlier. What medications, if any, are you
9
A In May.
9 currently on?
10
Q. -· as a result of this accident?
10
A. Well, I'm on Keppra.
11
A In May. Sorry.
11
Q. I'm going to stop you at each one.
12
Q. What was the symptom that you saw him
12 What is it you understand the Keppra is for?
13 for?
13
A lt'stokeepmefrornhavingthe
14
A He wanted me - he followed me up
i 14 seizures or miniature blackouts.
15 every three months. And by that time he knew that
15
Q. Any other medications?
16 I was going to go have another MRI, and then he had
, / 16
A Ritalin.
17 the results of the MRI.
17
Q. What do you understand the Ritalin is
18
Q. Did he inform you what the results
I 18 for?
I 19
19 were?
A To work with the Keppra to make me
20
A. Yes.
20 more alert.
21
Q. And what were the results?
21
Q. Sorry to interrupt you again.
I 22
22
A. He said that there had been no healing
A That's okay.
23 of the brain on both sides with the brain damage,
23
Q. If I understand it, the Ritalin was
'! 24 prescribed by Dr. Taylor, right?
24 and it was -- that it had never healed right. And
I. 25
25 he put me on -- he wanted to try experiment to see
A Yes.
1

/1

I

1

'
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Q. And if I understand it correctly, the
~ Keppra was prescribed by Dr. Southwell?
J
A. Southwell, u.1-huh.

/i

i:1

I
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Q. Any other medications?

A Dr. Taylor put me on --1 can't-- I
have a hard time. it's kind of a non -- to heip me
not be, you know, depressed or anxiety. It's
pretiscure (phonetic) o; something. They advertise
it on TV. And I was going to look that up this
morning.
Q. That would be to assist you with

12 either depression or anxiety?
A. Yes. And then my blood pressure has
. 14 been up. Where I never used to go over 120, 125,
13

.15
16
] 11 7
8
19
I 20
! 21

l'vebeenclearupto185. AndsoTaylorhasput
me on lisinopril or something like that. I'm not
good at pronouncing medicines.
Q. I'm not any better, so don't reel bad
about that.
A. But that's for what -- this is what
I'm taking.
22
Q. It's for high blood pressure, right?
! 23
A. Yeah.
JI 24
Q. And that again is by Dr. Taylor?
,125
A. Yeah.

1

1 low on vitamin B-12.
Q. Okay.
2
A And then I've got osteoarthritis
3
4 starting, so I take a pill once a week. And I
5 don't know how to - one a week for -- but that's
6 nothing to do with this.
Q. Who prescribed that?
7
8
A. Dr. Taylor.
9
Q.
Any other medications that you're on?
11
1O
A Just an aspirin and vitamin. That's
11 about it.
Q. Next you list Rosemark Women's Clinic?
112
A. That's where I went for this osteo and
. 13
. 14 to have a Pap smear with Dr. Taylor. H's nothing
p 15 to do with the accident
] 16
Q. Then it says Mountain View Hospital
j 17 physicians and staff. When were you in Mountain
18 View Hospital?
· 19
A. Mountain View Hospital physlcians and
20 staff. Well, that's the women's clinic, Mountain
./ 21 View Hospital. No. That's not. Where is Mountain
i 22 View Hospital?
Q, Well, there are two hospitals in Idaho
~ /1 23
Falls.
One is EIRMC and one is Mountain View.
/11/ 24
EIRMC
is not listed here and Mountain View is.
25

A. That I'm on. Well, I take - I'm on
3 it for low thyroid. i cant remember. It's
4 probabiy in my wallet. Ishould have had you bring
5 my purse in. But I've had a low thyroid.
6
Q. Who prescribed the thyroid medication?
7
A. It was in the mission field. I don't
8 remember.
Q. To have it renewed on a regular
9
10 basis -11
A. Dr. Toro did and now Dr. Taylor.
12
Q. Taylor?
13
A. Taylor does, uh-huh.
14
Q. That isn't associated with the
15 accident of course?
16
A. No.
17
Q. But I just want to make sure I get all
18 the medications.
19
A Yes. Okay. And then I take a vitamin
20 B-12 shot once a month.
21
Q. Who does that?
22
A. My husband.
23
Q. Is that something that's been
24 prescribed to you?
25
,A.. Yes. In Nauvoo on my mission, I was

I

!

1

!
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Q. Any other medications that you're on?
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A. I think it should be EIRMC.

----;:-]

Q. So you think this is a mistake in this

document. I don't know because I haven't received
medical records.
5
A. I know. I'm trying to think too.
6 Mountain View. Oh, I think these are the ones that
7 did testing in the hospital and that that I had
8 to -- that DJ Marc Cardinal, it seems to me 9
Q. I haven't gotten there yet. I'm just
10 focused on Mountain View Hospital physicians and
11 staff. And what I'm trying to figure out is do you
12 believe you were ever in Mountain View Hospital?
13
A. I don't think I was ever in the
14 hospital.
5
Q. Let's go to the next one then, because
that may be a mistake or it may not. When we get
17 the medical records we'll find out.
18
A. Yeah. Yeah.
19
Q. DJ Marc Cardinal?
20
A I think he's the one that did the
cardi -- on my head in El Riv1C. He treated me there,
I think.
Q. Leon Peterson?
A That was just my regular glass doctor
that I go to, I guess I named.
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h: ven't seen him necessarily
2 for any injuries associated with this accident?
3
A Nothing. Well, no, uh-uh. I haven't.
4
Q. Dr. Fritz Schmutz?
5
A He had to tie somebody that I got a
6 bill from for this injury, but I really don't know
7
Q. Well, l know Dr. Schmutz, and he's a
8 neuroradiologist, if that helps. He may have done
9 the MRI. I don't know.
10
A Yes. that's probably true. And that
11 may have been when I went to the Mountain View
12 Hospital too for the MRI.
13
Q. I just don't know.
· 14
A I don't either fill I look.
• 15
Q. And then Bryant Belnap. I assume he
16 was your physical therapist?
j 'i7
A He still is. Yes.
j 18
Q. And how often do you go to him?
1S
A. Twice a week.
20
Q. And why do you go to see him twice a
21 week?
22
A. Because he's been helping me try to
23 get my balance back. And before I started going to
24 him, every night for over two years when I lay down
25 at night everything would go like this, and if I
SHEET Q~

]] . 1 P:~a:,: Ear Center?
I!. 2
A. Yes. After the accident and
\ / 3 I realized I wasn't hearing so well. But iike
\ 1· 4 everything else I felt like this would -- they said
[ 1 5 give it 18 months to a year and see how you are.
11 6 And I did that until last October. And then all of
1117 a sudden I realized that I absolutely was not
8 getting any hearing back. I wasn't hearing what I
9 should hear and children's voices and that. So I
~ 10 went to Miracle Ear and got hearing aids.
/ 111
Q. Do you wear those hearing aids now?
12
A Yes.
. 13
Q. Can't even see them, can you?
Ii 14
A Good thing.
j [ 15
Q. Okay.
j 16
A So I did do that And that's what I
, 17 usedthelastofthe$5,000thattheyhadgaveme
fr 18 was for -to pay on these hearing aids.
I 19
Q. Now, at the time that these
· 20 interrogatories were answered it indicated that you
21 had not employed any expert witnesses.
22
A. No.
23
Q. And so you don't intend to can any of
i 24
the physicians as expert witnesses?
25
A. I don't kn ow if we will or not.

I

j
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turned over in bed, everything would go like this.
2
Q. Now1 "this" doesn't come out in a
3 deposition, so let me describe what you've said.
4 You've put your hands in front of your face and
5 you've kind of paddled them?
6
A No. Ijust get dizzy.
7
Q. That's what you meant by that?
8
A Yes. I meant I get dizzy. And if I
9 turned over in bed, it would wake me up because I
10 was very dizzy. He said it was because my
11 crystallites were all messed up. And he's put them
" 12 pretty much back in place. I get dizzy when I
13 first lay down, but I can turn over and sleep, and
14 I don't do that anymore. And now he's just working
l 15 with me to help me be more mobile as far as
16 movement and stuff. Things that -- like he said,
17 you know, he can't do anything about the damage,
18 but he can help me to cope with it.
19
Q. You've already mentioned
20 Dr. Southwell?
r
21
A Yes.
22
Q. I assume he practices at East Falls
23 Neurology?
24
A. Uh-huh.
25
Q. And then the last one listed here is

!

I• 1

I
j

!

to leave that up to your

A. Yes.
3
4
Q. And have him fix that if that's a
5 mistake?
A. Yes.

I~

1

Q. You're going

2 attorney?

Q. Okay. Who are you currently seeing -·

8
A Right now-·
9
Q. -- for any injuries associated with
10 this accident?
, , 11
A Dr. Southwell and Dr. Taylor. And
), ,II 12 then I'm going for a neurological evaluation
II ' 13 through Dr. Southwell on the 30th of June for -14 with a Dr. Lindsey, or something like that

I

I

i•

II 15
1

~~

Q. Lin what?

A. Lindsey, I think.
Q. What was the last name?

A. Lin something.
f 18
. 19
Q. Okay. Where is that going to be at?
1:
20
A. That's going to be in Idaho Falls
f 21 across from Belnap's, in the same vicinity.
Q. Earlier you said that the doctors
I 22
I
23 weren't certain whether or not you were having
I 24 seizures or not?
A He said the test he done, that I could
11
25
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1

or I could not But I
got on the Keppra. And now I'd have to say yes, I
I 3 probably -- I was, because I was -- there were
4 times when 1 -- just like that, and then I would be
5 all right. But by that time I'd fallen or
6 stumbled.
1
I/ 7
Q. Seizures means one thing to me, and it
8 may mean something different to you.
9
A. Yeah. I just called them blackouts is
10 what I called them. Second blackouts.
11
Q. And that's what -·
12
A. -· the Keppra's for.
13
Q. What you've described to me sounds
11 14
like momentary blackouts?
/! 15
A. Yes. That's what it is to me.
16
Q. And when we call them-· if we were to
11
I 7 call them momentary blackouts, and I realize we'll
I118 call them whatever the doctors tell us to ca II them
f1 19 ultimately, how long have they lasted in your mind?
j 20 I mean, does it last for one second? Ten seconds?
! 21
A. To me it's just asecond, but then I
22 find myself falling or stumbling or something.
i 23
Q. When is the last time you had one of
24 these momentary blackouts?
25
A It was in -- when was the last time?

•
I

I2

===~====~==~~-

Q. You can hold onto Exhibit No. *-2.

2 With the exception of some red handwriting on
3 Exhibit*~2, is this a document that you prepared?
4
A Yes.
5
Q. When did you prepare it?
1
6
A Oh, probably a month ago.
i/ / 7
Q. And why did you prepare it?
I 8 A Because my daughter said she thought
Ill 9 it was important that I thought about things that I
II 1D could do and how- now, because I have a tendency
I' 11 just to say I'm fine and try to get along.
11 I 12
Q. When you say your daughter told you to
13 prepare it, which daughter?
14
A My younger daughter, Marsha Stark,
15 said I should sit down and write down the things
l 16 that I did before and things that are-· that I
I' , 17 have the problems with now, so that it's in my ••
~, 18 instead of trying to remember al1 at once.
j /: 19
Q. As I look at this document, there are
,I ' 20 three words written in red. Is that correct?
i 1·
II ,j 21
A. Yes.
i1 i 22
Q. And I take it those -- is that your
I 23 handwriting or someone else's?
24
A. That's my daughter's. But she just
1
25
had
a
pen, marked in pen.
1
1

I

,I
1
j

1
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1 It's been three or four weeks, since I've been
2 taking the Keppra, that I haven't had one.
3
MR. HALL: Let's go off the record for a
4 minute.
5
(A discussion was held off the
6 record.)
7
(Exhibit *-2 marked.)
8
Q. BY MR. HALL: I'm going to hand you
9 what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit No. *-2.
I 10 As I understand it, this is a document that you
1
11 prepared?
12
A I prepared both of these.
13
Q. I'm just handing you this one, the one
14 that's folded up and then been unfolded.
15
A. She asked me to write this stuff down
16 because she felt it was important what I could do
17 and what I had done. And when I showed it to her,
18 I said can you think of anything else. And she
19 said, well, your personality really has changed.
20 You don't have much patience, and you're very
21 critical of my husband. And then she said you
22 don't crochet like you used to. And that's the
23 reason she added those two things. Then I'm sure
24 there's probably other things, but these are things
25 that I remember more.
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Q. Okay. And by your daughter, again1
; 1 2 you're referring to Marsha?
i' 3
A Marsha Stark, yes.
4
Q. And the three words are patience,
5 irritability, and crochet; is that correcf?
6
A Uh-huh. Uh-huh. Yes.
Q. And everything else is yours'?
I 7
i1
8
A Yes.
i g
Q. And your purpose in doing this,
10 preparing this document, was to help your attorney
. 11 and me and anyone else that might have to be
12 involved in this case understand what you were able
13 to do before the accident that you don't feel like
I 14 you can do currently; is that correct?
I
A Yes.
.I 15
Q.
The first item that you list is
II 16
housework.
!! 17
A Yes.
Q. What housework did you used to do that
f
I' 20 you now need your husband's help doing?
A. Well, I used to keep a lot cleaner
f 21
1
22 house. In fact, I was probably too meticulous.
, 23 And I wear out too soon anymore. So he helps me,
1I
24 which is good. He does the vacuuming, and he'll
. 25 empty the dishwasher, because getting down and

~i
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enjoy the swimming anymore like I did/ before
2 because I can't do it I used to could swim for a
· half hour and swim almost a half a mile, and then I
i 4 would do water aerobics for a half hour. To swim
i 5 anymore, I would have to look straight ahead and
6 focus because of this, and if I move side to side,
7 I was dizzy. So it wasn't fun anymore. It was
8 something that I did because I needed the exercise,
9 and my husband. So if I didn't feel like I wanted
10 to go, why, we just don't go.
11
Q. Do you have a season pass?
12
A Yes.
3
Q. You still have that?
A Yes. Still have it
Q. And you buy a new one every year?
A. Yes.
Q. And how often do you go to the pool
now?
19
A Well, since I've been going to
20 physical therapy and they've seen how bad I've
21 been, they said I should probably -- probably
22 should not go. So I talked to Dr. Southwell about
23 it, and he said it isn't-- he said one thing
24 you've got to realize, you have got along all this
25 time on determination, but- and I said, well,

looking up is very hard for me. And he'll load the
dishwasher. I don't do the housework like I used
to; I guess I should tell you. It's clean, but
it's not perfect
Q. Well, did your husband ever help you
with housework before this accident?
7
A Very rarely.
8
Q. He didn't know how to vacuum
9 beforehand?
10
A Oh, yeah. He knew how to do it When
11 we owned the motel in Mackay he made beds and
12 things, yeah. He's good help. But-113
Q. Once you moved back to Blackfoot after
1 14
your mission, he didn't vacuum ever?
15
A Oh, yeah. He vacuumed some. But my
16 husband is a very busy man. There's somebody in
; 17 the fami~ at large that always needs him to do
18 something. And, quite frankly, sometimes he
19 doesn't do things the way I wanted it done. And
20 he's always made the bed because that's - he's the
21 last one out
22
Q. Okay. So that's not new?
23
A No.
24
Q. He has to vacuum more often than he
25 did before?

!
1
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1 I've went to the swimming pool. 1've always been
A Yes. Help with the laundry and stuff.
I
2 careful when I walked in because you know people
2 Many things that I done by myself he helps with
3 are looking at you, and I didn't want them to think
3 now.
4
Q. Is that a good thing or a bad thing?
4 I was stumbling around. And my husband was always
5 there when we got out of the pool.
5
A It's good.
6
But I went in the dressing room, I
6
Q. It says yard work, now husband does it
7 would shower. Sometimes I'd stumble, and sometimes I
7 all?
8 I'd have to get -- but I never fell, to fall. But
' 8
A Yeah. I don't go out.
9
Q. What yard work did you used to do?
9 he said I don't think where you're having -- before
10 they did these little moments or blackouts, he
10
A I usedtodotheweeding, plantthe
11 said, all you would have to do, as badly as your
11 flowers, sweep the walks, clean the patio off. He
I 12 brain is damaged, is to fall and hurt yourself bad
12 does all of that now because I am too stumbly. If
i
13 and you may never recover. So he said I feel for
13 I get-- I tried last year to get down and pull a
14 the time being that you should not go to the pool.
14 few weeds, and I got down on my hands and knees and
i
15
15 then I had to crawl over to the fence to try to get
Q. And you hope to be able to return to
l 16 ahold of it to get back up. So I said this is no
16 the pool -.
j
17
A I hope.
17 good.
1' 18
Q. Anything else? I didn't mean to cut
I' 18
Q. -- If the Keppra is successful?
19 you off.
A Is successful. yes.
1 i: 19
: 20
Q. It says you used to drive the car all
A That's fine. No. Nothing else.
120
21
Q. Next it says swam and water aerobics
21 the time, and now you don't do that?
I 22 four or five times a week for an hour, now not very
f! 22
A. Yeah. That's been one of the hardest
( 23 often?
11 23
things to give up that independence. But I did
[ 24
A No. Not very often. In fact, since
24 this on my own. I had a couple of incidents where
' 25 I realized I was not a safe driver.
j 25 they advised me not to I was okay --1 don't
1/

I
I
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A. I hear welf now, but I still don't
focus good.
Q. We talked about the fit and fall

Q·.. Has. any medica.l provider prohibited

2 you from driving?
A Yes -- well, when r told Dr. Taylor
4 about driving in the middle of the street and one
5 man having to go overto this side to go around me,
6 and I realized I was driving in the middle of the
7 street, he said you don't drive.
8
Q. Is that something that you think
9 you'll be able to do in the future if the Keppra is
10 successful?
11
A With my vision the way it is, I dont
, 12 know.
1
13
Q. And you haven't been back to see
' 14 anybody about trying to fix your vision, right?
i 15
A No. So far, no.
16
Q. It says that you used to walk three or
17 four miles a week. Do you still walk?
j 18
A No. Because I don't have the
· 19 perception. And I have to have somebody with me.
20 When my husband isn'tthere, I have a walker and l
i 21 use the walker. But I don't try to - I would do
22 this on my own, and I was a fast -- you know, I
23 could- my husband because of 1·1is 1·1fps isn't as
24 fast.
i/ 25
Q. You're more of a power walker than he

I

A No.
Q. Is that correct?

A No. I'm not.

II

I
I

Q. And you used to go and sing at the

senior center?

A I just go and sing now. I don't do
any of the other volunteer work I did.

I

Q. You still go and sing?
A Yes. Twice a month.
Q. Twice a month?
A Uh-huh.
Q. Is that just for fun or what is that?
A It's avolunteer group that goes there
and sings during the lunchtime. And they sing and
then they have a dance. And my husband plays at
the dance.
Q. What instrument does your husband
play?
A In the dance he plays the drums. Then
they have a harmonica group that he sings in the

l
11

I
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was?

A Not power walker, but I walked fast,
faster. And I don't have that perception. I don't
have that confidence either that I had then.
Walking's something I've loved to do.
Q. We already talked about the occasional

7 baby-sitting of grandchildren?
8
9
10
11
12
13
, 14
15
16

I

classes that you used to teach, and you're not
teaching those anymore, correct?

I

1
2
3
4
5
6
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A Uh-huh.
Q. Your great grandchildren when your

grandchildren got desperate 1 so I won't talk to you
more about that.
You already told me about how you used
to deliver meals on wheels on Mondays, and you
don't to that anymore -

A No.
Q. -- correct? You used to work at the

17 family history center on Tuesdays. Do you work
18 there at all?
19
A No. Because of the hearing and the
double vision I couldn't- mostly older people
I 20
21 that come in there. and when you don't hear well
yourself or you don't see- so I got released. I
worked there for four years though.
Q. With the hearing aids you hear well

I 1 other two Wednesdays.
2
Q. It says you used to do your visiting
3 teaching once a mon_th. Do you still do visiting
4 teaching •.
5
A No.
Q. -- but someone else has to drive, or
6
I 7 you just don't do it?
A I don't do it because I don't do well
II; 8
9 on steps and things. I could say sometimes -10 reading is hard. And so I just told them to give
me some time a year ago.
l: I 11
Q, Okay. You said that you used to be a
12
H13 ward missionary?
A. We were ward missionaries. And they
14
I/ 15 released us from that when I fell.
. , 16
Q. Do you have a current position in the
! , 17 ward?
j 18
A No.
! 19
Q. Does your husband?
I 20
A Yeah. He gets the -- does the temple
I 21 assignments.
22
Q. Then under other problems it says your
23 personality changed and you get upset very easily.
24 I haven't noticed that today so far, so I'm pretty
25 impressed.

Ii
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A. I really have aproblem, and I feel

1

bad that I am -- but I have. I have changed a lot.
My husband knol/\/S that. He's the poor guy. He's
the one that suffers for rt.
5
Q. So you think you get upset more easily
6 than you used to?
7
A. Yes. Uh-huh.
8
Q. That you have a lack of patience?
1
9
A. t\o. I don't have any pat[ence.
! 'i D Especially with his little dog.
· 11
Q. Did you used to have patience with his
i 12 little dog?
1! 13
A. No. Truthfully, no.
IJ 14
Q. Do you have patience with your
15 grandchildren?
I 16
A. Yes. Uh-huh.
17
Q. With your great grandchildren?
18
A
Yes. For as often as I see them, yes.
1
i 19
Q. So the only person. that you've lost
20 patience with is your husband?
21
A Yeah. But the iamily has seen it.
1 22
You know, they know.
~ 23
Q. And what I'm trying to find out is is
24 it a loss of patience with your husband or is it
1/ 25 with other people other than your husband?

PAGE: 9

Q. And you've already talked albout the

2 instability when you're trying to walk on occasion?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. When you say some speech problems at

5 times-·
A. Well, just -- my mouth doesn'ft work
7 with my brain sometimes when I'm tired. And l'rr
' 8 getting tired now, and you can tell. I mean, I
6

;11~
! 11
II g
l1

i 14
I

15

I16
' 18
17
! 19
,I

1

1120

j

.
I

21

L2322
24

25

get-- I'm not - don't talk like I should talk. I
have to stoo and think.
Q. Okay. I mean, and I appreciate you
trying to explain that to me because sometimes I
say things, and people say obviously my mouth
wasn't working with my brain. And so I'm trying to
find out if it's different than just normal faux
pas that each of us make, or is this something that
when you tire you have to concentrate harder-·
A Harder, yes.
Q. -- to be able to communicate'?
A. To say what I want to say without
having to pause first and think.
Q. You said you had stomach shakes for
several months. Can you explain that to me?
A. Yes. Forthefirstyearatnightmy
stomach would just go like this, just a tremor in
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A lt's a lot of different incidents and
things and that, but I try not to show it only to
him. But I do. I know I'm different.
Q. Okay. It says that you have no sense
5 of smell?
6
A Absoi utely none. At first for the
7 first year I would have a pungent smell that was
8 just horrible, and it wou1d be there ali day. ,\low
9 I only get it once in awhile. But it's a very,
' 10 very bad smell. But that's the only thing that-11 i cannot smell anything else, which I miss not-I 12 and then my taste is gone with it too.
13
Q. Okay. You talked about the dizzy
' 14 spells -15
A Uh-huh.
16
Q. -- earlier. And those seem to be
17 somewhat remedied?
I 18
A The combination of the lvvo drugs, it
19 seems to be helping me Q. Good.
120
A. to cope.
1i 2'
Q. Now, you said you had some loss of
l~
hearing, but as I understand it the hearing aids
24 have pretty well remedied that?
25
A Yes.
1

l
i

1 it Dr. Gach said it wasn't
2
3
4
5
6

the injury. But then it went away. So I thinkI, myself, because I never had it before and I only
had it after the accident and that, I think it did.
But I don't know what
Q. And the only doctor you spoke to about
7 that said it wasn't associated with the accident?
1
8
A. Yeah.
said, well, i don't think
1
9 that's associated with the accident.
10
Q. But the good news is that's not
i 11 occurring anymore?
! i 12
A. No. It's gone.
I:
, 1/ 13
Q. Good. And then it says headaches at
11 14 times?
15
A. Yes. Uh-huh. I do get headaches.
/. 16 Not ones I had right at -- I don't remember in the
II I 1 7 hospital. They said I complained about headaches
1.• 18 and things, but I don't remember that But I did
1
11 19 afterwards, i would have, you know, headaches quite
If 20 frequently. But they're rare anymore. I' I get
I 21 real tired, real upset and things, then I -Ji 22
Q. So would it be fair to say that the
23 frequency of your headaches now are no more than
: 24 they were prior to the accident?
• / 25
A That's -- yes. I would say probably.
!fl
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About the same. Well , no, I never had headaches
I 2 before the accident.
3

n

Q. Didn't you?

A Never had a 11 eadache.
4
Q. So you never ever had to take aspirin
5
6 or anything like that?
A I'd take aspirin , but to have a
7
8 headache, a headache like I had after it, no.
Q. I realize after the accident for a
9
10 period of time you had bad headaches, righ~
11
A Yeah. But befo re that I never had
12 headaches.
13
Q. What I'm trying to understand now is
14 how frequent you have headaches now.
15
A l~ot- maybe, oh, very rare. You
16
know,
very rare. I'm not going to try to put a
1
· 17 time because I don't - but they're rare.
18
Q. Okay.
19
A But they are ah eadache, and I know
20 they're a headache, whe re before I don't remember.
21 If I did, I'm too old to reme mber when they were.
22
Q. Okay. I knowit' s somewhat difficu It,
23 but I'm trying to quantify what you mean by rare.
24 Is that once a year or one ea month?
25
A Maybe two or thr ee times a month. But
1

A Okay.

Q. It says that you've had some emotional
suffering as a resu It of this accident. What wou Id
4 you describe as your emotional?
5
A The freedom to do the things I used to
6 do and be able to do them. I can't do that
7 anymore. And emotionally it's very hard for me,
8 just like not driving. I have to have sornebody
9 drive me. I have to have somebody with me. I
10 can't - I used to -- and the swimming. Things I
! 11 used to do that I loved and was part of my everyday
12 life from the time -- I can't do -- it's not there
13 anymore. And if I try do it, I'm putting myself
14 into the position of maybe hurting myself by
15 falling or that.
16
Q. Have you ever sought any medical
17 attention with a professional to assist you with
18 your emotional problems?
19
A No. Just taking this medicine.
20 Uh-huh.
21
Q. So you haven't been to see a counselor
22 or a psychiatrist or a psychologist?
23
A No. No.
24
Q. In your complaint you list a loss of
25 consortium as part of the losses that you have as a
I

1

I
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1 not real -you know, they're a headache, but I can
1 res uIt of the accident?
2 take ibuprofen and it takes care of it.
2
A Repeat that question.
3
Q. So do you take over-the-counter
3
Q. Loss of consortium. I'll show you it
4 medication whenever you get a headache, and that
4 in your complaint.
5 resolves the matter?
5
A I don't know what consortium is right
6
A Yes.
6 at this moment
7
Q. And then the last item listed on here
i/
7
Q. Okay.
1
8 is crochet. And I realize that's not your
8
A What does it mean? Maybe -9 handwriting. It's your daughter's handwriting.
i 9
Q. Well, it's in your complaint, and so I
10 Why is that on there?
/ 10 wanted to see what you believed it to be.
A That's on there because of the vision
11
A Right now I don't know.
11
12 problem. I don't read hardly anymore. I don't
: 12
Q. Well, it can mean different things to
13 write in my journal. If I close one eye, I can
. 13 different people. And I'm hesitant to tell you
14 focus pretty good and see one. But with two I
• 14 what-·
1
15 don't. And who wants to keep one eye closed all
15
A Put words in my mouth. Yes.
16 the time. And when I would -- I tried to crochet
16
Q. So why don't we ..
1 17
here awhile ago, and thought I did wonderful. I
17
A I wouldnt want you to. But I don't
I 18
did ten rows and went to the eleventh row, and I'd
18 -- it's evidently something, but I don't- to
19 made a mistake back in the fourth row and had to
19 think what it could be right now, I don't know.
20 take everything out again. And I don't have that
20
Q. Well, to be fair to you, I realize
21 patience anymore. So I said I can't do tl1is, so I
21 that your attorney prepared this complaint. Not
22 quit. But I used to crochet a lot And read. And
22 you. And that's a legal term that he used. So
23 I don't do those things anymore.
23 what we're going to do is we're going to take a
Q. The complaint also suggests some other
, i 24 little break. He'll be able to explain to you what
I 24
25 issues that I need to ask you about.
/ / 25 it is that he thought that you and your husband
1

1

1 /

1
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meant by that, and we'll come back and talk about
2 that.
3
A. Unless you mean the companionship
4 between me and my l1usband. Is that what it is?
5 Yeah. Okay. And it's not there anymore. That's
6 for sure.
7
Q. All right. If you want to define it
8 then, we'll define loss of consortium as some loss
9 of the companionship?
'ID
A. Yes.
11
Q. I guess it would be fair to say that
12 the nonphysical companionship, how has that been
13 affected?
14
A. Well, he watches over me a lot. But
' 15 we aren't-you know, we don't do things together
16 like we used to because I'm not- I go to bed
17 maybe sometimes at?:D0 at night because I'm just
18 not right after that. So all he's got is just the
19 dog. And I would go fishing with him and that. I
2D haven't-- we just aren't - it isn't the same. We
21 did the yard work together. We do do the housework
22 together. And he is learning to cook.
23
Q. Okay.
24
A. But that's what it is. It's been hard
25 on him emotionally. It's hard on him as it's been

7 together?
B
A. Yes.
I
9
Q. But you don't do yard work together,
1D correct?
11
A. Yes -- no. We don't do ya1·d work
12 together.
13
Q. You used to do some recreational
14 activities together that you don't do together?
15
A. That's -- yes.
16
Q. Loss of consortium also generally
17 deals with the intimacy of the parties.
18
A. Yes.
/ 19
Q. And I don't want to offend you in any
I 20 fashion -21
A. No. You won't.
22
Q. -- but because it's listed here I need
1
11
23 to ask you how, if at all, has the level of
I 24
intimacy between yourself and your husband been
25 affected as a result of this injury?
1

1

1

1

A. Well, it's not the same. It's not the

/ 2 same because I haven't been the same. And he's 81.
3 I mean, we're not dead.
I
4
Q. Well, what I guess I'm trying to learn
5 is, you know, it's natural as I understimd it,
6 because I'm there, as we age sometimes the
1
7 frequency of our intimacy declines.
8
A. Oh, yes. Definitely.
9
Q. And I realize that just prior to the
11 D accident you had a certain level of intimacy?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. And then after the accident there
13 would have been a reduced level of iritimacy for
14 some period of time -15
A. Yes.
16
Q. -- while you were recovering from your
17 injuries, right?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. So at this time is the level of
20 intimacy back to approximately what it was prior to
21 the accident?
22
A. No. No.
23
Q. Is that because of the additional
24 years of age, or do you think it's because of your
25 injury?
1
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1 on me.
2
Q. So your relationship has changed in
3 some respects?
4
A. Yes, it has.
5
Q. That is to say that you now do
6 housework together that you didn't used to do
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2

A. I think it's a combination of both.
MR. HALL: Let me take a little break and

I'll look at my notes. I think we're about done
4 with what we can do today.
I
5
(A recess was taken from 11:30 a.m. to
6 11:35a.m.)
7
Q. BY IVIR. HALL: Back on the record. The
8 only additional question l have for yotJ is whether
9 or not you have suffered any disfigurement as a
1D result of this accident?
11
A. No. How I look is how I've always
12 been.
13
Q. That's pretty impressive. I couldn't
14 see any disfigurement, but we don't always get to
15 see everything, so I wanted to make sure of that.
16
A. No. I have nothing.
17
Q. And you're able to dress yourself?
18
A. Yes.
Q. And take care of your regular bodily
111 19
I 20 functions?
jl 21
A. Yes.
I ! 22
MR. HALL: Those are the only additional
i 23 questions I have for you at tl"1is time. We'll
1
· 24
adjourn this deposition. Unfortunately we are
i / 2s going to have to have it subject to reopening when
1

1

1
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we get the additional information that we had
requested.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
MR. HALL: Thank you so much for your time.
(The deposition concluded at
11:36 a.m.)
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

ss.

I, Sandra D. Terrill, CSR, RPR, and Notary Public
in and for the State of ~daho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined JoAn Ball, the
witness named in the foregoing deposition, was by me
duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true, and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of the action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this 23rd day of June
2010.

7 02,

Notary Public in and for
the State of Idaho.

My Commission Expires:

11 10-10
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DAVID H. MAGUIRE (ISB# 2109)
DAVID K. .PENROD, ISB-#6481
MAGUIRE & PENROD 1414"E. Center- P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
Tefephone: (208)'232-5167
FAX: (208) 232-5181
Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BJNGHAM
JOHN FREDERJCK BALL and JOAN
BALL,
Plaintiffs,
V.

THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN
DOES I thru V,

Case No. CV-2010-328

PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS

Defendant.
COMES NOW, John Frederick Ball and JoAn Ball, by and through their attorney, David K.
Penrod of Maguire and Penrod Law Firm, and submit their f\nswers to Defendant's First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. J: Please identify each and every person known by you to have
factual knowledge and/or infonnation concerning the subject matter of this litigation and, for each
such person, please set forth the nature and substance of the person's knowledge and/or information.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1: JoAn Ball, Plaintiff: Mrs. Ball is expected to
testify regarding details of the incident, her knowledge of the injuries she suffered, JoAn 's abilities
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prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and her family. John F. Ball
Sr., Plaintiff and husband to JoAn Ball. Mr. Ball is expected to testify regarding details of the
incident, the conditions of the sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool, his knowledge
of JoAn's injuries, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on
her, on him and on their family. John F. BalL Jr., son of Plaintiffs, is expected to testify regarding
his knowledge of the injuries suffered by JoAn, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and the impact
those injuries have had on JoAn and their family. Leslie A. Ball, son of Plaintiffs, is expected to
testify regarding his knowledge of the injuries suffered by JoAn, JoAn 's abilities prior to the accident
and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and their family. Marsha Stark, daughter of
Plaintiffs, is expected to testify regarding her knowledge of the injuries suffered by J oAn, Jo An' s
abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and their family. Marie
Armstrong, daughter of Plaintiffs, is expected to testify regarding her knowledge of the injuries
suffered by JoAn, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on
J oAn and their family. Darren Coleman, grandson of Plaintiffs and physical therapist, is expected
to testify regarding his knowledge of the injuries suffered by JoAn, JoAn' s abilities prior to the
accident and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and their family. Dr. Peggy Toro, pool
patron and JoAn's physician, is expected to testify regarding the icy conditions of the sidewalks
surrounding The Blackfoot Pool, her discussion with Loma Horn prior to the subject accident
regarding the need for more salt to be placed on the sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal
Pool due to the icy conditions, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and her knowledge of the impact
of the injuries suffered by JoAn. Jeanette Merrifield, Patron of the Blackfoot Pool, is expected to
testify regarding details of the incident, including her eyewitness account of JoAn's fall, and the
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conditions of the sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool. Lorna Hom, Blackfoot Pool
Manager, is expected to testify as to when and where the ice melt was spread on the sidewalks
surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool, and toJoAn's history with the Blackfoot Municipal Pool.
Shauna Justesen is expected to testify as to the icy conditions of the sidewalks surrounding the
Blackfoot Municipal Pool and her discussion with Loma Hom prior to the subject accident regarding
the need for more salt to be placed on the sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool due
to the icy conditions. Donna Barnard is expected to testify regarding her knowledge of the injuries
suffered by JoAn, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on
JoAn and her family. Dean and Kay Stump are expected to testify as to their knowledge of JoAn's
abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and her family.
Blackfoot City Fire Department emergency personnel that arrived on the scene and attended to Mrs.
Ball; they are expected to testify as to weather conditions, conditions of the sidewalk and the injuries
suffered by W1.rs. Ball. Plaintiff's medical providers, including, but not limited to, Bingham
Memorial Hospital staff and emergency room personnel; Eastern Idaho Medical Consultants
physicians and staff; Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center physicians and staff; Blackfoot Home,
Health and Hospice physicians and staff; Dr. Robert Cach at Idaho Neurosurgical Center; Kenneth
W. Turley, M.D. at Idaho Eye Center; Peggy J. Toro, M.D.; Scott A. Taylor, M.D.; Rosemark
Women's Clinic physicians and staff; Mountain View Hospital physicians and staff; DJ Marc
Cardinal, M.D.; Leon C. Peterson, O.D.; J. Fritz Schmutz, M.D., Bryant Belnap at Belnap Physical
Therapy and Balance Center physicians and staff; James L. Southwell, D.O. at East Falls Neurology;
and Miracle Hearing Center physicians and staff. The medical providers are expected to testify
regarding JoAn's injuries, treatment and the impact of the accident on plaintiff. Plaintiffs reserve
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the right to supplement this answer in the event that additional witnesses are identified prior to trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please identify any and all documents and tangible things upon
which you rely, or to which you refer, in answering these Interrogatories.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Medical records and bills regarding J oAn
Ball, photographs, weather report.

Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if

necessary, prior to trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please identify each and every person whom you may call as
a witness at the time of trial, and please set forth the subject matter and substance of the facts to
which each such person will testify.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: See .Answer to Interrogatory No. 1.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Please state whether you (or any person, firm, or corporation
acting on your behalf) have consulted with or engaged any expert(s) in connection with this
litigation. If your answer to this Interrogatory is "yes", then for each such expert, please state the
following: (a) the expert;'s name, address, and training; (b) the substance of the expert's conclusions
and opinions; (c) the physical evidence (if any) that the expert analyzed, and the present custodian
of such physical evidence; and (d) identify any and all reports prepared by the expert.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Plaintiffs have not engaged any expert
witnesses at this time. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to
trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Please identify any and all exhibits that you may introduce or
otherwise utilize at the time of trial.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Medical records and bills regarding JoAnBall
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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and photographs. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.

INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please state whether you (or any person, firm, or corporation
acting on your behalf) have obtained a statement of any kind from any person, whether written, oral,
recorded, stenographically transcribed, or otherwise memorialized.

If your answer to this

Interrogatory is "yes", then for each such person, please state the following: (a) the person's name,
address, and occupation; (b) the type of statement taken from such person (e.g., written, oral, etc... );
(c) the name, address, and telephone number of the present custodian of the person's statement; (d)
the date on which the statement was taken; and (e) a summary of the information provided by the
person in the statement.
ANSWER T0INTERROGATORYNO. 6: Plaintiffs are unaware of any such statements.

Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.

JNTERROGATORYNO. 7: Please provide a detailed factual description of what occurred
on the morning of the accident in this matter.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: John and JoAn Ball pulled into the Blackfoot

Pool parking lot at approximately 7:00 a.m. on February 25, 2008. JoAn got out of the car first and
called to John, "Oh, Beth is down!" Then JoAn walked over to help Beth. John came around the
front of the car and was about 10-12 feet away and saw JoAn's feet go straight up in the air almost
parallel with the sidewalk, about three (3) feet in the air. First her buttock hit, then whiplashed her
head onto the icy, hard concrete sidewalk. John heard the sound of a "crack" as her head hit the
pavement (which sound still haunts him to this day). When John reached her, he knelt down on the
icy sidewalk and checked to see if she was dead or alive, because she was unconscious. As he knelt
by JoAn, John heard Beth moan "I can't move my leg," and was pleading for help. John saw
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someone standing near by who yelled "somebody call 911, we need some help, we've got two people
down here." Some minutes passed before John knew that JoAri was alive. She started to moan and
said, "I am so sick!" John stayed by the two injured women and yelled out to the crowd, "someone
needs to get some salt on this, it is slick." \Vhen paramedics arrived, again John warned them that
the sidewalks were icy. Emergency medical care was administered and JoAn was taken to the
hospital.
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Please describe your history with the Blackfoot Municipal
Swimming pool, including but not limited to: number of times visited, schedule of visits, etc.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8: John and JoAn Ball have purchased a yearly
pass to the Blackfoot Municipal Swimming Pool for the past four years. Prior to the accident they
swam on an average of four to five days a week. Since the accident, they have been unable to
maintain a regular schedule due to JoAn's medical problems. Currently she is medically unable to
SWlID.

INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Please describe all medical treatment that you have received
in connection with this accident

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Plaintiff continues to seek medical treatment
for injuries relating to the subject incident. A signed medical release has been provided to you for
the purpose of gathering this information. We request that you provide our office with copies of all
documents you obtain with said release. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if
necessary, prior to trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please describe in detail all damages that you claim as a result
of this accident, including your method of calculation.
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ANS\VER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Total damages have not been calculated at
this time, however, a summary of such damages has been set forth in the Complaint and Tort Claim
Notice. Plaintiff continues to seek treatment for injuries relating to the subject incident. Plaintiffs
reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please identify any individual with the City of Blackfoot that
you have talked to regarding this accident, and provide a summary of the subject matter of the
conversation.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0.11: When JoAn informed Lorna Horn that the
Statute of Limitations was up and that JoAn was going to need to see about getting more help from
the city with her medical costs, Loma replied with a comment to the effect of, "Don't feel bad."

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Please produce any and all documents identified,

related to, relied upon, and/or referred to in your answers to Defendants' Interrogatories.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: See attached photographs
taken by John Ball, Sr., on February 11, 2010, at approximately 11 :20 a.m., depicting the snowcovered sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool that have only partially been cleared,
which partial clearing is similar to the partial clearing performed by pool employees on the day of
the subject incident. Please note that the photos also show snow accumulation in the designated pool
parking area with significant foot traffic, indicating that the snow accumulation had been there for
quite some time. For copies of medical records and bills, see Answer to Interrogatory numbers 9 and
10. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: Please produce any and all documents which
support, or may support, your claims in this litigation.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: See Response to Request for
Production No. 1. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Please produce any and all documents regarding
the subject matter of this litigation which have been prepared or maintained by any witness, or
potential witness.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Plaintiffs are unaware of any
such documents. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Please produce any and all documents which you
may or will use at the time of trial.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: See Response to Request for
Production No. 1.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: Please produce any and all statements, whether
written, recorded, or otherwise memorialized, made by any individual concerning the facts and
subject matter of this litigation.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: Plaintiffs are unaware of any
such documents. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Please produce copies of any and all written
correspondence and communications between you and any other person (other than your attorney)
pertaining to the facts and subject matter of this litigation.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Plaintiffs are unaware of any
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such written communications. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary,
prior to trial. ·
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: Please produce any and all documents and tangible
things in your possession, custody, or control which concern the subject matter of this litigation and
which have not otherwise been requested or produced.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: None.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: Please produce any document upon which you rely
in your calculation of damages.

RESPONSETOREOUESTFORPRODUCTIONNO. 8: We have not yet gathered this
information. A signed medical release has been provided to you for this purpose. We request that
you provide our office with copies of all documents you obtain with said release. Plaintiffs reserve
the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: Please provide a copy of any document upon which
you rely in your claims of negligence.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: Plaintiffs are not in possession
of any such documents. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to
trial.
DATED this

c; day of May, 2010.
:::__,oavid K. Penrod, Attorney forPlaintiffs

----------------·
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
:ss
County of _ _ _ _ _ _ )

JoAn Ball, being first duly sworn on her oath, deposes and says:
She is the plaintiff in the above entitled matter. She has read the foregoing Plaintiffs
Responses to First Set of Interrogatories and Requests For Production of Documents. She knows
the contents thereof and the same is true as she verily believes.
DATED this

'-f

fu

,:::.,,day of May, 2010.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

.!I.±_ day of May, 2010.

NoTYPUBLc FoR mAHo
(SEAL)

Residing in Pocatello
Commission Expires:

3/d)t~
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
:ss
County of _ _ _ _ _ _ )
John Frederick Ball, being first duly sworn on her oath, deposes and
He is the plaintiff in the above entitled matter. He has read

foregoing Plaintiffs

Responses to First Set of Interrogatories and Requests For Production of Documents. He knows the
contents thereof and the same is true as he verily believes.
DATED this_d_ day of May, 2010.
'

.·

,--7
,t··~-''
/
/,;~
///

i

/

----;
,.-

f'

,./~- -zdif?d---

;rblm F. Ball

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

(SE.AL)

_.!l!!:_ day of May, 2010.

esiding in Pocatello
Commission Expires:

ft o/J 4
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Things I was able to do before accident on Feb. 25 2008
House work (now need husband to help with th.is)
Yard work (now husband does it all)

Swam and water aerobics 4 or 5 times a week for a hour

(now not very often)

Drove a car all the tine (now due to momentary blackouts I no longer trust
myself to drive this is one freedom I really miss)

Walle at least 3 or 4 miles a week baby sat great grand children occasionally
Odo not have the balance or depth perception to walk that I bad before)
Delivered meals on wheels on Mondays (to do th.is you have to be able to move very fast
from one home to another to get the meals to tbe people on your route in a two hour
period)
Worked at family history cent.er on Tuesdays ( I can no longer work there after the four
years as J have in the past because of my hearing loss. double vision. and not
remembering I would not be able to help people on the computers)
Help teach fit and fall classes twice a week (f tried going back just as one of the
particioates several months after the accident but could not do hardly any of the exercise
with out losing mv balance and getting dizzy)
Volunteered At Senior Center Q just go and sing with the singing group sometimes)
Did visiting teaching once a month ( not any more since I don't drive and do not
function well in the evenings)
Ward missionary

Other problems
Personality change ·J get upset verv easy
!'
No sense of smell (except for a very punchant smell for manv months.I StiU have it once
in awhile but its not as strong)
Very little sense of tasLe
Dizzy spells
Some loss of hearing
Very unstable at times trying to walk
Some speech problems at times
Need to have someone with me to drive and hold on to me or J use a walker because I do
have momentary blackouts or can stumble very easy
Stomach shakes for several months
Headaches at times

-. y'
'

\
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)
)

THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN DOES I
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
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JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN BALL,
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THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN DOES I
thru V,
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DEPOSITION OF JOHN FREDERICK BALL

1

BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of John
Frederick Ball was taken by the attorney for the
defendant at the office of Maguire & Penrod, located
at 1414 East Center, Pocatello, Idaho, before Sandra
P, Terrill, Court Reporter and Notary Public, in and
for the State of Idaho, on Wednesday, June 16, 2010,

2
3

4
5

commencing at the hour of 11:40 a.m~, in the

above-entitled matter~

6

APPEARANCES
for the Defendant:
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER,
BY:
BLAKE G. HALL

7
8

P.A.

for the Plaintiffs:
MAGUIRE & PENROD
BY:
DAVID K. PENROD
1414 East Center
Post Office Box 4758
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4756
(208) 232-5~67

1

1
1

10 John Frederick Ball in the case of John Frederick

1!111 Ball and JoAn Ball versus the City of Blackfoot,

·1112 Bingham County Case No. CV-10-328.
13

This deposition is being taken

14 pursuant to a notice of deposition duces tecum and
15 can be used for all purposes consistent with the

,I ~~
18
/ 19
Ii , 20
, , 21
122
23
.I 24
25
1

T.R,rT

MR. HALL: Let the record reflect that this

i, 9 ls the time and the place for the deposifion of

490 Merncria! Drive

Post Office Box 51630
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1630
(208) 522-3001

(The deposition proceeded at
11 :40 a.m. as follows:)
John Frederick Ball,
produced as a witness at the instance of the
defendant, having been first duly sworn, was
examined and testified as follows:

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
.
EXAMINATION
BY MR. HALL:
Q. Mr, Ball, I can tell by the fact
you're leaning forward that you have some
difficulty hearing on occasion; is that right?
A. Correct.
Q. So if you don't hear me, tell me, and
I'll speak up.
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Q. Again,letmetellyoujustalittle

bit about what our rules are today.
This is a deposition and the purpose
5 is for me to be able to ask you questions and learn
6 what information you have about your lawsuit
7 Okay?
8
The court reporter is going to take
9 down everything that is said today and it's just
10 like we're in a courtroom. You've been sworn, put
11 under oath, required to tell the truth. The court
12 reporter in order to take down all the information,
13 though, has to make sure that we communicate in a
14 fashion that she can transcribe.
15
A Okay.
16
Q. Which means that sometimes people will
17 communicate with each other by nodding their head
18 up and down for yes and side to side for no. Guess
19 what, the court reporter can't take down nods of
20 the head. So we have to answer out loud.
. 21
A. Okay.
· 22
Q. Sometimes we'll communicate with each
23 other by saying uh-huh, uh-uh. Again, that all
24 comes out as a mumble with the court reporter so we
25 need to answer yes where appropriate and no where

P:G:at:ou s. aid isn't what I heard, so I've got to be

2 awareofthat.

3

Q. Okay.
A I'll do my best
Q. If for some reason you don't
~
6 understand a question, just tell me and I'll repeat
I 7 it. If you aren't sure what the question is, tell
f 8 me and I'll repeat it.
... · 9
A Okay.
I 10
Q. We're not trying to play any games
f! 11 here or catch you in d. oing something or anything
12 like that. We're just trying to communicate with
1 · 13 each other and learn as much as we can to help get
14 this case resolved.
/ 15
A I understand that
116
Q. Okay. Have you ever had your
17 deposition taken before?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. When - excuse me. I'm going to start
20 all over again. I guess for the purposes of the
· 21 record we probably ought to make sure that we're
22 deposing the right person. So would you, for the
23 record, please state your full name.
24
A. I'm John Frederick Ball.
25
Q. And where do you reside?

i 4
! 5
1

1

1

i

1

I'1
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1 appropriate. Are you okay with that approach?
A. At 640 East Judicial Street in
2
A Yes.
. 2 Blackfoot, Idaho.
3
Q. Good. The other thing that happens is
/ 3
Q. Thank you. And are you married?
1
4 that about halfway through my question you'll say,
4
A. Yes.
5 oh, I know what he's going to ask me and I want to
5
Q. To whom are you married?
6 get this over with, so I'll hurry and answer his
6
A JoAn Elizabeth Ball.
7 question. If you do that, the deposition will take
7
Q. And she had her deposition taken a
8 twice as long because we have to have my questions
8 little bit earlier. She said that the two of you
9 fully on the record before you start to answer.
9 were married on August 5th, 1950. Was she right?
10 And if you start answering early, then I have to
10
A. Correct
11 stop talking so we don't have two people talking at
11
Q. She said it was the first marriage for
12 the same time. Then after you've answered, then I
. 12 both of you?
13 have to finish asking my question and then you get
• 13
A. Correct
14 to answer ita second time. So it's best if you
i 14
Q. And thatthe two of you have had five
15 try to wait until I finish the question before you
! 15 children?
16 start to answer, and I'll wait until you finish
Ii /· 16
A. Correct.
1
/ 17
17 answering the questions before I try to pose a new
Q. And she gave us the names and ages of
18 question. Okay?
18 those five children starting with Marie at-· Marie
1
19
A Okay.
I 19 is the oldest1 then John Jr., then Leslie, then
20
Q. Finally, I wantto make sure that
' 20 Terry, and then Marsha.
21 we're communicating with each other. And so if for
I 21
A Correct.
22 some reason you don't understand one of my
22
Q. She got them all right?
23 questions, tell me you don't understand it.
ii· 23
A. Yes.
24
A. Okay. And, you know, one of my big
/I 24
Q. She passed the test then. She said
25 problems, and I really have to listen, is sometimes
25 you had 36 children?
1

.

!
i

1

11

!

1
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A. Correct.

1

A. Correct.

2

Q. And 82 great grandchildren?

2

Q. Do you recall how much they awarded

3

A. Yes.

3 you?
4
A. I have no idea. It wasn't all that
5 much, but we recovered somewhat by the time
6 everything was taken out.

4
Q. Okay. Just wanted to make sure that
5 you're the same person that we think you are and
6 that all that previous information is accurate.
7
A. You're not going to ask any dates of
8 births?
9
Q. No.
10
A. Okay. I'm safe.
11
Q. She gave us some of those and I
12 thought that if you're like me, you'd want your
13 wife to answer those questions, not you. So we'll

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14 let you go on that
15
A. Thankyou.

Q. Have you ever --

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

I dontGo ahead.

I don't remember That's fine.

- what it was.

Q. And what you remember, you remember.

14 And what you don't remember, you don't remember.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

16
Q. Okay. And I asked you earlier whether
' 17 or not you'd ever had your deposib"on taken before
18 and you said that you had. Now the question I have
19 is when?
20
A. It was in the sixties.
21
Q. What was the reason that you had your

And I don't remember is a perfectly appropriate
answer today because J just want to know what you
do remember.

A. Okay.
Q. With regard to you - your previous
legal experience or experience with the law, other
than this lawsuit that we're here today on and the
22 lawsuit associated with the trailer, have you ever
I
23 been a party to another lawsuit?
I 24
A. No.
25
Q. The prior deposition that you had

22 deposition taken in the sixties?
23
A. I had a four-wheel trailer that I was
24 pulling back when we lived in California and the
25 bearing went out of one of the trailer wheels and
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1 whipped itself off the side of the road and it
slid. And then we got so much - why, it brought
me around. It fiipped me over and back down. So
we had a lawsuit there.
Q. So you've been a party to a lawsuit
prior to this lawsuit?
A. Correct.
8
Q. Were you suing someone or was someone
9 suing you?
10
A. We were suing reimbursement for our
11 loss in that thing- stuff we had in the trailer.
Q. And who did you sue?
1 12
13
A. The trailer company.
14
Q. The manufacturer of the trailer?
15
A. No. It was just - I think it was the
16 trailer company itself.
17
Q. And how did that lawsuit get resolved?
18
A. They awarded us.
19
Q. Did it go to a trial?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. And at trial they awarded you some
22 money?
23
A Saythat24
Q. At trial the jury awarded you some
25 money?

===============;,

1 taken then was associated with this trailer

2 lawsuit?

2
3
4
5
6
7

3
4

A. Correct
Q. So you understand that today will be

5 similar to that experience, presumably?
6

A. Okay.

7

Q. Okay. Where were you born?

8
A. Lava Hot Springs in Idaho here.
9
Q. And where were you raised?
10
A. Up until the second grade in Lava, and
11 then we moved to Inkom, Idaho. And then from
12 Inkom, Idaho, we moved to Pocatello in 1939.
13
Q. What is our date of birth?

I
I,
1

15
Q. What is the last year of formal
16 education that you completed?
17
A I was in my junior year in high school
18 when I left and went into the Air Force.
19
Q. So you completed your sophomore year?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. And then sometime during your junior

22 year you joined the Air Force?
, 23
A. Correct.
24
Q. Was the United States at war at that
25 time?
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1
So while you were in the Air Force you
2 obtained your GED?
3
A. Correct.
4
Q. Did you ever have any formal education
5 after that?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. Tell me about it.
8
A. Well, I got credit for the courses I
9 took in the service to be an airplane engine
1O mechanic. I also taught a course of- it's kind
11 of a reevaluation course for crew chiefs on C-47
. 12 airplanes. I come out of there - I took the class
13 myself. I come out of here with one of the highest
14 grades, oral and written, and they called me and
15 asked me if I'd teach the next class, which I did.
16 It's been all that way through my life.
. 17
Q. Okay. A lot of on-the-job training?
18
A. O..IT, correct.
19
Q. You said you were in the Air Force for
20 three years?
21
A. Correct
22
Q. Why did you leave the Air Force?
23
A. Well, I put in my three-year term and
24 I could leave then.
25
Q. And were you honorably

~~-----~=-----=ii

A. Correct.
Q. And what was your rank when you were
3 discharged?
4
A. Corporal. l was put in for sergeant,
5 which I would have got if I'd have stayed in. It
6 was kind of a promotional thing, but I was ready to
7 call her a day.
8
Q. Where did you serve in the Air Force?
9
A. All my training was in the United
10 States. And then after a year and a half I went to
11 Panama Canal Zone and I spent a year and a half
12 down in the Panama Canal Zone.
13
Q. Been there. It's an interesting
14 place.
1
15
A. Definitely. Yeah.
• 16
Q. It's really interesting now that we're
· 17 not there anymore.
18
In any event, after leaving the Air
19 Force what did you do?
20
A. Well, I came home and went to work for
21 the City of Pocatello.
22
Q. Is this when you worked for them as a
23 firefighter?
24
A. No. I started out with the street
25 department.

A. It had just ended. That was in 1947.
2
Q. How long were you in the Air Force?
3
A. Three years.
4
Q. Did you ever obtain a •• what's
5 referred to as a GED, a general education degree?
6
A. I got that.
7
Q. When did you get your GED?
8
A. Probably in about 1957.
9
Q. And where were you when you obtained
10 your GED?
11
A. I was in the Air Force. I got it
12 through the Air Force.
13
Q. Okay. I'm confused now. You said you
14 joined the Air Force in '47?
15
A. Correct.
16
Q. You were there for three years?
17
A. I mean '48. Did I say '58?
18
Q. You said '57's when you got your GED.
19
A. No. It was - no. Let me get back.
20 I joined the service in '47. In 19481 got my
1 GED22
Q. Okay.
12
23
A. - and not- yeah.
24
Q. That's very appropriate for you to
25 help correct that information. So thank you.
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1

Q. Okay. And then what?
A And then one of the fellows that
worked kind of on the side there part time talked
me into taking the test and joining the fire
department which I did, and they put me on the
fire department.
7
Q. How long were you with the street
8 department on this first occasion?
9
A. Well, at that time -- let's see, I got
1o out in '50. I got married in '50. There was a lot
· 11 that happened there. I started working in 1950
12 with the fire department, so I was only in the
1
· 13 street department just a short time.
. 14
Q. Okay. How long were you with the fire
15 department?
. i 16
A Nine years .
; 17
Q. Then what did you do?
18
A. Left for California.
: 19
Q. Where did you go in California?
20
A. I worked out at the San Jose local.
'21
Q. Doing what?
22
A. As a hod carrier.
23
Q. I've done a little hod carrying.
24 That's a lot of work. I'm not built for it
25 Neither are you, are you?

2
3
4
5
6
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Then I went from there - my dad
1
2 worked there as a mechanic and he taught me
3 welding, so I went from there to welding. And then
4 the water department wanted a welder, so I went to
5 work for the water department welding waterlines.
Q. On this second occasion how many years
6
I 7 did you work for the City of Pocatello?
A Let's see, altogether I put in 15
11
8
! 9 years for the City of Pocatello counting the fire
department, the street, and the water.
1 10
Q. You said that you worked for the City
11
12 of Pocatello nine years in the first stint. So,
13 what, about six years this second stint?
14
A. Yeah. Correct.
Q. Where did you go to work after that?
15
A. Western Equipment Caterpillar
16
17 dealership.
Q. What did you do for Western?
18
A. Welder.
19
Q. How long did you work for Western
20
21 Equipment?
22
A 20 years. I run their weld shop for
23 20 years, built it up. When I started there it was
24 a room a little bit bigger than this. When I left
25 we had a whole great big building.

1~
A. Hey, the first time I went to work
2 there I didn't think a guy could work that hard and
3 live. I'll tell you what we did. They put me with
4 a bricklayer and there was a bricklayer and a hod
5 career.
6
Q. Right.
7
A. We built a fireplace and a half every
8 day.
9
Q. Wow.
10
A. And I was an OJT on that, butit
11 didn't take long to 12
Q. So how long did you stay in
13 California?
1
14
A Two years.
15
Q. Then what did you do?
16
A. Come back to Pocatello.
17
Q. What did you do here?
18
A. Started back working at the street
19 department as a flagman. Through that wreck I
I 20 broke my shoulder and cut my head and, you know,
21 stuff like that.
22
Q. I didn't know about the wreck. TeH
23 me about the wreck.
24
A. Well, that's why - with the trailer.
25 That's why the suit was.
1

1

1

,==
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Q. Oh, okay. So you were injured in that
1
2 accident -A. Yes. Uh-huh.
3
Q. -- with the trailer?
4
-A. Uh-huh.
5
6
Q. So when you came back to Pocatello,
7 you were limited physically on some of the things
8 that you could do?
9
A. Correct.
10
Q. And so you started out as a flag man
11 with the city street department?
12
A. Correct.
13
Q. And I take it eventually your injuries
14 were repaired and you were able to do other
15 activities besides being a flagman?
16
A. Correct.
17
Q. So what did you do next?
18
A. Well, I - we done a lot of things.
19 Back in them days we done -from sweeping streets
20 to running a power broom. They had a power broom
21 there that wasn't working right so I started
22 running it. Before that I run the flesher. Out
23 here this used to - they used to dump all their
24 stuff here on Center Street. There was nothing up
25 here but a big gravel pit.

1
Q. Good. Why did you leave the City of
2 Pocatello?
3
A. I - you know, that's a long story
4 because I've always been one who wanted to improve
5 and do things and get things done. A lot of guys
6 will sit there till they're told to do something,
7 you know. So I got disappointed. We're up here in
8 the hill running awaterline and they come down
9 here to a joint and all the guys sit under the
1D shade while I go down there and weld up the pipe
11 and the joint, and I'm only getting paid, you know,
12 minimum wage back then, I guess.
13
Anyway, I got discouraged and decided
14 I'd put in out there and they called me - I took
15 an advanced welding course up here at JSU. Pete
16 Hinges was teaching it. He recommended me to go
17 out to Sim plots and take the test. I went out and
18 took an interview and I was going to go back and
19 take the welding test. When I got back they said
20 Western Equipment called and want to see you right
21 now. So I run down there and they hired me on the
22 spot.
23
Q. Good for you. So you worked there for
24 20 years. And then what did you do?
25
A We left there and I went down to Utah

,
j
1
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and helped my son-in-law build a house. I learned
the bricklaying trade, by the way, and taught it to
my three sons. Sowe bricked his house down there
and then I spent time down there and then we Q. Your wife s~emed to.suggest you lived
in Utah fora couple of years.
A. Yeah. Uh-huh.
Q. And lived with your daughter?
A Correct And worked on this home.
And then I working on another home for some other
people.

I!!

I

A ln the meantime my son, Les, got
transferred to Mackay, Idaho. I helped him move.
We seen this old motel for sale, the Wagon Wheel in
Mackay. My wife asked him --you know, go see what
the deal is on it. So we ended up buying it and
going to work in the motel.
Q. I was one of your patrons.
A Oh, really. You stayed there?
Q. Oh, yeah. Many times.
A What year?
Q. Well, l used to play softball and they
had a softball tournament in Mackay, as you recall.
A. Right. Right.
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ball games. And that was another big thing besides
2 the ball tournaments up there.
Q. We're digressing a little bit, but,
..
yeah, I love Mackay. I used to take my boys with
j 5 me and we'd drive up the mountain up to the old
j
6 mine way above Mackay and some of the old equipment~
. 7 that was still up there.
8
A Yeah. Yeah. On White Knob there.
p 9 Yeah.
J 10
Let me tell you something. You're
I 11 still young enough to do this. On the other side
. / 12 -you know where White Knob -- Mt McCaleb is
'i3 across from White Knob on the other side back up
14 behind. Go up City Creek. You have to go up by
15 the dump and take a road and get up there. It
16 takes a four-wheel to go across the ditch. And
17 there's a creek that comes down there. It's called
18 Lower Cedar Creek.
19
Take your kids, your family, yourself,
20 and hike up there. Ifs where the old water- dam
21 used to be. But you go on up in there and the
22 creek branches. And take the right-hand branch.
23 You have to cross the creek. You're going through
24 these rocks, solid rock. A gorgeous hike. Here
25 that water's coming out of a cave in a mountain in

n

Q. Okay.

1

•
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1
Q. And our team always rented out half of
2 that facility every year.
3
A. Do you know who owned it at the time?
4
Q. Well, I think you were there part of
5 the time.
6
A Yeah. Because you know what happened,
7 the neatest thing. The baseball -a
Q. You bought it in '86, right?
9
A. I put in a horseshoe pit.
10
Q. I remember it well.
11
A Okay. This guy was sitting there. He
12 was kind of- well, what's going on, I says.
13 Well, he said we lost out on the first round.
14 We've just go to wait, you know, to play. I says,
15 well, Ive got a horseshoe pit. Why don't you go
16 get some guys and go pitch some horseshoes. Next
f 17 thing I know there was guys gathered around there
. 18 and they were pitching horseshoes and -- and they
19 done that every year. They just loved to come up
• 20 there. Great, great place.
21
Q. And Mackay came alive during that
22 tournament, didn't it?
23
A It did. Do you remember - you didn't
24 remember the doctor - oh, he was a geologist up
25 there and they'd challenge the town of Mackay to
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1 a set of falls. It's awesome. Awesome.
2
l took my seminary kids up there when
3 they graduated on that trip. They'd lived there in
4 Mackay and never been up there. What a greats take a camera and a little lunch and go up.
6
MR PENROD: Now I'm going to have to order
1
7 the transcript so I can get that.
8
THE WITNESS: A lot of people don't know
9 about that.
I 10
Q. BY MR. HALL: Well, like I say, I've
11 spent a lot of time up there. And then you sold it
12 to, I think, a guy that used to work at Valley Bank
13 or something, a younger couple, after you sold the
14 Wagon Wheel, didn't you?
15
A Yeah. Yeah. His name's Tim Higley.
, 16
Q. Yeah.
/I 17
A My son, Les, tutored him, so to speak,
i 18 in hunting and banking.
19 .
Q. J remember when they bought it. So,
. 20 anyway, we've kind of gone a little off the subject
21 here of this deposition.
22
A I'm sorry.
23
Q. Which is not a problem. It's nice to
· · 24 be able to chat with you and have some similar
25 experiences.

II
!

1
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5 Mormon Church?
A. Correct

Q. She said you went to Nauvoo?
8
A. Correct.
9
Q. How did you like that?
10
A. Loved it. We had so many experiences,
11 you cant believe it.
12
Q. Had you had your other hip replaced by
ij 13 that time?
f 14
A. Yes, I did. Yeah. This other hip was
15 going out and they replaced it
16
Q. When did you have that replaced?
17
A. Fourorfive, sixyears after this one
18 was put in. Something like that
19
Q. So that was when you were down in
' 20 St. Charles?
21
A. Let's see, where did I recuperate?
22 Probably, yeah.
23
Q. Then your wife said after you got back
24 from your 18-month mission, that you settled in
1L25 Blackfoot?

A '02.
Q. 2002. My memory is just trying to
remember, and I'm sorry I got that wrong.
Your wife seemed to suggest that she
kind of considered you and her retired after you
got rid of the St. Charles place?
A. Yeah. Correct
Q. But she said that you still do some
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1 work for the charter schools in Blackfoot that your
2 son manages?
3
A Correct.
4
Q. And do you recall approximately how
5 much money you made last year working for the
6 charter schools?
A Probably somewheres a little over
,I 7
I 8 4,000, I think. Something in that neighborhood.
Do you want to know how that started?
9
Q. Sure.
10
11
A When I was in Nauvoo - now, here I am
a heavy equipment welder and other things .. And
they said, well, we need a new deoartment here.
And he said I think we need an appliance repairman.
We want you to head that. And I done everything
from laying carpet to repairing appliances and
:1
17 fixing tools, and so my son got the job at the
1
charter school.
1 18
J 19
He asked if I'd come out and help the
kids, show how to mix cement and we were going to
21 pour a flagpole - a base for a flagpole and put a
f1agpole, so I come out and done it And we got tt
all set and then everybody says, well, I've got to
24 go. And I'm sitting here. Here's thefiagpole and
1 25 that and all the cement's got to be finished off

'
I

7

'
I

1

22
23
24
25

1
Q. And then she said after that you moved
2 back to Idaho Falls?
3
A Correct.
4
Q. And then went on a mission for the
6
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·i1
I

1
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1
A Well, we'd sold our home in Idaho
1
1 2 Falls and while wewere on our mission our son,
ii· 3 Les, was handliogthis,and hesaidthatthepeople
4 were behind on their payments and they got in
5 trouble and divorced and moved out. And we said,
6 well, tell them to leave the place clean and we
7 won't press them for their payments, and they did.
8 They left It nice and clean. They took the
9 curtains and blinds and everything they could take
10 and left.
• 11
And so my daughter worked on it and
12 then when we come back, well, we got it back up in
· 13 shape. And then a grandson wanted to buy it, so we
14 wanted to settle in the middle of family, and,
15 yeah, so we settled in Blackfoot
16
Q. And as I understand it, you've lived
17 in Blackfoot since about 2004 - or '02?

A. Got something in common here going.
Q. Yup. Your wife indicated that you
were up in Mackay starting, if I remember
correctly, about 1986 through '91; is that right?
5
A. Yeah; We spent five years there.
6
Q. Then after that you came back to Idaho
7 Falls from Mackay?
8
A. Yeah. He traded his home in as part
9 payment on the business, the Wagon Wheel.
· 10
Q. And then your wife said that you
11 bought an RV park or a place down in St Charles?
12
A The reason we left Mackay is my hip
13 was going out and I had to have a hip replacement
14 which I done.
15
Q. Which hip did you have replaced after
16 you left Mackay?
17
A. It was the right hip.
18
Q. Okay. And then after you lived in
19 Idaho Falls for a little while she said that you
20 moved to St Charles?
21
A Yes. We spent a year in Ida ho Falls
22 and moved to St Charles and started another
23 business, an RV park.
24
Q. How long were you in St. Charles?
25
A. Eight years.

i
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1 and the edges formed and all that So everybody
2 left, so I just went ahead and finished it.
.3
·And then two weeks later he come up
4 and said, well, I've talked to the school board and
5 want to know if you'd consider being a part-time
6 maintenance man. He safd we want to start with
7 blinds in all the windows. And I said I done that
! 8 on my mission, sure, I can handle that. And it
9 went from one thing to another.
10
Q. And as I understand it, you're still
11 doing that?
12
A Yeah. When a little something needs
13 done, Ijust go do it.
14
Q. So it's not--you're not on the
15 payroll?
16
A. Yeah, I am. I get paid.
17
Q. Well, I understand you get paid, but
18 do you get paid by the hour or are you just 19
A. Just by the hour, whatever hours.
20
I'll
put
in anywhere from 20 to 30, sometimes 40
1
21 hours for the month. I have to write down what I
22 do each day when I work and then I turn that in and
23 then they 24
Q. They pay you?
25
A Uh-huh.

1

1

1
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Q. So if you have nothing to do, you

2 might not work for a week or two?
3
A Correct
4
Q. And if they have a lot for you to do,
5 you might work a whole bunch of hours?
6
A. Correct. Which is happening right
7 now.
8
Q. Now, I asked your wife about your
9 sources of income, now that you're retired. And
• 10 she said between the two of you, you receive about
11 $1,754 in social security benefits. Does that
12 sound about right?
13
A Yeah. Uh-huh.
14
Q. Is that a yes?
15
A Yes. I'm sorry,
16

Q. Don't be sorry. It's okay.

17
A. I can see how you could lead us into
18 an uh-huh.
19
Q. And then she talked about your
! 20 part-time employment with the charter school and
' 21 that she thought you made about $4,000 a year on
22 average on that?
23
A. Correct.
24
Q. And then she said you had a PERSI
~ 25 retirement, which is the public retirement system

--------=--=""""'"''

from your 15 years .with the City of Pocatello.· She
said you had about $73 a month from that.
A WeU, I run for ci~ councilman in
St. Charles and got in. So I was a city councilman
there and they took out so much money. I said I'm
already retired. They said, no, you work for the
7 government, we've got to take out PERSI. So I said
8 okay. So they matched the fund and took out- I
9 think I got $20 a month or something. They took $5
/ 10 out and put 5 - so when I got done and I said,
11 well, I'm putting in for that PERSI, they said,
12 well, that's ridiculous. Well, they wanted all my
13 work schedule. So some of the time I'd put in for
14 the City of Pocatello I'd never got anything, so
15 they added that- so much for how many years and
16 that, and so I ended up getting 17
Q. Getting the $73 a month.
1
. 18
A. Yeah. And I thought if I just get $5
• • 19 or $10 a month, hey, that's something, you know. I
· 20 couldn't believe it. Anyway, that was a blessing.
21
Q. And then she said that you and your 22 that you and your spouse own a rental house over
. 23 on -· is it South Street or S Street?
24
A It's on - it's not South Street and
25 it's not Cleveland.

1
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Q. Is it 5th or is it South or S?
A. Huh?
Q. S. She said S Street, but I may be
4 wrong.
5
A S Street?
· 6
Q. Maybe it's -7
A There's not an S Street. No. It's
8 not S Street
9
Q. Is it 5th?
A I'm trying to think what that- it
/ 10
. 11 could be South. It's on - no, Stout
'.
12
MR. PENROD: I don't know if there's a
1
. 13 South Street, but I.I 14
THE WIT~IESS: Is it South or Stout?
/i 15
MR. PENROD: It could be that. I don't
i II 16
know.
·117
Q. BYMR. HALL: ltdoesn'treally
' · 18 matter, but in any- because what we do know is
19 you have a rental home ••
1
i 20
A. Correct.
/ 21
Q. - in Blackfoot that is paid for and
22 you rent it out?
1
23
A. Correct
24
Q. And you get about $575 a month in

2

I
'
I

1
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1
A Correct.
Q. Do you get any retirement through
2
3 Western Equipment?
4
A No.
5
Q. Well, why not? What happened with
6 those boys?
7
A Well - now, wait a minute. Now, wait
8 a minute here. We got an attorney and I got
9 injured on the job there, okay, and couldn't do the
10 work, what I was doing. I was doing a lot of heavy.
11 stuff. Anyhow, I got less than a year's salary
12 compensation when I left. Okay?
13
Q. That was workmen's compensation?
14
A No. That was through Western. Yeah.
15 Let's see, how did tl1atwork? Anyhow, that's what
16 we used to make a down payment on that motel.
Q. Okay. But Western Equipment didn't
17
18 have any type of a retirement program?
A No. They told us they'd pay insurance
19
20 and that. It wasn't in writing. In a year they
21 just dropped me and I've been on my own ever since.
22
Q. That gives me a pretty good feel on
23 your background and so I'm going to shift gears
24 here. So just thought I'd warn you.
25
A Okay.
a==

A Correct.

Q. When did you start swimming at the
2
3 Blackfoot Pool?
4
A Let's see, we moved to Blackfoot, did
5 I say - I was recovering from open heart surgery.
6
Q. As I understand it, you moved to
7 Blackfoot in 2002.
8
A In '06.
Q.
2002.
9
10
A. Oh, 2002. Yeah. But we put some
11 money down and then I had to go down to Salt Lake
12 and take a tread - see, they put two stints in my
13 heart before I left on our mission. So I go back
14 there and they put me on a treadmill. And I got
15 off and the guy says, well, how do you feel. And I
16 says, well, not too bad. And he said, this doesn't
17 look good at all. I'll be right back.
18
And he brought a guy in and he said I
19 understand you had a good mission. And I said yes.
20 His next words was this doesn't look good at all.
21 And I said, now, you're - he says, I'm Dr. Acey.
22 I'm the one who put those two stints in your heart
23 before you went on your mission and this doesn't
24 look good, so I had open heart surgery. Seven
25 bypasses and five stints I ended up with.

I
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Q. Okay. I Vvanted to bring you to the
1
2 purpose of this lawsuit and the facts and incidents
3 associated with the lawsuit. That's what I'm going
4 to ask you about now. Okay?
5
A Okay.
6
Q. Your wife tells us that she does not
7 remember the accident. She doesn't remember the
8 day of the accident She doesn't remember a period
9 of about ten days following the accident. Is that
10 consistent with what she's told you?
11
A Yes. I was there.
12
Q. And because you were there, can you
13 tell me the best you can what day the accident
14 occurred.
15
A It was February the 28th. It was two
16 years ago, just going on three years. It was two
17 years ago. What was it two years - let's see.
18 This is 2010 - I guess, 2008.
19
Q. Okay. In your 20
A And it was at 6:00 in the morning.
21
Q. And what were you doing at 6:00 in the
22 morning over at the Blackfoot Pool?
23
A We were getting ready to go swimming.
24
Q. Is that something that you had done on
25 a regular basis?
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1
Q. Doing well since?
2
A Huh?
3
Q. Doing well since the surgery?
4
A Oh.
5
Q. Are you doing since well since the
6 surgery?
7
A Yeah. Look what I'm doing today, you
8 know.
9
Anyway, we was going to drop the deal
10 on the house, but my son's a banker and he went
11 ahead and make the deal. It's the best deal we
12 ever made. But, anyway, we come back and went into
13 getting it all straightened up when we come back
14 from Idaho Falls and recupera·ang from heart
15 surgery.
16
Q. So you started living in Blackfoot
17 around sometime in 2002?
18
A Correct
19
Q. And did you start going to the
20 Blackfoot Pool in that same time frame?
21
A Probably- and I'm trying to get the
22 date. Probably around - we was there about a year
23 before we had time to, you know, go. So probably
24 around 2003 or 2004. I know we've been going there
25 for three or four years. And then I'd done some

i
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1 work for them down there, too. Their ladder was
2 broke in the swimming pool and I took it and welded
3 ifup for them and fixed it l'djustdo a little
4 work for them, whatever needed to be done, you
5 . know, just to do it
6
Q. Did you buy season passes to the pool?
7
A Correct
8
Q. One for you and one for your wife?
9
A. No. It was a family. Family passes.
1O This year it was $350 for a season pass.
11
Q. So what was your normal practice as
12 far as attending the pool?
13
A. Well, we liked to get up early in the
14 morning and go to the pool. You know, there's
15 usually a lot of people that come there to walk and
16 just lap swim. So - and then she would come in
17 and she- when we were in Mackay, she was teaching
18 water aerobics and I'd play racquetball and then
19 I'd go swimming. She'd out swim me back then.
20 Anyway, I became an otter swimmer.
21
Q. What's an otter swimmer?
22
A. Go from one end of the pool to the
23 otter, back and forth, because you had to go 36
24 times to swim a mile. I'm sorry.
25
Q. I'm glad. I thought that was great

-1
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1 problems with the sidewalks during the winter of
2 2003(2004?
3
A. Well, inthe wintertime you've always
4 got snow and ice:
5
Q. That's just part of living here in
6 Idaho?
7
A. Yeah.
8
Q. But rr)Y question is did you have any
9 problems •· either you or your wife have any
10 problems getting from the parking lot to the
1 11 swimming pool in the winter of 2003/2004?
'·· 12
A. We didn't park in the parking lot We
13 parked off the street right the re in front
14 Because you go early, there was - sometimes, you
15 know, you just park wherever you can get in.
16 There's c· right in front is a place for the
17 handicapped people. Well, I could qualify for a
18 handicapped, but I don't want the handicapped. So
19 we parked, you know, where there's an opening, pull
20 in and park.
21
Q. And then go into the pool?
, 22
A. Correct
23
Q. You never had any problems being able
24 to get from wherever you parked into the pool
25 during the winter of 2003(2004?

,~
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A. I always look atthe bright side of

2 stuff.
3
Q. You should. That's good.
4
A. Yeah.
5
Q. And so for approximately four or five
6 years prior to the accident you and your wife would
7 go to the pool on a regular basis early in the
8 morning?
9
A. Correct.
10
Q. How often would you go?
11
A. Anytime four or five times a week.
12 You know, just if something happened or we had to
13 go out of town -- you know, with the posterity we
14 have, we get called out quite a bit.
15
Q. That's one of the blessings, isn't it?
16
A Great.
17
Q. So you would go four or five times a
18 week when you're in town, summer and winter?
19
A. Correct.
20
Q. What I'm getting at is year-round?
21
A. Correct
22
Q. So you had experience of negotiating
23 the sidewalks through all the seasons?
24
A Correct.
25
Q. And did you ever encounter any
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A. Not that I can recall other than that
one incident

3
Q. You didn't have any problems in the
4 winter of 2004/2005?
A. No.
5
6
Q. You didn't have any problems during
7 the winter of 2005!2006?
8
A No.
9
Q. You didn't have any problems in the
10 winter of 2006/2007?
11
A No.
12
Q. So the first time you'd ever
13 encountered any problem was in February of 2008?
14
A. Well, yes. That was a problem but it
15 was a situation more than a problem.
16
Q. Explain you rs elf to me, please.
17
A. Okay. We pulled up alongside of Beth
18 Golson's pickup. Now, Beth Golson is an older
19 lady. My wife walked with her. They'd come over
20 and visit. They was good friends. They walked.
21 And as we pulled up there, is what happened - now,
22 you know this Idaho weather. We had this snow. We
23 had some nice warm weather, melted the snow off the
streets, but they piled the snow, you know,
24
25 cleaning sidewalks and stuff because it would drift

I
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1

I

YOU know, when I was on the fire
department. we worked with a /otof stuff. Then
when I worked on the street department, we done a
lot of sanding and stuff. So I knew there was ice
there. There was no doubt in my mind because the
day -you know, the day was warm and it would thaw
7 the snow and then it would freeze at night. It
8 happens all the time.
Q. So you were able to observe the ice
9
when you drove -

i

I
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13

t 14

' 15
16
'; . 17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

-
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1 she took over two or three steps in front of the
2 pickup when she went down because Beth was laying
3 just the other side of her pickup there.
4
Q. So was she in the street when she went
5 down?
6
A Who?
7
Q. Your wife.
8
A. No. It was on the sidewalk.
9
Q. Okay.
10
A You know, you pull up. You step out
11 of your - over the curb onto the sidewalk where
1
12 you park there.
13
Q. Did you see what your wife was doing
14 immediately prior to falling?
15
A. She was just laying there.
16
Q. Well, I'm talking about before she
17 fell.
18
A What was she doing? Well, she got out
19 with her swimming gear to go around and she said
20 Beth is down. She must- she got around enough to
21 see Beth laying there, and Beth must have said
22 something. i don1 know. But l heard her say,
23 Beth is down. And then the next thing I -· this
24 all happened within seconds, and, boy, up her feet
25 went and I come on around.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

in there.
And do you
what actually happened?
4
Q. Yes. That's fine.
5
A Okay. All right. We pull up
6 alongside Beth's pickup. She drives this green
7 pickup. And my wife got out with her bag. I was
8 going to get out and come around on the other side
9 and then I locked the truck up, you know. And as
10 she got out, Iheard her say Beth is down.
11
And l kind of come around and seen her
12 feet go up like that. And I was around looking at
· 13 her and she was light-- she wasn't any farther
14 than from here to those map signs from me and!
15 heard her head go crunch, and l thought- no joke.
16
l knew it was slick and I could see
17 from the tight, so I went over there and knelt by
18 her. And Beth is laying right there saying, I
19 can~ move my leg. She's not moving. And l seen
20 someone down there in the light She must have
21 been 18, 20 feet away. And I says, somebody call
22 911. We've got two people down here. She was just
23 laying there. Nothing. And I didn't know whether
24 she was dead or alive.
25
You know, she didn't- I don't think

1

A IQ. Excuse me. Let me just finish. Okay?
When you drove up to park at the pool
before you got out of your vehicle, you were able
to observe that there was ice on the sidewalk?
A No.
Q. I thought that's what you were telling
me. So help me understand. When did you observe
the ice?
A I guess what I was saying is the
condition was set up and I realized when she fe/1
that's what had happened. I didnt see anything.
I mean, the streets were dry, and as I stepped
around, all this happened all of a sudden, see.
And so when I'm kneeling there, l'm
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kneeling on the ice and she's not moving. Beth's
saying, I can't move my leg. I see a lady and just
about the time she - I knew she was - she's like,
oh, I'm so sick. And I thought, oh, man. And just
right after that, 1t seemed llke, here come the
EMTs. They brought two units in. And they come
over there and said, hey, this is slick. And I
8 hollered, you'd better get some more ice - or some
9 salt on this. This is slick here.
10
Q. So you didn't see exactly what your
11 wife was doing immediately before she fell?
12
A. She just went around the front of the
13 pickup to see what had - to help Beth 14
Q. But you didn't see 15
A. - but she didn1 make it.
16
Q. You don't know whether she was
17 reaching down to help Beth or not?
18
A. No. No. I didn't get to see that
19 because I was coming around. But what I did see is
20 her feet go up and come down. And also another
21 lady seen it too, so 22
Q. Who is the other lady?
23
A. Jeanette Merrifield. She said J seen
24 JoAn's feet go up in the air and come down.
25
Q. What kind of shoes was your wife
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1 wearing on that occasion?
2
A Well, she said she was wearing her
3 snow boots, which she wore in the morning anyway
4 when we went in the winter because they were nice
5 and warm and they had good traction, you know.
Q. You say that's what she says. You
6
7 don't recall what she was wearing?
A No. That's what she was wearing. I
8
9 got all her clothes they cut off of her in a sack
10 still hanging in the closet.
Q. So you stiff have those snow boots?
11
12
A. Yeah. Yeah.
Q. What were you wearing for shoes?
13
14
A. I was wearing some - well, what we
15 done is I bought some of these slip-on things
16 that's got the cleats on them for snow. And to
17 tell you the truth, I don't know if I had them on
18 or not, but I know I've wore them on my -- l have a
19 pair. They're just a slip-on. You can just slip
20 your feet into them, but they've got good soles on
21 them.
Q. I understand you may own those, but
22
23 what I'm trying to find out from you is what shoes
24 were you wearing on the day of this accident?
25
A Well, I was wearing those shoes.
,==
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Q. But you don't know whether the cleats

were on them or not?
A. I don't remember whether the cleats
were on them or not, no, but they do have good
traction. But nothing, unless you've spikes, will
stop that ice.
Q. You didn't fall?
A. No. No. No.
Q. You were able to -10
A. When I seen this happen, I go this is
11 slick. I mean, you don't see somebody go down and
12 go running over there, too. lt's this is slick,
13 watch it. You know, I mean, that just kicks in.
14
Q. Well, anytime you see someone down,
15 you take extra care because you don't want to fall,
16 right?
17
A. Yeah. Correct.
18
Q. And you said that you believe this
19 occurred on February 28th, 2008?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. In your complaint that was filed in
22 this case it says that this incident occurred on
23 February 25th, 2008. So I guess what l'm trying to
24 find out is is this written document right or is
25 this written document wrong?
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A No. It was the 25th. What was I
saying, the 28th? l don't know why l was saying
the 28th.
Q. Like I say, this isn't a test.
A. I think that's the last day of
February, the 28th, isn't it? There's only 28 days
in February.
Q. Most of the ti me.

A. But it was the 25th. Geez.

Q. And that's why I asked because/ just
want to make sure that you have a chance to explain
anyA Okay. Well, I'm sorry.
Q. -- any confusions that might arise.
A. Yeah. It was actually - it was the
25th. There's only 28 days in February. I guess
that's why I was saying 28.
Q. Now, in your complaint you say that
the city had actual knowledge of the condition of
the sidewa.lk that morning. What do you rely upon
for making that statement?
A. Well, they must have had some
reliability because they'd salted up some of the
ways there where the light was shining on there.
You could see where the salt had been melting the
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ice. You know, salt melt makes little holes and
then it will melt in the ice. You could see that.
When l'm kneeling down there, I could see where
they'd salted a ways up there.
Q. Well, have you spoken to anyone who
has said that they had told the city prior to this
accident about the condition of the sidewalk that
morning?
A. No. I hadn1 talked to anybody that
10 morning.
11
Q. In fact, you'd never complained to
12 anyone about the sidewa.lk?
13
A. I hadn't, no. No. l just knew that
14 somebody wasn't doing their job, but I never did
15 actually go in and say, hey, you'd better put some
16 salt on there. I never did do anything like that.
17 Sometimes the lady was there and sometimes she
18 wasnl You just kind of snuck in that early.
19
Q. A/so, in your complaint you say that
20 the sidewalk was defective in its design. How was
21 the sidewalk defective in its design?
, 22
A. Did I say that or is that23
Q. That's what your complaint says, yes.
24 I can show that to you if you'd like.
25
A. Well, the only thing that I could say
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that the sidewalk's a defective design is the
2 sidewalk does - there's not too much slope there.
3 And the bank where the lawn is and there's a big
4 pine tree there kind of slopes down a little bit.
I 5 And they were piling all that snow up there and it
6 would warm up ln the day and it would run down on
7 the sidewalk. Then it couldnt drain the water.
8 There wasn't enough slope on the sidewalk to drain
9 the water. But how many sidewalks do you see tha~
, 10 you know, with just 11
Q. Well, do you know whether or not the
i 12 sidewalk was in violation of the 13
A No. There's no violation there.
14
Q. Let me finish. Sorry.
. 15
A I'm sorry.
16
Q. - whether it was in violation of any
17 zoning codes or any building codes with regard to
· 18 its design?
• 19
A. No. I guess when you see something
20 like that you say, we!I, why the heck didn1 they
1
21 givealittleslopetothatsoitcoulddrain. But
22 who knows they're going to pile the snow there? I
\ 23 mean, that's just an unwritten circumstance.
24
Q. Well, you have a home and have had
· 25 homes here in Idaho for a long period of time,

1
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2 right?

3
A. Yes. Yes.
Q. Ever have any snow or ice accumulate
4
5 on those sidewalks?
6
A Yes, I do.
7
Q. It happens every winter?
A Yes. And I clean the sidewalk off and
8
9 the city comes by and plows snow on top and I've
' 10 got to clean it off again. They tell them don't
11 throw it in the street they say. So I got me a
12 snowblower so I can blow it over on my lawn.
13
Q. Now, your wife indicated that she
14 taught a course at the senior citizens center?
15
A Correct.
16
Q. Do you remember what that course was?
17
A. Yeah. It was something about fit and
18 fall. It was just older people learning how to
19 bend and20
Q. Did you take the course?
21
A. No.
22
Q. You neverwentwhen she would teach
23 it?
24
A No. No. I was busy playing.
25
Q. So prior to this accident one of the
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1 Wheels, you would not participate in that?
2
A. Oh, yeah. I done the driving.
Q. Okay.
3
4
A. Yeah.

1 right? You've owned homes in Idaho with sidewalks,

I
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thing··.s that you a. nd .your wife wo·u· Id .d·o together,
would go swimming in the mornings?
A Correct.
Q. Then she would go to the senior
Ii 5 citizens center occasionally and teach a course?
I6
A Correct
,: 7
Q. As I understand it, you didn't go with
i 8 her to take the course?
j 9
A No. No.
1. !I 10
Q. Is that correct?
1· 11
A Correct.
12
Q. You said you'd rather do other things?
13
A Well, yeah.
i 14
Q. What would you do?
15
A Well.if Iwasni doing yard work or
• 16 going out to do something at the school or - I
. 17 do - I've got to tell you. l've done countertops
• 18 probably for - in eight or ten homes for grandkids
19 and kids and myself and I do all kinds of stuff
20 like that You know, I build stuff. I build stuff
21 forourfamilyreunion. Solgotlotsofstuffto
22 do that I just do and she does what she wants to
23 do. We do get together and go swimming. That's
24 something we do together.
· 25
Q. So when she would do the Meals on

1
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5

Q. Why would you do the driving rather

6 than her?

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

r

16

17
18
19
20
I 21
22
23
24
25

A. Well, because we had all these meals
here and she'd get the meals ready. And I'd say,
well, we're going here, and I'd drive there and
she'd take the meal up and meet the people and come
back and go to the next place. We had to drive all
over. It took us, what, a good hour and a half.
Started in Blackfoot and ended up in Fort Hall and
back around and back to the senior citizens.
Q. And she said she also would go to the
senior citizen center on Wednesdays?
A. That's where I played, yeah.
Q. And that's because you were playing?
A Yeah. Uh-huh.
Q. What did you play there?
A Well, I played - on the first and
third Wednesdays I played in the harmonica band.
And on the second and fourth, I played drums in the
dance band.
Q. Do you still do that?
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Q. Have you always been the individual
primarily responsibf e for yard work?
A. Well, until she got QUt there and told
me where to put the flowers, yeah; No matter, I'm
under orders. Even when she can't get out, no, I
don't want that out here. You do this here or you
7 do that. You guys know how that goes.
8
Q. Well, / do. But what I'm trying to
j 9 find out, is that any different now than it's
• ·• 10 always been? I've always been told what to do.
i · 11
A Not always, no. But you try to please
I· 12 the wife. If that's what she wants to do, that's
13 what you do,
14
Q. You've always tried fo please her?
· 15
A Yes.
16
Q. Has that changed in recent years?
17
A Yes.
18
Q. Can you explain to me how it's
19 changed?
20
A Well, she can't get out and do what
21 she needs to do. She can't get in the car and go
22 get this, She can't get this. She can't do this,
23 She can't go visiting teaching. She can't do
1i 24
anything.
25
Q. So that's put a bigger burden on you?

A Yup.
Q. It's one of those activities that you
3 enjoy, apparently?
4
A. Correct. Not only that, we play at
5 the Gables. We play at the Willows. We play at
6 the Eastern Idaho State Fair. We play up here at
I 7 the Veteran's Hospital. It's just a talent we got.
8 We get together and go have fun and do it.
9
Q. Do you have a name of your band?
I 1D
A Yeah. The band is called the BOSS,
11 Band of Senior Swing. And the harmonica is the
12 Harmoniers, And we also played at the Performing
13 Arts Center for this cancer survival deal.
14
Q. Prior to the accident did your wife
15 usually go with you on those gigs?
16
A Well, she used to, but, anymore, l
17 take her down and l take her home. She gets dizzy
18 and sick and she just- 19
Q. So she goes but she doesn't- isn't
2D able to have the strength to stay; is that right?
· 21
A No. If she's not feeling good, she
22 says J'm not going. So l put her to bed and -23
Q. Put her to bed and then you go do your

!

1

Uh-huh.
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3
4

A Yes.

5

Q. Just got to keep the record straight.
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1

Q. ls that a yes?

A l put her in the lounger. Yeah.
Q. Is that a yes?

I
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A. Well, yeah. I've got to be there for

2 her unless she's laying down or in bed.
3
Q. I'm going to hand you what's been
4 marked as Deposition Exhibit*-1. Have you ever
5 seen this document before?

A Yes.
7
Q. If you turn to page 11, I think it is,
it
appears
to be a page with your signature. Your
8
attorney can help you find it.
Is that your signature on page 11?
A Yes.
12
Q. Do you know where you were at when you
13 signed this document?
A l was proba bfy home when it was sent
I 14
, 15 to us - or, no. Let's see ij 16
Q. The document indicates that you signed
this
in
front of a notary public.
17
18
A. Okay. Did we come down here and we
19 got that and we signed that? I don't remember
ii20 what21
Q. If you remember, you remember. If you
22 don't, you don't. l'm just trying to find out what
23 you remember.
24
A I know that's my signature.
25
Q. Okay. Up here there's supposed to be
6

6 You're doing just fine.

7
Your wife seemed to indicate that you
8 do a little housecleaning?
9
A Yeah. Yes.
10
Q. What type of housecleaning do you do?
11
A. Well, I do vacuuming and a lot of 12 you know, the dishes in the dishwasher and keep the
13 counter clean and a little sweeping up and cooking
14 breakfast Fix my own lunch a lot of times.
· 15
Q. ls that something that you've always
16 done since you got home from your mission?
17
A No. No. l~o. No. No. She always
18 did that. I'd hefp once in a while, but not like I
19 do now, because she don't- she don't - she's not
2D upto it.
21
Q. Okay. So you've had to be a little
22 more active in that regard?
23
A Yes,
24
Q. What about yard work?
25
A Yes.

!
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1
Q. So before you were with SecureHorizons
2 you think you were with AARP?
3
A Well, .at one time we were. We was
4 AARP and then we dropped that. And we went to some
5 other insurance company and then they raised
6 something so we got out of that and went to this.
7
Q. Okay. So you don't know who the
8 insurance company was at the time of the accident?
9
A. To say truthfully, no. I don't know
10 just which one it was.
11
MR. HALL: Okay. Well, Counsel, obviously,
12 we'll need you to find that information. Let's go
13 off the record and make copies of these two
14 documents and we'll add those as exhibits.
15
THE WITI\IESS: I know we've got a couple of
16 deals from insurance companies saying you're in a
17 settlement and we want to know that we get our
18 money back if you - somebody's paying for this.
19
Q. BY MR. HALL: Well, that's part of
20 what my question was is you have received letters
21 from your insurance carriers 22
A. Yeah.
23
Q. - saying that they had a subrogated
24 interest to whatever recovery you received, right?
25
A. Correct.

1 That's the only Q. So you didn't bring any of the medical
2
3 records with you?
4
A. No.
5
Q. You didn't bring any of the medical
6 billings with you?
7
A. No.
Q. As I understand it, all the medical
8
9 bills have been paid?
10
A. All but the physical therapy.
Q. ·rhe ongoing physical therapy is being
11
12 paid -13
A. Yeah.
Q. - on an ongoing basis?
14
15
A. No. We was for a while because you
16 have to make these copayments. We're still making
17 copayments when she goes, but-- and then through
18 the insurance company they're handling it. We just
19 get, well, we've paid this much and you done this
20 and you still owe this. Then they itemize what the
21 costs were, you know, stuff like that.
Q. So who's the insurance company that
22
23 you're dealing with?
A. It's - let me look in my wallet.
24
25 Horizon. It's a- what do they call it?
=
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1

Q. Is that a Medicare supplemental
2 insurance?

A. What is that? Horizon something.
Q. Okay. Well, take the time and look.
5
A. I've got the card here that I have the
6 same card. What do they call that? I think I've
7 got it. Okay. It's down here. Here's Medicaid
8 and - what is the name of that?
9
MR. HALL: Let's go off the record for a
'ID minute. Let's make a copy of this.
11
THE WITI\IESS: Okay. Here it is.
12 SecureHorizons. There it is.
13
(A discussion was held off the
14 record.)
15
Q. BY MR. HALL: Your wife seemed to
16 think that maybe you had a different insurance
17 company at the time the accident occurred. Do you
18 know whether you had a different insurance company
19 at that time or whether you had the same one?
20
A. No. We had changed. We were with
21 AARPs and we were with - you know, she handles all
22 this. That's my big fault, that I'm not more
23 involved in a lot of this medical stuff. She
24 usually handles all that and she got the record of
25 --1 know 3

4
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Q. And those letters, apparently, are at

2 home?
3

A. Correct.
Q. And you did not bring those with you
5 today pursuant to the notice of deposition duces
6 tecum?
7
A. No. If we'd have known we was asked
8 to bring them, we would have brought them.
9
Q. Well, you were asked, but you
10 didn't - I don't think it was well enough
11 explained to you and so no foul, no harm. We'll
12 just have to continue the deposition to try to deal
13 with those issues at a later date.
14
A. Well, we could have been asked but you
15 know how my memory is 16
MR. PENROD: You were.
17
THE WITNESS: - and what I hear. You
18 know, my biggest challenge - I'm going to be
19 honest with you. My biggest challenge with my
20 hearing is learning to pay attention, really, and
21 that's a challenge.
22
MR. HALL: Well, you've done very well so
23 far. Let's go off the record and let your attorney
24 make these copies. And I don't want to ask any
25 questions while he's not in the room. Okay?

4
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1
MR. PENROD: And just so they feel - that
2 he feels a little bit better, they did produce -3 what they did have, they made copies and provided
4 to our office. So what they do have, we have.
5
MR. HALL: We just don't have it yet.
6
MR. PENROD: We just haven't completed
7 everything and got it to you.
8
IV1R. HALL: Right.
9
(A recess was taken from 12:58 p.m. to
1o 1:04 p.m.)
11
(Exhibit *-3 marked.)
12
Q. BY MR. HALL: Okay. We'll be back on
13 the record.
14
Mr. Ball, I'm handing you what's been
15 marked as Deposition Exhibit *-3. lhis is a
16 photocopy of your Medicare card and your
17 SecureHorizons insurance card, correct?
18
A. Correct.
19
Q. And as I understand it, you have
20 received notice from some insurance carriers and
21 possibly Medicare that they claim an interest in
22 your lawsuit in the event you get a recovery?
23
A. Correct
24
Q. And -25
THE WITNESS: Do you get those same ones?

~!
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MR. PENROD: Now we do.
1
THE WITNESS: Did you send them to me?
2
Q. BY MR. HALL: I'm also handing you
3
4 what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit *-2. You
5 made reference to a document that your wife

6 brought Is this the document that your wife

7 brought?
A. Correct.
8
Q. You've seen this document before?
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Yes.
Q. Did you review it with her?
A. Yes.
Q. Is there anything on the document that
you disagree with?
A. No. No.
Q. Have you made a similar document as to
how your -A. Wait a minute. You said Q. Have you made any kind of a document
yourself as to how your wife's injuries have
affected you?
A. No.
a. Have you kept any type of a journal -A. No.
a. -- that would indicate how your wife's
'T.P,'T'

l

1 injuries have affected you?
A. No.
2
3
Q. Based then upon your memory, how have
4 your wife's injuries affected you differently than
5 what she's indicated on Exhibit *-2?
A. Well, she can't drive anymore, so I
6
7 have to take her wherever she needs to go. She has
8 these blackouts and dizzy spells. I have to see
9 where she's at all the time.
10
Q. Now, she indicated that she was taking
11 some medication now for the last three or - two or
12 three weeks, maybe four weeks, for those momentary
13 blackout spells that she was having?
14
A. Yeah. Now, she hasn1 had that
15 because she would right out of the blue just start
16 going - she hasn't had that, but she gets dizzy
17 and I have to catch her.
Q. Okay.
18
19
A. She gets so tired all the time. She
20 hasn't got any energy. She has a tough time
21 holding her food down. This medication - she's
22 taking so much medication, and so, yeah, that's a
mental strain. Gee. Every day. All the time.
When she's down and sleeping or in the coucll or in
1,125 bed, then I go get things done. But when she's up

I

I
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

and about, I need to just be with her.
Q. You're working part time, right?
A. Just whenever something needs to be
done, yeah.
Q. So what do you do with your wife when
you go to work?
A. Well, she's either laying there
watching TV or in bed.
Q. So you leave her at home alone when
you go to the -A. Yes.
Q. -- school to work?
A. Yes.
Q. And you mentioned this was a mental
strain on you, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Have you sought any medical care for
yourself?
A. Yeah. I ended up in the hospital with
pains in my heart, and they said, well, you didn't
have a heart attack. It's due to stress.
Q. When did that happen?
A. Last month. So they give me some
medication and some nitroglycerin to take, and the
doctor said - you know, looking at the bright side
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1 he says - I was supposed to go to the doctor and I
2 said, well, I had these pains. And he said, well,
3 you go to emergency there in Blackfoot. So I did
4 and they give me these tests and stuff and said,
5 well, we're going to put you in the hospital
6 overnight for observation.
7
And the doctor the next day says,
8 well, you didn't have a heart attack. You've had
9 this - you've got a little problem here from 10 you know, from -- and he said, let's play it smart.
11 And, you know, lifting, what I'm confined to do.
i 12
But can I tell this story?
! 13
Q. You can tell me whatever you'd like.
14
A When we're waiting for the doctor my
15 daughter's reading - the one that was in here 16 that kids that were spanked when they were young
17 aren't as smart as those kids that weren't spanked.
18 And I told the doctor this. I said, I got a
19 lickin' with a razor strap every night for eight
20 years and you're trying to tell me to be smart.
21
Anyway, I knew what he was telling me,
22 that I had to limit, you know, what I do. And it's
23 stress. You know, you go througl1 this and you
24 don't realize, I guess, you're concerned about her
'25 and I'm concerned about where she is and how she's

Q. Dr. Chambers?
1
2
A No. He's a heart doctor and it
3 wasn't Dr. - she goes to so many doctors,
4 different doctors, and I'm trying to - it's the
5 same doctor that she sees. I can't tr1ink of his
6 name. My wife knows his name.
7
Q. Dr. Southwell?
8
A. No. That's her doctor.
Q. Dr. each?
9
10
A No.
11
Q. I thought you said it was the same
12 doctor that she saw?
13
A. Yeah. These are the doctors she -14
Q. And the doctor you saw for your heart
15 was one of the same doctors that she had seen or
16 not?
17
A Well, Taylor's the same, but the other
18 doctor is not.
19
Q. Okay.
20
A He's in the - one's in one end of
21 this hospital and one's in the other end of the
22 hospital and one was down on Woodruff and
. 23 another- I don't remember which one it was.
24
Q. Have you ever sought any assistance
25 from a mental health provider?
1

1
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1 doing an d is she okay and what we're going to eat.
2 And, you know, all kinds of things come up, and I
3 guess th at stress built up and started to show on
4 me a littl e bit
5
Q. What doctor did you see in Blackfoot?
6
A I don't remember the doctor that come
7 in in eme rgency. I don~ remember his name, but I
8 know I se en Dr. Taylor and he's the one -- and then
9 this docto r, the heart doctor.
10
Q. You see Dr. Scott Taylor?
11
A Yeah. And there's 1112
Q. Is that a yes?
13
A Not Gardner.
14
Q. Is that a yes?
15
A Huh?
16
Q. Is that a yes that you see Dr. Scott
17 Taylor?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. Wh at other doctors, if any, do you
20 see?
21
A. I was trying to remember his name.
22
Q, Wh ere's he located?
23
A In Idaho Falls.
24
Q. Is it Dr. Gorman?
25
A. No
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A Have I?
1
Q. Yes.
2
3
A Myself- for myself?
Q. Yes.
4
5
A No.
I
6
Q. So the only doctor that you have seen
7 is Dr. Scott Taylor, and he's your family doctor,
8 as I understand it?
9
A. Correct.
10
Q. And then you saw a doctor in the
11 emergency room in Blackfoot, but you don't remember
12 his name?
13
A No.
14
Q. Is that correct?
15
A. Correct.
16
Q. Arid then you saw a heart doctor?
17
A Yes. He's the one that- I know
18 there was two different doctors, and Taylor was one

i

19 and this other one. I've got it, but it won't come
20 out.
21
Q. You've had open heart surgery?
22
A. Yes.
I 23
Q. Are you required to see a cardiologist
24 or a heart doctor on some type of a regular basis
25 since that surgery?
I

l

i
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A. Yeah. I got to go back in three
1
2 months to Dr. Taylor. So I have to -- yeah, I have
3 to have the regular checkups, you know/ to see how
4 I'm doing or if I have a problem, which I've had
5 lately.
Q. Other than your wife and children, who
6
7 all have you spoken with concerning this accident
B who claims to have seen or knows something about
9 the accident?
A. The guys in our band and some people
10
11 down at senior citizens. They ask where's your
12 wife or how she's doing.
Q. Do any of them claim to have any
13
14 knowledge about the accident?
A. Other than just told them she fell and
15
16 some of them come up to visit her in the hospital
17 when she was up in Idaho Falls, but she don't
18 remember it.
Q. So their knowledge would be based upon
19
20 what you've told them about how she fell?
A. Correct. Other than - the only one
21
22 that seen her fall was Jeanette Merrifield the day
23 that it happened.
Q. And have you spoken with Jeanette
24
25 Merrifield?
PAGE 78 - - - - - = = ~ = = = = = = = o

2
3
4

5
6
7
B

A. Yeah. We called and asked her - I
called and asked her if she's the one that called
911. And she said, no, she said, but I seen Jo
fall, seen her feet go up in the air. And I
hollered - she hollered to Lorna to can 911. She
didn't know Beth was down. She didn't see Beth
fall, but she did see Jo fall.

Q. So the only thing that Jeanette
9 Merrifield told you was that she saw your wife's
10 feet go up in to the air?

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Yeah. That she seen her fall, yeah.
Q. Has she told you anything else about
her observations at the accident scene?
A. No.
Q. ls that a no?
A. No. No. She had - no. I justsee, they moved out-he got transferred and they
moved out of the country. They're down in
St. George now.
Q. Did Jeanette tell you how far away she
was from your wife at the time she fell?
A. She didn't. No, she didn't say how
far away she was. She had come out-- she was
standing there where the light was rlght there.
She was standing in tnis vlcinity right here.

-= PAGE 79
Q. Okay.
1
A From what l -- when I looked over and
2

3 seen her/ I assumed it was this area and Jo fell
4 right here.
Q. Okay.
5
6
A. Yeah. This is a light here. It kind
7 of reflects out, you know.
B
Q. Any other ways that your wife's
9 injuries have affected you and/or your family?
10
A Yeah. We can't go see them like we
11 used to. We went to my daughter's place. She was
12 having a Father's Day dinner in Shelley and a lot
13 of the grandkids and a lot of their kids was there
14 and had a mear. She got sick, threw up her food
15 and got dizzy. And I had to take her out and take
16 her home, and she was embarrassed and they was all
they get affected by this and they're concerned
I 1817 -about
her health and her welfare, and so it's a
strain on the family too. We're a pretty close
family, you know, everybody.
21
Q. Anything else?
A No.
22
23
Q. ln your complaint you list that one of
24 your damages -- I'm just going to go through them
25 with you. Okay? It says that the damages that you

I;~
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1 guys suffered are physical injuries. You didn't
2 suffer any physical injuries, correct?
3
A No.
Q. It's your wife who suffered physical
4
5 injuries from the fall, right?
6
A Correct.
7
Q. And then it says emotional pain and
8 suffering, and you've indicated that you feel like
9 you've suffered some emotional pain and suffering;
·
10 is that right?
11
A. Yeah.
12
Q. You haven't been to see any type of a
13 mental health provider in response to that though,
14 correct?
15
A. No.
16
Q. Is that correct?
17
A Correct.
18
Q. Then it says that there's a complete
19 loss of smell. That would be your wife, not you,
20 correct?
21
A. Correct.
j 22
Q. A partial loss of taste, that, again,
23 would be your wife, not you, correct?
! 24
A. Correct.
Q. Impaired
f 25

'
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A. Oh, over just little things. I'll say
2 something and she says, now, dont tell so and so
we're going to go see the doctor. I said, okay,
4 I'm not going to say anything.
5
And she gets upset just over little
6 things, you know. We've got the elm seeds coming
7 down. And, oh, here they are, another year like
8 this, take your shoes off before you come in the
9 house, track them in, you know. Just day-to-day
10 stuff.
11
Q. She never did that before the
12 accident?
13
A Well, she liked to keep a clean house.
14 She wouldn't really get so irritated over little
15 things. She gets so irritated over just little
16 things.
17
Q. Did she tell you not to track things
18 into the house before the accident?
19
A. Well, yeah, butshewasn~so
20 irritated about it.
21
Q. It says occasional and sudden Joss of
22 consciousness. Again 1 that would be your wife, not
23 you, right?
24
A Correct.
25
Q. And she's taking medication for that,
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1 right?
A. Correct.
2
3
Q. Then it says depression. Have you
4 suffered from any depression?
A. Yes.
5
6
Q. Have you sought any medical treatment
7 for that depression?
8
A No. The pills I don't take are for
• • 9 depression. They're for my heart and my joints.
1
·10
Q. Why haven't you - if you claim to
11 suffer from any depression, why have you not sought
• 12 any medical attention for that condition?
13
A Well, I did when I went to the heart
14 doctor and had that pain, and I think that's what
15 brought on the pain in my heart was from - what's
Ir
16 the difference between depression and stress?
17
Q. I'm not a doctor so I don't know that
18 I can answerthat.
1 19
A In my own mind I'm trying to figure
20 out how that goes.
21
Q. I think a doctor would tell us there's
22 a big difference between the two, but 23
A. Well, I'm more or less speaking out
Ii 24 loud in my own mind what I'm thinking.
! 25
Q. Okay. Then down here later it says

1 your wife, not you, correct?
2
A Correct.
1
3
Q. Partial Joss of hearing, that would
4 have been your wife .• partialloss ofhearing from
5 the accident. That would, again, be your wife, not
6 you, correct?
7
A Correct
8
Q. And l understand that's been remedied
9 now with hearing aids for your wife?
1o
A. Correct.
11
Q. It says impaired gross motor skills.
12 Again, to the extent there's any of that, it would
13 be your wife, not you, correct?
14
A. Correct
15
Q. Reduced ability to communicate
16 effectively, that would be her again, right?
17
A Correct.
18
Q. And she put on here·· or your
19 daughter put on here that she's a little more
20 irritable and impatient?
21
A Well, yeah. She didn't- that's
22 correct. She didn't say it herself, but she is.
23
Q. Is that your view as well?
24
A Correct.
25
Q. How is she impatient with you?

I

I
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1 Joss of consortium. Loss of consortium, can you

2 tell me, what is the loss of consortium that you

3 have suffered?
4
A. Well, whatever itis, yeah. I didn't
I
5 know you were going to throw these big words out
6 here.
7
Q. Well, this is your complaint, so I'm
8 -you know, in fairness, I realize that •• in
9 fairness, I realize your attorney prepared this,
10 not you, right?
A Yeah.
I 11
I
12
Q. So, apparently, he never talked to you
I 13 or told you about what loss of consortium was?
14
A I guess he must have just put that
15 down because he could see what was going on and
. 16 more thar. - consortium, I dont know what that
I
j 17 words means. It must be - have something to do
18 with companionship or togetherness. I don't know.
19
Q. Well, it can mean those types of
20 things. One of the things it might mean is
21 intimacy, issues associated with intimacy. Has
22 your level of intimacy been affected as a result of
23 this accident?
A Yes.
I 24
Q. In what fashion?

ps
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A Well, I come in. She was in bed.
2 Come back from church. I had to bring her home.
3 And I says is there anything I can do for you. She
4 says would you just come and lay down beside me for
5 a while and hold me. There's more to intimacy.
6 Just the companionsh ip. Just the day-to-day I love
7 you. Haven't been able to do a lot of that. It's
8 there.
9
We'll celebrate our 60th wedding
10 anniversary here in Au gust and she says I don1
11 know if I want to be aro und all those grandkids the
12 way I feel and the dizzy spells and stuff like
13 that Our whole life has been changed in the flash
14 of a second or two. An dyou miss that after all
15 these years. And it's hard. And I didn't mean to
16 cry.
• 17
Q. You don't need to worry about that at
• i8 all. I'm trying to find out these very types of
19 issues from you and so your answer's appropriate.
20
MR. HALL: Let's go off the record and
21 we'll give him a minute.
22
(A discussion was held off the
· 23 record.)
24
MR. HALL: Well, we 're going to continue
25 the deposition for the rea sons that I've previously

1 and for the hiatal. I take aspirin and I take
2 Tylenol - or ibuprofen so I can function.
3
Q. Is there a1w medication that you're
4 taking today that you didn't take prior to the
5 accident?
6
A Now, say that again.
7
Q. This accident occurred in February of
8 2008. Remember?
9
A Correct.
10
Q. Is there any medication that you're on
: 11 today that you weren't on prior to the accident?
A. The only one that I take, and that's
i 12
I 13 just if I had to, would be those nitroglycerin when
; 14 I get a little pain here. And I've never had to
15 take that before. It's never bothered me at all.
16 Somehow this has kind of showed up and I just say,
17 well, it's just the stress, you know.
18
Q. So the only new medication would be
19 the nitroglycerin?
20
A Yeah. Other than that I've been
21 taking this other stuff for - of course, I had to
22 adjust it back and forth, the strengths, you know.
23
Q. Sure. How often have you had to take
24 the nitroglycerin?
25
A I've only taken it about four times in

1
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19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Ii
1

Q. I'm not going to put you to the test
of having to give me the answers to every one of
those pills because I'm going to ask you to provide
to your attorney a list of all the medications that
you currently take. Okay?
A. Okay.
Q. And what you understand is the reason
for those pills being taken and who prescribed
them.
A. Okay.
Q. Is it fair to say tha~ generally
speaking, those medications are associated with
your heart condition?
A Yeah. With my heart condition, with
my artificial limbs, and my stomach. I take the
pills one in the morning and one at night for GERO
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1 the last two months. They tell you, well, if you
2 feel that pain, take a little, put it under your
3 lip, and then if the pain goes away, fine. If it
4 don't, wait and take another one. But I've only
5 had to take it once and it's gone away. And then
6 another time rt happened, I took one, you know,
7 so8
MR. HALL: Okay. We wl/1 go ahead and
9 adjourn this deposition at this time subject to it
10 being reopened when we receive the additional
. 11 information .
: ! 12
MR. PENROD: And I'll get on that and see
I 13 if I can get it to you by the end of the week or
. 14 beginning of the week so we'll have something for
15 you real quick.
16
MR. HALL: That's great
17
MR. PENROD: I'll do that.
18
(The deposition concluded at
19 1:29 p.m.)
20
-ooOoo21

1D

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

I
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1 indicated, Counsel, but Ijust have one or two
2 additional questions.
3
Q. BY MR. HALL: Are you on any
4 medication?
5
A Well, yeah. I take - I take six,
6 seven pills in the morning. And then I take three,
7 four - five pills at night8
Q. Okay.
9
A -- for different things.
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·DAVID H. MAGUIRE (ISB# 2109)
DAVID K... PENROD, JSB #6481
MAGUIRE & PENROD
]414 E. Center- P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758
Telephone: (208) 232-516 7
FAX: (208)232-5181
Attorney for Pl.aintifu

1N THE DJSTRJCT COURT OF TI-IE SEVENTH JUDIC[AL DJSTRJCT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNIT OF BQ\.IGHAM

JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN
BALL,
Plaintiffs,
V.

TIIE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN
DOES I thru V,

Case No. CV-2010-328

PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO
DEFENDANT'S FfRST SET OF
INTERROGA TORJES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS

Defendant.

COMES NOW, John Frederick Bali and JoAn Ball, by and througb their attorney, David K.
Penrod of Maguire and Penrod Law Firm, and submit ilieir Answers to Defendant's First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. I: Please identify each and every person known by you to have
factual knowledge and/or information concerning the subject matter of this litigation and, for each

such person, please set forth the nature and subsLance of the person's knowledge and/or infonnation.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1: JoAn BaJI, Plaintiff: Mrs. Ball is expected to
testify regarding details of the incident, her lmow)edge of the injuries she suffered, JoAn' s abilities
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prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and her family. John F. Ball,
~

Plaintiff and husband to JoAn Ball. Mr. Ball is expected to testify regarding details of the

incident, the conditions of the sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool, his knowledge
of JoAn's injuries, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on
her, on him and on their family. John F. BalL Jr., son of Plaintiffs, is expected to testify regarding
his knowledge of the injuries suffered by JoAn, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and the impact
those injuries have had on JoAn and their family. Leslie A Ball, son of Plaintiffs, is expected to
testify regarding his knowledge of the injuries suffered by J oAn, JoAn' s abilities prior to the accident
and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and their family. Marsha Stark, daughter of
Plaintiffs, is expected to testify regarding her knowledge of the injuries suffered by JoAn, JoAn's
abilities prior to the accident and the impactthose injuries have had on JoAn and their family. Marie
Armstrong, daughter of Plaintiffs, is expected to testify regarding her knowledge of the injuries
suffered by JoAn, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on
JoAn and their family. Darren Coleman, grandson of Plaintiffs and physical therapist, is expected
to testify regarding his knowledge of the injuries suffered by JoA.n, JoAn's abilities prior to the
accident and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and their family. Dr. Peggy Toro, pool
patron and JoAn's physician, is expected to testify regarding the icy conditions of the sidewalks
surrounding The Blackfoot Pool, her discussion with Lorna Hom prior to the subject accident
regarding the need for more salt to be placed on the sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal
Pool due to the icy conditions, Jo An 's abilities prior to the accident and her knowledge of the impact
of the injuries suffered by JoAn. Jeanette Merrifield, Patron of the Blackfoot Pool, is expected to
testify regarding details of the incident, including her eyewitness account of JoAn's fall, and the
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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conditions of the sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool. Lorna Hom, Blackfoot Pool
Manager, is expected to testify as to when and where the ice melt was spread on the sidewalks
surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool, and to JoAn's history with the Blackfoot Municipal Pool.
Shauna Justesen is expected to testify as to the icy conditions of the sidewalks surrounding the
Blackfoot Municipal Pool and her discussion with Lorna Hom prior to the subject accident regarding
the need for more salt to be placed on the sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool due
to the icy conditions. Donna Barnard is expected to testify regarding her knowledge of the injuries
suffered by JoAn, JoAn's abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on
JoAn and her family. Dean and Kay Stump are expected to testify as to their knowledge of JoAn's
abilities prior to the accident and the impact those injuries have had on JoAn and her family.
Blackfoot City Fire Department emergency personnel that arrived on the scene and attended to Mrs.
Ball; they are expected to testify as to weather conditions, conditions of the sidewalk and the injuries
suffered by Mrs. Ball.

Plaintiffs medical providers, including, but not limited to, Bingham

Memorial Hospital staff and emergency room personnel; Eastern Idaho Medical Consultants
physicians and staff; Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center physicians and staff; Blackfoot Horne,
Health and Hospice physicians and staff; Dr. Robert Cach at Idaho Neurosurgical Center; Kenneth
W. Turley, M.D. at Idaho Eye Center; Peggy J. Toro, M.D.; Scott A Taylor, M.D.; Rosemark
Women's Clinic physicians and staff; Mountain View Hospital physicians and staff; DJ Marc
Cardinal, M.D.; Leon C. Peterson, O.D.; J. Fritz Schmutz, M.D., Bryant Belnap at Belnap Physical
Therapy and Balance Center physicians and staff; James L. Southwell, D. 0. at East Falls Neurology;
and Miracle Hearing Center physicians and staff. The medical providers are expected to testify
regarding JoAn's injuries, treatment and the impact of the accident on plaintiff. Plaintiffs reserve
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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· the right to supplement this answer in the event that. additional witnesses. are identified prior to trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please identify any and all documents and tangible things upon
which you rely, or to which you refer, in answering these Interrogatories.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Medical records and bills regarding JoAn

Ball, photographs, weather report. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if
necessary, prior to trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please identify each and every person whom you may call as
a witness at the time of trial, and please set forth the subject matter and substance of the facts to
which each such person will testify.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: See Answer to Interrogatory No. L
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Please state whether you (or any person, firm, or corporation
acting on your behalf) have consulted with or engaged any expert(s) in connection with this
litigation. If your answer to this Interrogatory is "yes", then for

such expert, please state the

fol1owing: (a) the expert's name, address, and training; (b) the substance of the expert's conclusions
and opinions; (c) the physical evidence (if any) that the expert analyzed, and the present custodian
of such physical evidence; and (d) identify any and all reports prepared by the expert

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Plaintiffs have not engaged any expert
witnesses at this time. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to
trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Please identify any and all exhibits that you may introduce or
otherwise utilize at the time of trial.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Medical records and bills regardingJoAnBall
PLAlNTIFFS' RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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and photographs. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, ifnecessary, prior to trial.

IlffERROGATORY NO. 6: Please state whether you (or any person, firm, or corporation
acting on your behalf) have obtained a statement of any kind from any person, whether written, oral,
recorded, stenographically transcribed, or otherwise memorialized.

If your answer to this

Interrogatory is "yes", then for each such person, please state the following: (a) the person's name,
address, and occupation; (b) the type of statement taken from such person (e.g., written, oral, etc ... );
(c) the name, address, and telephone number of the present custodian of the person's statement; (d)
the date on which the statement was taken; and (e) a summary of the information provided by the
person in the statement.

ANSWER TO Th"'TERROGATORYNO. 6: Plaintiffsareunawareofany such statements.
Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.

INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please provide a detailed factual description of what occurred
on the morning of the accident in this matter.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: John and JoAn Ball pulled into the Blackfoot

Pool parking lot at approximately 7:00 a.m. on February 25, 2008. JoAn got out of the car first and
called to John, "Oh, Beth is down!" Then JoAn walked over to help Beth. John came around the
front of the car and was about 10-12 feet away and saw JoAn' s feet go straight up in the air almost
parallel with the sidewalk, about three (3) feet in the air. First her buttock hit, then whiplashed her
head onto the icy, hard concrete sidewalk. John heard the sound of a "crack" as her head hit the
pavement (which sound still haunts him to this day). When John reached her, he knelt dov.'D on the
icy sidewalk and checked to see if she was dead or alive, because she was unconscious. As he knelt
by JoAn, John heard Beth moan "I can't move my leg," and was pleading for help. John saw
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF fNTERROOATORlES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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someone standing near by who yelled "somebody call 911, we need some help, we've got two people
down here." Some minutes passed before John knew that JoAn was alive. She started to moan and
said, "I am so sick!" John stayed by the two injured women and yelled out to the crowd, "someone
needs to get some salt on this, it is slick." Wben paramedics arrived, again John warned them that
the sidewalks were icy. Emergency medical care was administered and JoAn was taken to the
hospital.
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Please describe your history with the Blackfoot Mun.icipa1
Swimming pool, including but not limited to: number of times visited, schedule of visits, etc.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8: John and JoAn Ball have purchased a yearly
pass to the Blackfoot Municipal Swimming Pool for the past four years. Prior to the accident they
swam on an average of four to five days a week. Since the accident, they have been unable to
maintain a regular schedule due to JoAn's medical problems. Currently she is medically unable to
swun.
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Please describe all medical treatment that you have received
in connection with this accident.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Plaintiff continues to seek medical treatment
for injuries relating to the subject incident. A signed medical release has been provided to you for
the pmpose of gathering this information. We request that you provide our office with copies of all
documents you obtain with said release. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if
necessary, prior to trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. l 0: Please describe in detail all damages that you claim as a result
of this accident, including your method of calculation.
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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ANS'WER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Total damages have.not been calculated at
this time, however, a summary of such damages bas been set forth in the Complaint and Tort Claim
Notice. Plaintiff continues to seek treatment for injuries relating to the subject incident. Plaintiffs
reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please identify any individual with the City of Blackfoot that
you have talked to regarding this accident, and provide a summary of the subject matter of the
conversation.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0.11: When JoAn informed Loma Horn that the
Statute of Limitations was up and that JoAn was going to need to see about getting more help from
the city with her medical costs, Loma replied with a comment to the effect of, "Don't feel bad."

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCT! ON NO. 1: Please produce any and all documents identified,

related to, relied upon, and/or referred to in your answers to Defendants' Interrogatories.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: See attached photographs
taken by John Bal~ Sr., on February 11, 2010, at approximately 11 :20 a.m., depicting the snowcovered sidewalks surrounding the Blackfoot Municipal Pool that have only partially been cleared,
which partial clearing is similar to the partial clearing performed by pool employees on the day of
the subject incident. Please note that the photos also show snow accumulation in the designated pool
parking area with significant foot traffic, indicating that the snow accumulation bad been there for
quite some time. For copies of medical records and bills, see Answer to Interrogatory numbers 9 and
10. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGA TORlES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: Please produce any and all documents which
support, or may support, your claims in this litigation.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: See Response to Request for
Production No. 1. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Please produce any and all documents regarding
the subject matter of this litigation which have been prepared or maintained by any witness, or
potential witness.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Plaintiffs are unaware of any
such documents. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Please produce any and all documents which you
may or will use at the time of trial.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: See Response to Request for
Production No. 1.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: Please produce any and all statements, whether
written, recorded, or otherwise memorialized, made by any individual concerning the facts and
subject matter oftb.is litigation.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: Plaintiffs are unaware of any
such docwnents. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Please produce copies of any and all written
correspondence and communications between you and any other person (other than your attorney)
pertaining to the facts and subject matter of this litigation.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Plaintiffs are unaware of any
PLAINT[FFS' RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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such written communications. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary,
prior to trial. ·
REOUESTFORPRODUCTIONNO. 7: Please produce any and all documents and tangible
things in your possession, custody, or control which concern the subject matter ofthis litigation and
which have not otherwise been requested or produced.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: None.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: Please produce any document upon which you rely
in your calculation of damages.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: We have not yet gathered this
information. A signed medical release has been provided to you for this purpose. We request that
you provide our office with copies of all documents you obtain with said release. Plaintiffs reserve
the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: Please provide a copy of any document upon which
you rely in your claims of negligence.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: Plaintiffs are not in possession
of any such documents. Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this answer, if necessary, prior to
trial.
DATED this_f day of May, 2010.

-·-n

_,·~.----,/:~~~---··
~

/

::,""---..'.

-

:~avid K. Penrod, Attorney
forPlaintiffs
_____ .,..-

------------
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
:ss
County of _ _ _ _ _ _ )

JoAn Ball, being first duly sworn on her oath, deposes and says:
She is the p}aintiff in the above entitled matter. She

read the foregoing Plaintiffs

Responses to First Set of Interrogatories and Requests For Production of Documents. She knows
the contents thereof and the same is true as she verily believes.

u t)y

DATED t h i s ~day of May, 20 l 0.

SUBSCRIBED A.N'D SWORN to before me t h i s ~ day of May, 2010.

(SEAL)

NOTYPUBL FOR IDAHO
Residing in Pocatello
Commission Expires:

3/t'i/H
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO

)

:ss
County of _ _ _ _ _ _ )
John Frederick Ball, being first duly sworn on her oath, deposes and says:
He is the plaintiff in the above entitled matter. He has read the foregoing Plaintiff's
Responses to First Set ofinterrogatories and Requests For Production of Documents. He knows the
contents thereof and the same is true as he verily believes.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

(SEAL)

--1!!:_ day of May, 2010.

esiding in Pocatello
Commission Expires:

3} 11 t./
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Thirigs I w~s able t~-- d~ before·~~cident on Feb ..25 th ·2008
. ..
.•

.'

House·work (now need husband to help with this)
Yard work (now husband.does it aU)
Swam and water aerobics 4 or 5 times a week for a hour

(now not very often)

Drove a car all the tine (now due to momentary blackouts I no longer trust
mvself to drive this is one freedom I really miss)
Walle at least 3 or 4 miles a week baby sat great grand children occasionally
do not have the balance or deoth perception to walk that I bad before)

(I

Delivered meals on wheels on Mondays (to do this you have to be able to move very fast
from one home to another to get the meals to the people on your route in a two hour
period)
Worked at family history center on Tuesdays ( I can. no longer work there after the four
years as I have in the past because of my hearing loss, double vision, and not
remembering I would not be able to help people on the computers)
Help teach fit and fall classes twice a week CT tried going back iust as one of the
participates several months after the accident but could not do hardly any of the exercise
with out losing my balance and getting dizzy)
Volunteered At Senior Center Oiust go and sing with the singing group sometimes)
Did visiting teaching once a month ( not any more since I don't drive and do not
function well in the evenings)
Ward missionary
Other problems
/
Personality change I get upset very easv
No sense of smell (except for a very punchant smell for many months.I Still have it once
in awhile but its not as strong)
Very little sense of taste
Dizzy spells
Some loss of hearing
Very unstable at times trying to walk
Some speech problems at times ·
Need to have someone with me to drive and hold on to me or I use a walker because I do
have momentary blackouts or can stumble very easy
Stomach shakes for several months
Headaches at times
Exhibit No. !).

Date: (o · /(p - I Q
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IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF TJIEs};;~:lt:n=:@',, ,,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN
BALL, husband and wife,

)
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
CITY OF BLACKFOOT,
)
)
- - -Defendant.
~ - - - - - - - - - - -)

I.

Case no. CV-2010-328

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Defendant City of Blackfoot (hereinafter the "City") seeks summary judgment against
Plaintiffs John Frederick Ball and JoAn Ball, husband and wife (hereinafter the "Balls"). 1 The
Balls oppose the City's Motion for Summary Judgment.

2

The City moved to strike portions of

the affidavits of Plaintiff John Frederick Ball, Plaintiff JoAn Ball (hereinafter "JoAn"), Jeanette

1

Motion for Summary Judgment, Ball v. City of Blac¾foot, Bingham County case no. CV-2010-328 (filed August
27, 2010) (hereinafter the "City's Motion for Summary Judgment").
2
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, Ball v. City of Blackfoot, Bingham County case no. CV2010-328 (filed September 23, 2010) (hereinafter the "Balls' Response").
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

...

' .... ~

/.

i

'-..~.:..._ __-;/'

Merrifield, and Shauna Justeson, filed in opposition to the City's Motion for Summary
Judgment. 3 The Balls opposed the City's Motion to Strike. 4
Based upon the arguments of the parties, the record, and the relevant authorities, the
City's Motion to Strike should be denied as moot and its Motion for Summary Judgment should
be granted.

II.

ISSUE PRESENTED

In its Motion for Summary Judgment, the City contends that the Balls have not raised a
material issue of fact as to either of their negligence claims. 5 The Balls respond that they raised
questions of fact both as to the actions the City took to clear ice from the sidewalk in front of the
municipal swimming pool, and as to the defect in the sidewalk. 6
Although the City contests the admissibility of certain portions of the affidavits filed by
the Balls in support of their opposition to summary judgment, the affidavit testimony is not
material, given Idaho Supreme Court precedent on the precise issues raised in this case.

3

Motion to Strike Affidavits of Fred Ball, Joan Ball, Jeanette Merrifield and Shauna Justeson Ball v. City of
Blac¾foot, Bingham County case no. CV-2010-328 (filed October 15, 2010) (hereinafter the "City's Motion to
Strike").
4
Affidavit of David K. Penrod in Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion to Strike,
Ball v. City of Blackfoot, Bingham County case no. CV-2010-328 (filed October 27, 2010).
5
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Ball v. City of Blackfoot, Bingham County case no.
CV-2010-328 (filed August 27, 2010) (hereinafter the "City's Memorandum in Support of Summary
Judgment"), at p. 5.
6
Balls' Response, at p. 2.
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Based upon the parties' pleadings and arguments, and the relevant case law, the following
issue must be decided: Does Pearson v. Boise Cit/ render the Balls' complaint against the City
ripe for summary judgment?

III.

FINDINGS OF FACT

The following findings are made for purposes of summary judgment only, with all
reasonable inferences drawn in the Balls' favor:

1.

8

On or about the morning of February 25, 2008, ice accumulated on the sidewalks

within the corporate limits of the City, and particularly on that portion of the sidewalk
surrounding and adjoining the Blackfoot Municipal Swimming Pool (hereinafter the "Pool"). 9
2.

The Balls parked their vehicle at the designated parking area for the Pool. 10

When JoAn exited her vehicle and walked on the sidewalk, she slipped on the accumulated ice,
fell to the ground, and sustained injuries. 11
3.

The Balls' defective sidewalk claim is based upon the slope of the surrounding

landscape, coupled with the piling of shoveled snow on the edge of the sidewalk, which allegedly
increased the amount of melted snow running across the sidewalk during the day and resulted in

. of.ice overmg
. ht. 12
a greater accumu1at10n

7

80 Idaho 494,333 P.2d 998 (1959).
See: Bushi v. Sage Health Care, PLLC, 146 Idaho 764,768,203 P.3d 694, 698 (2009).
9
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, Ball v. City of Blackfoot, Bingham County case no. CV-2010-328 (filed
February 12,2010) (hereinafter the "Complaint"), at p. 2, 1 V.
1
Complaint, at p. 2, 1 VI.
11 !_Q.
8

°

12

Balls' Response, at p. 2.
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IV.
A.

PRINCIPLES OF LAW

The City's Motion to Strike.

1.

Admissibility of affidavits under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( e) 1s a

threshold question which must be analyzed before applying the liberal construction and
reasonable inferences rules required when reviewing a motion for summary judgment. 13
2.

A decision as to the admissibility of affidavit testimony is reviewed for an abuse

of discretion. 14 Thus, this Court must correctly perceive the issue as discretionary, act within the
boundaries of its discretion and consistently with applicable legal standards, and reach its

. . by an exercise
. of reason. 15·
d ec1s10n
3.

Affidavits supporting or opposing a summary judgment motion must be made on

personal knowledge, must set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and must
show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated. 16

These

requirements "are not satisfied by an affidavit that is conclusory, based on hearsay, and not
supported by personal knowledge." 17

13
14
15

Shane v. Blair, 139 ldaho 126, 128, 75 P.3d 180, 183 (2003).
Id.

Shane v. Blair, 139 Idaho at 128-9, 7 5 P.3d at 183-4.
Pose)' v Ford Motor Credit Company, 141 Idaho 477,483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct App. 2005) [citing: Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 56(e)].
17
Pose)' v. Ford Motor Credit Company, 141 Idaho at 483, 111 P.3d at 168 [citing: State v. Shama Resources
Limited Partnership, 127 Idaho 267,271,899 P.2d 977,981 (1995)].
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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The City's Motion for Summary Judgment.

B.

1.

If the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with any affidavits,

show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law, summary judgment may be granted.

18

Disputed facts are construed

in favor of the non-moving party and all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record
are drawn in favor of the non-moving party. 19
2.

A party against whom a summary judgment is sought cannot merely rest on its

pleadings. 20 When faced with supporting affidavits or depositions, the opposing party must show
material issues of fact which preclude the issuance of summary judgment. 21
3.

While the moving party must prove the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, 22

the opposing party cannot simply speculate.
genuine factual issue.

24

A mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a

Summary judgment is appropriate when the non-moving party cannot

establish the essential elements of the claim.

18

23

25

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c); Bushi v. Sage Health Care, PLLC, 146 Idaho 764, 768, 203 P.3d 694, 698
(2009); G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514, 516-7, 808 P .2d 851, 853-4 (1991 ).
19
Bushi v. Sage Health Care, PLLC, 146 Idaho at 768, 203 P.3d at 698; Lockheed Martin Corp. v. Idaho State Tax
Commission, 142 Idaho 790, 793, 134 P.3d 641,644 (2006).
20
Par/out v. Harper, 145 Idaho 683, 688, 183 P.3d 771, 776 (2008); R.G. Nelson, A.I.A. v. Steer, 118 ldaho 409,
410, 797 P.2d 117, 118 (1990).
21
Esser Electric v. Lost River Ballistics Technologies, Inc., 145 Idaho 912, 919, 188 P.3d 854, 861 (2008).
22
Watkins v. Peacock, 145 Idaho 704, 708, 184 P.3d 210,214 (2008); Wait v. Leavell Cattle, Inc., 136 Idaho 792, 798,
41 P.3d 220,226 (2001).
23
Cantwellv. City ofBoise, 146 Idaho 127,133,191 P.3d 205,211 (2008).
24
Van v. Portneuf Medical Center, 147 Idaho 552,556,212 P.3d 982, 986 (2009); West v. Sanke, 132 Idaho 133, 138,
968 P .2d 228, 233 ( 1998).
25
Summers v. Cambridge Joint School District No. 432, 139 Idaho 953, 956, 88 P.3d 772, 775 (2004); Dekker v.
Magic Valley Regional Medical Center, 115 ldaho 332,333, 766 P.2d 1213, 1214 (1989).
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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If reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions on material issues, or draw

conflicting inferences therefrom, then the motion for summary judgment must be denied. 26
V.
A.

ANALYSIS

The City's Motion to Strike.
Although a motion to strike must be considered pnor to adjudicating a motion for

summary judgment, the particular facts of this case fall so squarely within Idaho Supreme Court
precedent, that the affidavits submitted by the Balls have no bearing upon the viability of their
claims. Therefore, the City's Motion to Strike is rendered moot.
B.

The City's Motion for Summary Judgment.
The City argues that Pearson v. City of Boise is a case on all fours with the facts in this

case and supports summary judgment in the City's favor.

27

The Balls rely upon Splinter v. City

of Nampa, 28 for the proposition that the City is "under the same obligations and liabilities and
owe[ s] the same duty as a private owner when engaged in a proprietary function." 29

Pearson v. Boise City involved an elderly woman who suffered personal injuries when
she slipped and fell on Boise City's cement sidewalk. 30 The woman alleged that the sidewalk
was constructed without the required downward slope; that the sidewalk had a depression, about
seven (7) feet long, four (4) feet wide, and one and one-half (1 ½) inches deep, which filled with

26

Van v. Portneuf Medical Center, 147 Idaho at 556, 212 P.3d at 986; Cramer v. Slater, 146 Idaho 868, 873, 204
P.3d 508,513 (2009).
27
City's Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment, at pp. 6-8.
28
70 Idaho 287, 215 P.2d 999 (1950).
29
Balls' Response, at p. 6.
30
Pearson v. Boise City, 80 Idaho at 496, 333 P.2d at 998.
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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water from melted snow and froze; and that falling snow covered the ice frozen m the
· 31
depress10n.

The district court dismissed the woman's complaint with prejudice, and the Idaho
Supreme Court affirmed. 32 With regard to ice on the sidewalk, the Idaho Supreme Court held:
Municipalities are not insurers of the safety of those who use the sidewalks.
[Cites omitted.] Municipalities are charged with the duty of keeping streets in
reasonably safe condition for public travel and are liable for damages for injuries
sustained only in consequence of their negligent discharge of such duty. [Cites
omitted.] 33
Mere slipperiness of a sidewalk, occasioned by smooth or level ice or snow is
insufficient to charge the municipality with liability for injury resulting therefrom
where the snow or ice does not constitute an obstruction. [Cites omitted.] 34
In addition, after an in-depth discussion of caselaw from various jurisdictions regarding
defects in a sidewalk, the Idaho Supreme Court concluded:
The authorities are overwhelming in their holdings that a defect in a sidewalk of a
minor or trivial nature, as shown by respondent's pleadings, is not sufficient to
hold a municipality liable in damages for failure to repair the same. The defect in
itself not being of sufficient serious import as to render the municipality liable for
actionable negligence, the fact that the depression becomes filled with water and
freezes with a surface of hard, smooth, glazed ice, because of natural weather
conditions, likewise does not constitute any defect for which the municipality may
be held liable, since in such a case the ice and not any existent defect constitutes
the proximate cause of any injury received because of slipping on the ice. 35

31

Pearson v. Boise City, 80 Idaho at 496, 333 P.2d at 999.
Pear.son v. Boise City, 80 Idaho at 496 and 503, 333 P.2d at 998 and 1004.
33
Pem;wn v. BoLrn City, 80 Jdaho at 497, 333 P.2d at 999.
34
Pearson v. Boise City, 80 Idaho at 497,333 P.2d at 999-1000.
35
Pem:wn v. Boise City, 80 ldaho at 503,333 P.2d at ]003.
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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7

The Balls do not allege anything different from the allegations made in Pearson v. City of

Boise. They claim that JoAn slipped and fell on an icy sidewalk in front of the Pool. They do
not claim that the ice obstructed the sidewalk, only that it made the sidewalk slippery.
Furthermore, although the Balls do not so specify in their Complaint, they clarify in later
pleadings that the defect of which they complain is nothing more than a slope and landscaping
which does not constitute a defect for which the City would be liable otherwise, but for the
melting snow which caused additional ice build-up on that sidewalk.
Conversely, the Splinter v. City of Nampa case, upon which the Balls rely, concerns an
explosion of a storage tank, and the defendant City of Nampa's alleged granting of a permit to a
private citizen for placement of that storage tank.

36

The facts of Splinter being readily

distinguishable from the case at bar, Splinter does not overcome the clear import of Pearson v.

Boise City and its effect upon this case.
Based upon the overwhelming similarity between the facts pleaded in the Balls'
Complaint and the Idaho Supreme Court's dismissal of Pearson v. Boise City on almost identical
facts, summary judgment for Defendant City of Blackfoot is appropriate.

VIII. CONCLUSION OF LAW
Pearson v. Boise City renders the Balls' complaint against the City ripe for summary
judgment.

36

Splinter v. City of Nampa, 70 Idaho at 292-3, 215 P.2d at 1001-2.
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IX.

ORDERS OF THE COURT

Based on the foregoing, the City's Motion to Strike is denied as moot.

The City's

Motion for Summary Judgment is granted. The Balls' Complaint is dismissed and the Balls
shall take nothing by their Complaint against the City.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
2·111

DA TED this / ~ day of December 20 I 0.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Ill_,

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on l!J / 1c..J /
I served a true copy of the foregoing
Order Granting Defendant's Motion f ~ u ~ Judgment on the persons listed below by
mailing, first class, postage prepaid, or by hand delivery.

David K. Penrod, Esq.
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center
P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, ID 83205-4758
Blake G. Hall, Esq.
Sam L Angell, Esq.
NELSON HALL PARRY
TUCKER, P.A.
490 Memorial Drive
P.O. Box 51630
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630

ISlJ

U.S. Mail

U Courthouse Box D Facsimile

~ U.S. Mail D Courthouse Box D Facsimile

SARA J. STAUB, Bingham County Clerk

(SEAL)
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BLAKE G. HALL
SAM L. ANGELL
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
490 Memorial Drive
P.O. Box 51630
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630
Telephone:(208) 522-3001
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254
Idaho State Bar Nos. 2434 & 7012
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Attorneys for the City of Blackfoot

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN BALL,

Case No. CV-2010-328

Plaintiffs,

JUDGMENT
v.
THE CITY OF BLACKFOOT, JOHN DOES I
thru V,
Defendant.
This matter having come before the Court upon Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment,
and the Court having entered its Order Granting Summary Judgment and Dismissing Plaintiffs'
Complaint, and good cause appearing therefor;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Plaintiffs' Complaint is dismissed witb

JUDGMENT- I

!

•

,;

, ,. ,
.

i

i,,,

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following this
day of December, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed thereto,
facsimile, or overnight mail.
David K Penrod
MAGUIRE & PENROD
1414 E. Center
P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, ID 83205-4758
Blake G. Hall
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
P.O. Box 51630
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630
[ vJ~ailing

[ J
Delivery
[ J
[ J Overnight Mail

Deput~k

JUDGMENT- 2

!-\.

David H. Maguire
David K. Penrod
Blake G. Swenson

Maguire & Penrod
1414 E. Center
P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, ID 83205-4758
Telephone: (208) 232-5167
ISBA # 2109
ISBA # 6481
ISBA # 6644

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN BALL,
Husband and wife,

Case No. CV-2010-328

NOTICE OF APPEAL
Plaintiffs/Appellants,
Fee Category: L.4
Fee: $101.00

vs.
CITY OF BLACKFOOT,
Defendant/Respondent.

TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, CITY OF BLACKFOOT, and THE
RESPONDENTS ATTORNEY, BLAKE G. HALL, and THE CLERIC OF THE
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named, Plaintiffs/ Appellants, John and Jo An Ball, appeal against the

above-named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment dismissing Plaintiffs'
Complaint entered in the above-entitled action on the 29th day of December, 2010, by Seventh
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1

I

aI

District Judge Darren B. Simpson, as well as the subsequent Judgment (presumed to be an
Amended Judgment) entered on January 7, 2011, by Judge Darren B. Simpson, which Judgment
was served upon counseJ by first class mail on February 2, 2011, and was received by counsel on
February 4, 2011.
2.

That the Plaintiffs/ Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court,

and the Judgment(s) and/or Order(s) described in Paragraph I above are appealable under and
pursuant to Rule 11 (a)(2) I.A.R.
3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellants then intend

to assert in the appeal is as follows; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent
the appellants from asserting other issues on appeal.
(a) That the district corni erred in granting Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment with respect to the Plaintiffs' action against the City of Blackfoot for
the negligent acts of its employees.
(b) That the district court erred in failing to apply the facts of Plaintiffs' case to the
general duty a municipality owes to keep sidewalks in reasonably safe condition
for public travel.
(c) That the district court erred in failing to apply the facts of Plaintiffs' case to the
heightened duty owed to an invitee of a business owned and operated by a
municipality.
( d) That the district court erred in failing to address Plaintiffs' argument that the
Defendant recognized the existence of an unsafe condition, that the Defendant had
assumed a duty, and that the Defendant failed to properly discharge its assumed

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2

duty.
(e) That the district court failed to specifically address Plaintiff John Ball's cause of
action in the court's Order Granting Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment
entered

011

December 13, 2010.

4.

Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No.

5.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

(b)

The appellants request the preparation of the reporter's standard transcript
as defined in Rule 25( c), I.A.R., supplemented by the following:
(1)

Transcript of hearing on Defendant's Motion for Summary

Judgment and Motion to Strike Affidavits held on November 3, 2010.
6.

The appellants request the following documents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:
(a) Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial;
(b) Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment;
(c) Memorandum in St1pport of Motion for Summary Judgment;
(d) Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment;
(e) Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment;
(f) Affidavits of: 1) Fred Ball; 2) JoAn Ball; 3) Jeanette Merrifield; 4) Shauna

Justeson; and, 5) Lorna Yan Horn;
(g) Affidavit of David K. Penrod in Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment and Motion to Strike;
(h) June 16, 20 l 0, Deposition of John Fredrick Ball;

NOTICE OF APPEAL- 3

r()~

(i) June 16, 20 I0, Deposition of JoAn Ball; and,
(j) The transcript of the November 3, 2010, hearing on the Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment.
7.

I certify:
( a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter of

whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Sandra Beebe, 501 N. Maple, #205, Blackfoot, Idaho 83221-1700;
(b)

Tliat the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid

the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript.
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has .

been paid.
( d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

( e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to Rule 20.
DATED this£__ day of February, 2011.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a true, full and co1Tect copy of the foregoing
Notice of Appeal was this

_B__ day of January, 20 l l, served

indicated below:

[/u.s. Mail postage prepaid
[ ]
[_]
[_]

Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
Telefax

Blake G. Hall
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A.
490 Memorial Drive
P.O. Box 51630
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630
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upon the following in the manner

*************************************************************************
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO

************************************************************************
JOHl~ FREDERICK BALL and JOAN BALL,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs / Appellants,
-vsCITY OF BLACKFOOT,
Defendant I Respondent

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT# 38530-2011

CERTIFICATION OF
EXHIBITS

I, SARA STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the
State ofidaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certify, list and describe the
following exhibits which were offered or admitted during the proceedings in the aboveentitled case:
EXHIBITS/APPENDICES

TITLE
NONE
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
court at Blackfoot, Idaho, this 21 st day of March 2011.
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SARA··· STAU/lerk of the Co~ .. )···
'
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By,

~eputy Clerk

(_

.._/

.

,

*************************************************************************
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

*************************************************************************
JOHN FREDERICK BALL and JOAN
BALL, husband and wife,

)
)
)
Plaintiffs / Appellants, )
-vs)
CITY OF BLACKFOOT,
)
)
Defendant/
)
Respondent
)

SUPREME COURT # 38530-2011

CERTIFICATION OF
CLERK'S RECORD

I, SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing record in the above-entitled case was compiled and bound under my direction,
and is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings, documents and papers designated to be
included in the clerk's record by the Idaho Appellate Rule 28, the notice of appeal, any
notice of cross-appeal, and any designation of additional documents to be included in the
clerk's record.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
st

court at Blackfoot, Idaho, this 21 day of March 2011.

****************************************************************
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF STATE OF IDAHO

****************************************************************
JOHN FREDERJCK BALL and JOAN BALL,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs / Appellants,
-vsCITY OF BLACKFOOT,
Defendant / Respondent

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT # 38530-2011

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, SARA STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certify I personally served or mailed, by United
States mail, one copy of the clerk's record and the reporter's transcript in the above-entitled case to
each of the attorneys of record, to wit:
Counsel for Appellant:

David K. Penrod, Esq., PO Box 4758,
Pocatello, ID 83205-4758

Counsel for Respondent:

Blake G. Hall, Esq., PO Box 51630
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630

1N WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court at
st
Blackfoot, Idaho, this 21 day of March 2011.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1

TO: Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

DOCKETNO. 38530-2011
(
(
JOHN FREDERICK BALL, et al.
(
(vs.
(
(
CITY OF BLACKFOOT

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Notice is hereby given that on March 15, 2011, I lodged a transcript of 56 pages
in length for the above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of the County of
Bingham in the Seventh Judicial District.
Hearings included: Motion for Summary Judgment, 11-3-10

Sandra J. Beebe, C.S.R.

March 15, 2011

